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A WORK OT GREAT POIITI(

On Natember 8, 1975, the 3ath anniltersary of the ,founding af the Party,
the 19th uolurne of the Worles bg cornrade Enoer Hoxha, First Secretary of the

Central Comrnittee of the PLA, leader of the Party and of the Albanian people,

oas distributed throughout Albania,
In the series o7 the Worles by comrade Eruter Hoxha the materials of this

oolume are of great political and ideological irnportance. They belong to the pe-'
riod Jurre-Decernber 1960, a DerA complicated period ruhen deep ideological and
political disagreements had arisen in the relations betru,een a nurnber of parties.

In this period the PLA had to take decisions of special responsibility and openly
rise before the entire international cornrnunist mooernent, to defend Marxism-
Leninisrn and proletorian internationalisru from the neru and dangerous reoision-
ist trend, which had been crystalized in its ranks by Khrushcheoite reoisionisrn.

ln this oolwme a clear picture is gioen oy the consistent struggle carried out

by the Partg of Labour of Albania at the Bucharest Meeting and the Moscow
Meeting. At Bucharest the PLA dtd not accept that tke alleged vnistalees of the

Comrnunist Party of Ckina showld be iwdged and the latter condernned on the ba-

sis of a docurnent full of slanderous accusations fabricated by the Sooiet leader-

ship, ruithout gioing the Cornvnwnist Party of China titne and the possibilitq to

read the rnaterial and present its own oieru. At tke Moscow Meeting the PLA
had ns say with reoolutionarA courdge and, before international cornrnunisrn,

openly criticised the wrong line of the Sooiet leadership concerning a series of
maior questions of principle. The Parta of Labowr of Albania neoer made con-
cessions ooer principles and refused to follow thte reoisionist course of the

Khrushcheo group.

The editors ol the reoiew 'Albania Today" are publishing some rnaterials

frorn tkis oolume in this issue, hoping that in this way theg will fulfill the de-

sire oy the resders.



AI. AND IDEOI.OGICAT UATUE

I.EIIER ADDRESSED IO ATt THE BASIC ORGANIZATIOI{S
OF ITIE PARTY ABOUI THE HOI.DING OF IHE BUCIIARESI MEEIITIG
AND ABOUT IHE DISAGREEMEIITS BEIWEEN THE COMMU}IIST PARTY
OF IHE SOYIET UNIO}I A}ID IHE COMMUNISI PARTY OF ClIIl{A

August 9, 1960

Some important ideological and political disagreements
have arisen bet'ween the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
and the Communist Palty of China. Word about these dis-
agreements is beginning to appear both in the Chinese and
Soviet press as well as in the speeches of the leaders of these
two countries, of course, without mentioning one-another by
name, but making allusions, which anybody can easily under-
stand. These questions also have been spoken about and dis-
cussed openly at the meeting in Bucharest of the reple-
sentatives of the comrnunist and rvorkers' parties r,vho were
delegates of their parties to the 3rd Congless of the Ru-
turanian Workers' Party.

The Central Committee of the Pal'ty considcrs it neccssaly
to inform all the Party orgatizations of onr stand towards
this problern by means of this letter.

On June 2,1960 the Central Committee of the Coturnunist
Party of the Soviet LTnion sent a letter to the Central Corn-

mittee of our Party, in which it proposed the holding, at
the end of June, of a meeting of the representatives of the
communist and workers' parties of the countries of the so-

cialist camp .to exchange opinions about the problens of the
plesent international situation and to determine our fur-
ther common line". The Central Committee of our Party
immediately replied to this letter, stressing that it was in
fu1l agreement with holding the proposed meeting at the
end of June, ard that the delegation of our Party for this
purpose would be headed by comrade Enver Hoxha. How-
ever, on Jute 7 our Central Committee received another letter
from the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union. In this letter the Central Contmittee of thc
Communist Party of the Soviet Union informed us that, all
the parties had agreed in principle to the holding of the
Meeting of the representatives of the communist and work-
ers' parties of the socialist camp, but some of them had
proposed that the meeting should be postponed to a later
date. Concerning this, the June 7 letter of the Central
Committee of the Cornmunist Party of the Soviet Union said:

"We could have a preliminary discussion with the repre-
sentatives of your Party about the time for convening the

rneeting at the time of the 3rd Congress 'of the Runranian
Workers' Party, on June 20, afterivhich, in agreement with
the central committees bf ihe sister parties, rve shall fix
the ,definite date of the meeting,'. The Central Committee
of our Party replied to the €entral Cornmittee of the Commu-
nist Party of the Soviet Union, that it agreed that the meet-
ing should be postponed, and that agreement should be

reached in Bucharest about the fixing of the date when it
should be held. For this purpose, the Political Bureau of the
Central Committee authorized comrade Hysni Kapol, who
headed the d,elegation of our Party to the 3rd Congress of
the Rumanian Workers'Party, to exchange opinions with the
l'epresentatives of the sister parties who were at the Congress,
about the fixing of the date of the meeting 'uvhich u'as
proposed in the letters of the Central Committee of the Com-
munist Party of the Soviet Union.

But in fact, our delegation, which rvent to participate
in the Congress of the Rumanian Workers' Party and discuss the
fixing of the date of the meeting of the representativei of the
communist and workers' parties of the socialist camp found
itself in Bucharest faced with an international meeting already
prepared. This meeting uras contrary to what had been
decided, it was contrary to the content of the letters of
the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Ulion, of which we spoke above, The agenda, too, was quite
different: instead of exchanging opinions about fixing the
date of the meeting of the representatives of the communist
and r,r'orkers' parties, as stated in the letter of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, accu-
stations were made there against the Communist Party of
China. To this end only 10 hours before the meeting i
45 page document prepared by the Soviet comrades was dis-
tributed to all the foreign delegates (the majority of whom
were only members of the central committees), in which
the views of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union were
cxpressed concerning the disagreements they have r.vith the
Chinese comrades. And on this very impcirtant and delicate
question it was demanded that the representatives of more
than 50 communist and workers' parties of various coun-
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tries, who had eome to Bucharesl for another purpose, should
adopt a stand, after 10 hours, and accuse the Communist
Party of China.

It is quite clear that this meeting had been organized
in haste and in opposition to the most elementary Leninist
organizational rules. As you know vely well, dear com-

rades, even lvhen the question of a rank and file metrber
is to be put forward for discussion in the Party branch, the
Party teaches us to be careful, cautious, just, and never
hasty. Impiementing this Leninist principle of the Party,
the branch may hold one, two and frequently even three
meetings, the members are informed at least thr-ee days

before of the agenCa and its content, commissions are ap-
pointed to prepare the lecessary materials, etc. And this, and
this alone, is the rigl-rt way of the Party, the organizational
way Marxism-Leninism teaches us. But if we act in this way
over one party member, is it in order that a whole party,
which has several million party members in its ranks,
u,'hich leails a people of almost 700 million, shor.rld be ac-

cused in such a hasty way and in violation of every organ-
rzalional rule?

In these circumstances, considering the way in wl-rich
the Bucharest Meeting was prepared and he1d, the Political
Bureau of our Party adopted a correct stand, the only correct,
principled and Marxist-Leninist stand that could be aCopted.
What is this stand?

It can be summed up in a ferv words: first, the said
disagreements are disagreements between the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union and the Communist Party of China;
second, the Bucharest meeting was prematule and held in
contravention of the Leninist organizational rules; third, our
Party rvill have its say about these d-isagreements at the
coming meeting, which must be prepared according to the
rules and the practice existing among the communist and
workers' parties.

Our Party of Labour thinks that the meeting organized
in Bucharest was out of order. It was contrarv to the agree-
ment reached through the correspondence between the Com-
munist Party of the Soviet Union and the other sister par-
ties, according to rvhich, only the date of the coming meeting
would be set at Bucharest, it was pfemature and in contra-
vention of the organizalional rules which the communist and

workers' parties implement. Thus, on the one hand, taking
the above facts into account, and on the other hand, sirce
only 10 hours before the meeting rve received a document
in which only the view of the Soviet comrades was expressed,
our Party could make no pronouncement in Bucharest about
the disagreements existing between the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union and the Communist Party of China. Our
Party will have its say, will express its view about the said
disagreements at the coming meeting of the representatives
of the communist and lvorkers' parties, which will take place
later, after having studied the materials of botb sides care-
fully, cautiously and with the Marxist-Leninist justice. Our
Party, which has always fought, and has loyally defended the
principles of Marxism-Leninism, is of the opinion that only
at a meeting organlzed according to the Leninist organizational
rules, after having heard the arguments of the two sides,

with patience and without heat, in a comradely spirit, can
the conclusion as to who is right and who is wrong, how
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w,e should work jointly in the future for the good of socialism

and communism, for the good of the unity of our socialist

camp, be reached.

This u'ise, principlcd, and Leninist stand \'vas maintained
by comrade Hysni Kapo at the Bucharest Meeting on the

instructions of the Political Burcau. As you know from the

ccnmunique published in the press, this stand was fully and

unanituousl;y app::oved by the Plenunr of the Central Committee

of the Party which rvas held on July ll-72,1960. The Central

Committee is convinced that this correct and principled starad

will be unanimously approved by every mernber of our heroic

Partv. Only those who do not want to respect tl're Leninist
norms can fail to approve our correct stand.

The disagrcements existing between the Communist Party

of the Soviet Union aud the Comrnunist Party of China con-

cern the turo biggest countries and parties of the socialist

camp. Our Party cannot remain indifferent tou'ards them. . .

In the future our Party rvil1 u'ork, as before, to strcngthen

our great love and friendship ',vith the Soviet Union' with
the Soviet peoples, with the Communist Party of thc Soviet

Union, on the basis of Malxism-Leninism, for there is no

stronger and more sincele love than that u'hich is based on

the triumphant precepts of Marxism-Leninism and proletarian

internationalism. But at the same time it is undeniable and

indisputable that great China, its people and party are dear

to us, too, just as to all the countries of the socialist camp,

Therefore, our Party, just as all the other parties, is con-

cerned that this important question should be solved correctly,

on the basis of the teachings of Marxism-Leninism. Our Palty

is confident that this question rvill be resolved at the coming

rneeting, which will be held in 2-3 months time and the prepa-

ration of rvhich has been charged to a commission of repre-

sentatives of many sister parties, including our Party. We

have this firm confidence, for we have confidence in Marxism-

Leninism, which has withstood nralry storms and has always

emerged victorious.
Our Party o[ Labour has ahvays worked and fought for

the triumph of Marxism-Leninism, for its appiication in life,
for the preservation of the purity of its principles' For this

1'eason, during its entire glorious history, our Party has al-

urays had an etttirely correct 1ine, a line which responds to

the teachings of Lenin, which responds to the interests of

the Albanian people, the interests of socialism and comrnu-

nism. Our Party will pursue its line, based on these princi-
ples, without any wavering $rhatever, in the future, too' We

shall fight and work for the triumph of Marxism-Leninism, for

the implementation of the principles of the Moscow Declaration

of 7957, and of the Bucharest Communigue, r'r'hich. as an-

nounced in the press, was unanitnously apploved by the

Central Committee of our PartY.

Our Party will enhance and strengthen its revolutionary

vigilance, which must always be at the proper level, as befits

our heroic Party, because the enemies of the Party and the

people, the weak, opportunist, and corvardly elements will
strive, as always, in various ways to attack the Party and

its correct line, to arouse doubts about, and slander', our friend-

ship rarith the great Soviet Union and the People's Bepublic of

China, to spread various strogans and views with a view to
causing ideological confusion in our ranks' Being ttigilanl'
all the members of our glorious Partlr must fight with cour-



7, Membet of the Political Bureau and Secrctary of 'the CC ol
the PLA-

A1WAYS FOI.I.OW A CORRECI II}IE
From the contribution to the discussion ot the rneeting of the Politicol Bureou of the CC of the PLA

lune 22, 1960
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age ,and determination against any effort of the enemies to
attain these base aims.

Our Party must strengthen even more the steel-1ike unity
of its ranks, the unity of the entire Party round the Leninist
Central Committee of our Party, the unity of the Party with
our heroic people. Our unbreakable unity has always been
the decisive condition for successfully overcoming any ob-
stacle, for advance towards new successes. Now, too, it is
the decisive condition for the triumph of the line of the Party,
to crush any activity of our enemies, to defeat the opportu-
nists, the weak and cowardly elements.

The Centlal Committ€e of the Party is firmly confident
that all the party branches, all the party members, who

Ihe question vre are going to discuss today has to do
with the Bucharest Meeting. As decided, we sent to Ruma-
nia a party delegation, headed by cornrade Hysni Kapo, to
participate in the proceedings of the 3rd Congress of the
Rumanian Workers' Party. We had foreseen that on this oc-
casion the first secretaries, or some of them, would go at the
head of the delegations of the parties, but for many reasons,
which we know, we judged that I should not go. Our dele-
gation was also authorized, in addition to its participation in
the ploceedings of the 3rd Congress of the Rumanian Wor-
kers' Party, to participate in the Meeting of the representatives
of the communist and workers' parties of the socialist camp,
according to the agreement reached. in order to fix the piace
and date of a meeting of all the parties, at which they will
discuss, among other things, the disagreements existing be-
tween the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the
Communist Party of China.

There is no doubt that these disagreements must be solved
as quickly as possible and in the Marxist-Leninist way, in the
first place between the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
and the Communist Party of China, and, in case they are
not solved between them, then the theses should be provided
for a discussion among the parties where the representatives
ol! the communist and u,orkers' patries rvill have their say,
and the disagreements be solved in a correct way.

However, the Soviet leaders in Bucharest are making
efforts to talk about these disagreements right now. In the
ladiogram he sent us, comrade Hysni says that, as the Meeting
of the representatives of the communist and workers' parties
has been postponed, they propose to hold a meeting u'ith
the representatives of a1l the parties who are there, at r,vhich

to raise the disagreements the Soviet Union has with China,
of course in the direction the Soviet Union thinks" According
to Khrushchev, at this meeting decisions could be taken, too,
and all the parties should express their views, express theil
solidarity with the Soviet Union and with the Declaration
of the Moscow Meeting of. 7957, of which Khrushchev says, ,the
Chinese comrades are not upholding,! All this is being done
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the Party has educated as the 1oya1 sons of our Party and
our people, faithful to the death to Marxism-Leninism, in judg-
ing this important guestion, will show themselves cautious,
just, courageous, and principled as always, and will close

their ranks sti1l more tightly round the Central Committee
of our Party.

The First Secretary of the Central Committee
of the Party of Labour of Albania

ENVER HOXHA

by talking with and working on the delegations one after another,
with the end in view that the delegation of the Communist
Party of China will be told whether it will remain in the so-

cialist camp or not. They say that this meeting is not to
isolate China, but is being held in order to ,inform our-
selves, to adopt a lcommon stand,,

I think that the decision we have takent is correct. We
must listen not only to what the Soviet comrades say, but
also to what the Chinese say, and then have our say in the
discussion. Therefore the question arises: What stand will
our delegation maintain at this meeting jacked up by the
Soviet representatil'es headed by Khrushchev?

We have been subject to a number of provocations there,
against rvhich Hysni has stood firm, but he needs further
assistance and instruction, for he finds himself faced with
a series of difficulties, and the most diverse pressures and
provocations.

As always, we mLlst pursue a correct line, for we have a
great responsibility to our people. We are a Marxist-Leninist
party, and it is up to us to maintain a Marxist-Leninist stand,
rvhatever may occur. Life has shown that we have never
wavered, therefore not even a cannon can shift us now from
the correct line our Party is pursuing. Life has shown that
u/e were not mistaken in our opinions and attitudes towards
the Yugoslav revisionists, they have been correct. If Khrush-
chev and company have adopted a different stand, not
fighting the Yugoslav revisionists, that is their affair. That
is the way they see it, but we, too, have the right to tell
them our opinion. We have supported the Declaration of the
Moscow Meeting ol 7957, not only on the Yugoslav question,
but also on other questions, such as: the unity of the social-
ist camp, peacefu,l coexistence, etc. But, on the other hand,
concerning many questions included in it, we have had our
reservations rvhich we have expressed to the Soviet comrades,
ot we have adopted a stand in the pr'ess and propaganda of
the Party. We are for peaceful coexistence, but in the way
Lenin conceived it, not to extend it to the field of ideology,
for this is ,extremely dangerous. As far as disarmament is con-
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cerned, life has confirmed that imperialism is not disarming,
on the contrary it is arming more and more. Then how can

we disarm? On the contrary, we must be vigilant. And so

lve are, and we have done we11. On the basis of the line
our Party has pursued, the people and all the communists
are ready to rise against any danger of aggression. There

are some things which \,ve can tetl the Soviet comrades that
are not in order. We can tel1 them, for example, that we

do not agree with them when they do not expose the Yugo-

slav revisionists through to the end. Liken'ise, if we have

any criticism of the others, rve shall tell them openly and

in a comradely spirit, in a Marxist way, Therefore, we must
prepare ourselves for these things and go to the Meetiag of
the representatives of the communist and workers' parties to

have our say. In these matters everybody should take a clear

and firm Marxist-Leninist stand and provocations by anyone
must not be permitted.

Now, if you like, we inay read the radiogram by cornradc
Ilysni.

Atter rcading the rudiogram sent by comrade Hysni Kapo,

catnrade Enuer Hoxha again took the l1oor.

As soon as comlade Cogo [Nushi]2 arrived in
Moscow, he was summoned by Brezhnev. After asking him,
uHow are you, and uHow are you getting on,, he told him
about their theses concerning the Chinese. Likewise when
comrade Mehmet [Shehu]3 went to Moscow, Kosygin saw

him and spoke to him for an hour and a half about these

questions. Comrade Mehmet replied; 'If these things are so,

why have they been left to get worse, since it has been pos-

sible to solve them in a Marxist-Leninist way between the

two parties first of all, and then, if necessary, they could
have been raised with the other parties,. Mehmet told him,

"Our Party will maintain a correct, principled, Marxist-Leninist
stand, and will not lali into sentimental and opportunist posi-

tions,.
In his letter comrade Hysni teils us that Teodot Zhivkov

tried a provocation. FIe said to him, .What is Albar.ria up to?

Only Albania does not agree!, Comrade Hysni retorted:
-What do you imply by this?' Then Zhivkov said: .I u,as
joking,. Hysni pointed out to him that he must have something
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in his head to say that, "Only Albania does not agteeh,

He again answered, "I was joking,.
The Bulgarians have published in an illustrated brochure

a map of the Balkans in which Albania is presented as a part
of Yugoslavia. Concelning this question I told Behar4 to
summon the Bulgarian ambassador and ask him what rn'as

that they were doing, and demand that this brochure be imme-

diately lvithdrawn from circulation.
With regard to the questions we discussed here tr think

we should guide comrade Hysni, I have prepared the letter,
rvhich I am going to read slowly because it is important.

Alter the taading and approual of 'the lettet\, comrade

Euuer Hoxha continued:
I want to stress that our: strength consists in the unity of

thought and deed of our leadership and the entire Party,
which is of exceptional importance. Our unity is based on the

teachings of Marxism-Leninism, therefore 1Ye must make it
ever sttonger. We have advanced consistently on this road,

striving for the stf ict implementation to the letter of the de-

cisions we adopt here jointly, in the Po,litical Bureau, and when

the need arises we consult one another again. But cn those

occasions when one of us finds himself in difficulty and

alone and having no possibility to consult anyone, he ought
to act, as we did in the time of war, when, lvithout com-

rades, one had to decide for oneself whether or not all
the forces should be thrown into the attack, or to defend and

implement himself the line of the Party.

7. Concerming the pafiicipation in the the
paiies ol tke sozialist ci,amp in Bucharest to I and
'date tor a Iuture broader meetittg ol the and
tuorkets' parties.

2. At tha,t time Membet oI Lhe PoliticoT Bureau ol the CC

of the PLA and Pr'esident of the Trade Unions ol Albania,
sLopped at Moscow on his u-tay bach ltome fuom Pel<ing utherc.

he' had gone to par'ticipate in the meeting ol the Cowtcil
ol the World Trade Union Federatiott.

3. Member of the Political Bureau ol the CC of the PLA
and Chairtnan of the Council oI Ministers ol the PRA'

1. Behu Shtyltra, at that time Minister ol Foreign Al-
lairs of tlrc PRA.

5. See the lettet addressetl l:o cotnrutle Hystti t{apo in
Bucharest an June 22, 1960.

I.ETIER ADDRESSED TO COMRADE IIYSNI KAPO 11{ BUCHAREST

tune 22, 1950

Dear comrade Hysni,
We received your telegrams and letter and studied them

in the Political Bureau. We are unanimously of the opinion
that the situation is very grave and is not developing in a

proper party way. The development of events, the fanning
and extension of the conflict betr,l,een the Soviet Union and
China, in the way it is being done, our Political Bureau con-

siders very wrong, rrery harmful and vely dangerous, there-
fore it can by no means reconcile itself to the methods and

forms which are being used to rcsolve this conflict which
is costing our-socialist camp and international commuuism
dear. Our Pclitical Bureau stands firm, as alu'ays, on the

Marxist-Leninist line that the disagreements between the So-

viet Uni.on and China should never have been left to get

worse, that the conflict must not be ailowed to deepen, but

must be solved in a Marxist-Lenirist way and with Marxist-
Leninist methods.

The Potritical Bureau thinks that the disagreements whicl
exist between the Soviet Union and China have been lrlade

known to the communist and workers' parties not according

to the Leninist rules, but in a fortuitous way, th';ough open

and indirect polemics in the press and by word of rnouth.

This is not the right method of solving such a conflict if it is
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dcsired, as Marxisrn-Leninisn: requires, that thc other par.ties,
too, should intelvene and assist with their experience and
u'eight. This assistance has not been sought until recently.
However, according to the telegr:ams you sent us, even now
the Soviet side is aiming to avoid ihis correct manner of
solution. We come to the conclusion that all efforts to clear
up these questions between the two biggest parties of the
socialist camp in a proper and objective manner, in the Marxist-
Leninist way, have not been made. And it seems to
us that the solution of the question by a meetiDg, in which
the cther comraunist and workers'parties of our camp should
participate, is not being taken as seriously as it should be,
since the tu:o palties that have disagreements have not pre-
sented their theses and views on these disagreements officially
to thc other sister parties.

The Political Bureau considers that our Party has just as
glea[ a responsability as all the other parties, both for the
stlengthening of the unity of the socialist camp in the Marxist-
Leninist way, and for the preservation of the purity of the
Party and Marxism-Leninism. The Soviet Union is dear to our
Party, but China, too, is dear to us. Therefore, we must makc
no mistakes, u,e must not get the Party into an impasse and
into ideological and political confusion. W'e have not done
this, and u'e shall never do it. When it is a question of
defending our principles, we take no account of whether this
one or that one may like it. Our Party has always been guided
by the correct Marxist-Leninist stand. and it v'ill ahvays be
characterized by principled Marxist-Leninist courage.

Now rvhat stand should be maintained towards the events
taking place there? You are clear about the line of the Party
aud there is no need to dwell on it. But since passions havc
burst out not in proper party forms, you must be ver.y careful.
Your lesponse must be cautious and carefully weighed up.
Ah,vays think of the interesti of the Party and Marxisr.n-
Leninism. But this does not mean that you should not give
the due reply there and then to whowever it may be. For
example, is it not ridiculous and impermissible that a certain
Magyalosil should come to convince us, Albanians, of the
correctness of the line of the Soviet Union and the .faults,
of China?l Let Magyarosi go elsewhere to peddle his rvares,
and not to us. We do not need Mag_rrarosi to come and
,enlighten, us about those principles and truths for which
our Party has fought and is ready to fight always. Or, for
example, make sure that Andropov2 thor.oughly understands
that we do not accept that the Soviet representatives should
approach our comrades, members of the delegation to the
Congress of the Rumanian Workers' Paty, anci say to
them in tones of amazement: "What, has your leadership not
informed you of these things?, Remind Andropov that Mikoyan
wanted to talk about these questions3 only to comrade Enver,
and it was he (Enver), who on his own initiative, took along
cornrade Mehmet. Mikoyan begged comrade Enver to keep
all he told him absolutely secr.et, and when this is the case,
our' leadership keeps its rvord, for it is not in the habit of
gossiping about such things. But te1l Andropov that we see
two dangerous tendencies in the Soviet comrades who talked
with the comrades of our delegation; First, they underrate
the danger of revisionism, a thing with which we can never
agree, and, second, the tendency to present the leadership
of our Party as guilty in the eyes of our comrades, for alleg-
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edly not infonnipg them" Te11 Andropov that they must stop

these anti-Marxist tactics immediately, and that they should
know that the unity of our leadership is like steel, just as

the unity of our leadership with the entire Party of Labour
is also like steel, and whoever tries, in one way or another,
to make such attempts, rnay be sure that he will receive
blows from us. Tell Andropov also that it is neither proper
l1or necessary for the Soviet cornrades to inform our cotnrades,
because our leadership, lvhich knows horv to defend Marxism-
Leninism, also knows u,hen and about what it should inform
its members.

Say these things to Andropov without heat, but you well
understand why they must be said. They are acting in an ille-
gular u'ay and not in a party way, and it is tl-re occasion to
bar the way to these actions. Also say to Andropov, *I am

very sorry that you brought Magyarosi with you, not as the
host, but to convince me of the correctness of the line of the
Soviet Union and the wrong way of China. Only good man-
nels, since I was his guest, prevelted me from being as

blunt with him as he deserved'.
Or, when the opportunity presents itself, as when Andropov

said to you that, ,... thinking that you are firmly against the
Yugoslavs, the Communist Party of China wanted to rvin
you over, but it was wrong. . . . ", etc., say that, "Ihe times are
gone when our Party of Labour and its leadership could be

misieil by anyone and become a partisan of rvrong lines.
Our Party has been tempered in struggle and does not step

on rotten planks. It has st6od and will ahvays stand on the
lcad of the Marxist-Leninist principles".

Before we come to the essence of the problem, there are
also some other questions you should bear in mind, because

they might help you. The::e are some crooked developments
taking place, as you wrote in your letter to us. Provocations
and behind-ths.scenes manoeuvres are being hatched up there.
Thelefore, stand firm, and sho',v them that there is unity,
detelmination, and courage in our leadership.

On the basis of the decisions of the Political Bureau you
rvili act as follows:

I. - Ca1l Audropov and tell hin, on behalf of the leader-
ship of the Party (ah,vays on behalf of the Party, on behalf of
the leadership) : "I communicated to my leadership lvhat you
told rne. Our leadership has had knowledge in a general way
about these disagreements and has consiclered thern very
grave, very harrrful to our common cause, and again ex-
pressed its opinion that they must be resolved, and resolved
in a correct way, according to the Marxist-Leninist organi-
zational rules. Our leadership has expressed the opinion that
these ideological and politicai disagreeraents betrveen the
Comrnunist Party of the Soviet Union and the Communist
Party of China should be solved in a Marxist-Leninist way
tl-rrough joint discussions between the two parties. If they
cannot be solved in this rvay, then the representatives of the
communist and rvorkers' parties of the camp of socialism
should be called on to discuss the issues and express their
views. The stands maintained at this meeting could be put
before a broader meeting of the communist and workers' par-
ties like that of Moscow irt 7957.

Now it has been decided to hold this meeting. The leader-
ship of our Party considers this a correct decision. It is in
agreement, is preparing to expi:ess its opinion on the issues,
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and is alvaiting the fixing of the date,. Tell them that,

"I [Hysni] am authorized to discuss the setiing of the date.
Our leadership has appointed and has communicated, a1so, that
orr delegation to the coming meeting will be headed by
comrade Enver Hoxha.

The rneeting which is proposed to be held now in Bucha-
rest with a1l the representatives of the sister communist and
workers' parties, who have come to the Congress of the Ru-
manian Workers' Party, over the disagreements between the
CP of the SU aud the CP of China, is considered by our
leadership as premature and very harmful. Our Party also
considers very harmful a camouflaged or open campaign in
the press, about these very delicate questions. Let the coming
meeting judge who is right or who is wrong. Our Part5r

will exert all its strength and that modest experience it has,
to resolve these grave disagreements in the principled Marxist-
Leninist way. Our Party assumes all its responsibilities; it
will fight honestly and courageously, as always, to defend its
correct Marxist-Leninist line, to defend Marxism-Leninism, to
defend the camp of socialism and its unity. The Soviet Union
and the Bolshevik Party have been, are, and will remain very
deat to our Party. But it is undeniable and indisputable that,
both to you, and also to us and to our whole camp, great
China is very dear, too. Therefor"e, our leadersh,ip thinks and
reaffirms that the mistakes, wherever they may be, should
be considered in a realistic way at a meeting, and that every
effort. everything possible, must be done through Marxist-
Leninist ways and methods, to correct thern for the good of
socialism and communism. This was the official opinion of
our leadership when they sent me to Bucharest, and it remains
so now after I have informed them of what you communicated
to meo.

Also tell Andropov: .I lHysni] am authorized only to
represent the Party of Labour of Albania at the Congress of
the Rumanian Workers'Part;y and talk with the representatives
of the other parties of the camp of socialism about the fixing
of the date for the forthcoming meeting. In case the meeting
proposed by you and the Rumanian Workers'Party is to be

held now immediately in Bucharest, as I pointed out pre-
viously, our leadership considers it plemature, nevertheless
I am authorized to take part in it.

I have been officially authorized to communicate these

things to you so that you will transmit them to your leader-
ship. Our Party says everything it has to say openly and
without hesitation, in a Leninist way,.

II. At the meeting that may be held keep cool. Measure
your words. About the disagreements which exist between
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the Soviet Union and China make no pronouncement. Your
statement should be brief and concise.

In essence you rvill declare on behalf of our Party:
1. Our Party of Labour has approved and implemented the

decisions of the Moscow Conference 179571.
2. Emphasize the correct, consistent, and principled policy

of our Party, its boundless loyalty to Marxism-Leninism, the
great love of our Party and people for the parties and peoples of
the countries of the socialist camp, for all the other sister
communist and workers'parties of the world, for the unity
of our camp which must in no way be endangered, but must
be strengthened and tempered in the Marxist-Leninist way.

3. Express the regret of our Party over these disagree-
ments that have arisen between the Communist ParLy of the
Soviet Uniorr and the Communist Party of China, and express

the conviction that these will be solved in the Marxist-
Leninist way at the coming meeting of the communist and
workers'parties which will be held later.

4. Express the determination of our Party that it will fight
shoulder to shoulder with the parties of the socialist countries,
always being vigilant and melcilessly exposing imperialism
and its agents, the revisionists, through to the end.

These things should be the essence of your statement.
We believe that everything rvill go wel1. We are on the

right road, therefore follow the situations witl'r the coolness
and revolutionary courage which characterize you.

Keep us informed about everything.
Splendid news: Yesterday good rain fe1l everywhere.
A1l the comrades send you their best legards.

I embrace you,
ENVER

P.S.

To any attempt or suggestion on the part of the Soviet

comrades about my coming to Bucharest you must answer,

"He is not coming*.

-1. 
A. ,l4rgrytosi, at mber of the Political

Bureau of 'tie CC of ,th orkers' Pat'ty.
2. At that time Head of the CC of the CP o!

the Souiet Uilon.

SU and the CP ot Chirn.

I.EITER ADDRESSED TO COMRADE HYS]II KAPO ITI BUC1IAREST

lune 25, 1960
Dear Hysni,
We received the tadiograms of the evening and I am

writing this piece of letter to you now in the morningl, to

say only that you have given a good r,ePly to the .fe11ow,2.

Don't trouble yourself at all when someone may provoke you,

but answer, and indeed strongly, however with coolness.

Base tlings arc being done, but right always wins. If they

L Sent by the plane tthich would bring comrade

continue to make provocations, leave nothing on our back,

but leave it on their back.
I embrace You,

ENVER

back home.
2. Nihita Khtushclwu.

Hysni
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IHE CEIIIRAI. COMMITTEE IS IHE 1EADERSHIP OF IHE PARIY
WHICH ATWAYS JUDGES FAIRI.Y, WISEI.Y,
CAI.MLY AilD, WHE}I ilECESSARY, SEYEREIY, TOO
From the conversotion with Kogo Toshkol

August 3, 1960

COMRADE-ENVER HOXHA: I received your letter in which
you asked to meet me. I authorized comrade Hysni Kapo to
talk with you, but you were not satisfied, because you wanted
to speak with me or with nobody. Of course. anybody may
ask to talk with the First Secretary of the Central Committee,
but it may happen that the First Secretary is very busy or
absent from Tirana. In such cases I authorize someb6dy
else, as I did in your case. In the evening, as soon as f
received your letter, I sent it immediately to Hysni through
an officer. The officer was instructed to inform you to come
and meet Hysni at the Central Committee. This was not to
your liking, and you used bad language towards one of
our officers. When a secretary of the Central Committee
asks you to come to meet him, you should go there at once,
at the fixed time, and not when it pleases you. Otherwise
how can a man call himself a communist, if he does not show
himself to be correct and disciplined when invited by a
comrade whom the Party has elected to the leaderchip2l
Besides, you know that our officers are our comrades, they
are communists, they are not ,po1icemen", as you call them.
You are wrong to speak like this, because you are a party
rnember. The Party has charged o,ur officers with important
tasks.

'!Ve have invited you3 today to talk over the problems
which you raised in your leLter, and what you discussed with
Hysnl. Therefore, you must speak openly, clearly, in detail,
like a party member. We have time at our disposal, and
the patience to hear you out. Te1l us about your problems
one by one. In what are you opposed to the Central Com-
mittee and where does it stem from? Tell us about the .ta1ks

you have had with the functionaries of the Soviet Embassy,
what they said to you and what you said to them.

Kogo Tashko began speaking in an irresponsible o.nd insalent
rnanner. Patiently, comtade Enuer Hoxha tried to help ltim,
Irom time to time breaking in to ask a question.

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: You are trying to jump from one
thing to another, by telling us what was said at the plenum of
the Central Connmittee of our party, as if I were not present
at the meetinS. Why don't you tell us about the other matters
we want to know? Yo'u told us nothing about what you
said to Hysni. I say you should judge ,things belter. Many
things you raise here are the offspring of your imagination.

You are not in order when you say that the criticisms
we levelled at Khrushchev were not fair. In your opinion,
over what problems has Khrushchev been wrong? Or is
he aot wrong at all? As you said yourself, your opinion
is ,that .Khrushchev was unjustly attacked by those who
spoke at the Plenum, and no measures were taken against
them,.

This is astonishing. Instead of condemning the attitude
of Khrushchev, you seek to condemn the comrades of the
Plenum who quite rightly spoke against him.

A little while ago, you said: "perhaps by travelling so
much in the capitalist countries, Khrushchev might bring
back other ideas. I lvant to say that there is the possibility
that some circumstances might influence him. But if
Khrushchev is making mistakes, Stalin made mistakes, too*.
No, Kogo, don't mix Khrushchev with Stalin. Do not speak
in general, but tell us concreteiy, has Khrushchev made
mistakes or not?

KOQO TASHKO.. I say that he has not made mistakes.
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: But you say that Khrushchev

might make mistakes just as Stalin? I

KOQO TASHKO: Even if he is lvrong, I believe that he will
be corrected.

COMRADE ENVER IIOXHA: you said that you were not in
agreement when I did not go to the Bucharest Meeting, that
allegedly I did not reply to the invitation of the Soviet comrades.
It is not as you say. I had no such invitation. you fabricate
non-existent things.

The norms of the Marxist-Leninist parties are known
by all. If you do not know these norms, then, I shall tel1
you: It has not happened and does not happen that the
Central Committee of our Party may say to the First Secretary,
*don't go*, when he is invited to a meeting of the communist
and workers' parties of the socialist camp or of the world.
Just at the last Plenum it was decided that at the coming
rneeting to be held jn November in Moscow. the First Sec-
retary of the Central Committee would go a,t the head of
the delegation of our Part5r. We were invited to Bucharest by the
Rumanian Workers' Party only to take part in its Congress,
and we sent our delegation there. As regards the meeting
of the representatives of the communist and workers, parties
which was held in Bucharest, acoording to the agreement
reached beforehand, it was aimed only at fixing the time
and place of the coming meeting of the communist and
workers' parties of the wor1d, therefore our Central Committee
did not consider it necessary to send me to Bucharest, but
authorized comrade Hysni Kapo to take part in that rneeting.
Now, as for whence you deduce these things you are saying,
other than what they are in reality, and what your starbing
point is, we do not understand, therefore explain this to
ns yourself.

You are a party member, how can it be explained that
you think that all .the things that were said at the plenum
of the Central Committee of the party were flot put forward cor-
r€cbly and are without foundation? What is well-founded then?
These things that you tell us?
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KOQO TASHKO; You should have more confidence in

Khrushchev !

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: When, according to the Marxist-

Leninist otgatizational norms and the rules of the proletarian in-

ternationalism, one party criticizes another party, or when a

leader criticizes a leader of another party, because he has

committed mistakes, this is a correct sLand'

You are of the opinion that the Moscow MeeLing should

not be held in November, but as soon as possible' But this

is a proposal made by you. The essence of the matter is that

we shall go to the Moscow Meeting, and there we shall express

our viewpoint. What have you to say on this?

KOQO TASHKO: I do not agree that vou should gJo inio

details.
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: What do you agree? Tell us'

KOQO TASHKO;1told you. I have nothing to add' I am

a sick man.
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: No, Kogo Tashko, you are not as

physicaily sick as you pretend. You are sick in the head' But the

Pa.rty iq healthy. The Party can cure those who are sick in the

head if they so desire. It is the Party's duty to help people have

their say, to correct themseives, to march on the right rrcad, but'

in order to receive this aid, their hearts must be open before

the Party. Do you knorv these principles?
KOQO TASHKO: I know them, that is why I asked to talk

with you because I could not speak at the Plenum as I can

here. Who would let you to speak like this there? They would

have me by the throat.
COMRADE ENVEB HOXHA: What is this you are saying?

Explain yourself a little. Who does not allow you to speak at the

Plenum of the Central Committee? According to you, when

vou cannot speak at the Plenum, this means thal the situa-

i'ion there is unhealthy. You said that you have great faith

in the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet

Union, then why don't you have the same faith in our Party

as we1l, of which you yourself are a member?

KOIO TASHKO: I said this because, if they interrupt€d me

when I spoke, I am nervous and. -., one interjection, one remalk

against me, throws me off balance

COMRADE ENVEE HOXHA: As to rvhat you feel, I do not

know. I only know the Leninist norms of our Party' The Central

Committee is the leadership of the Party which aIr'ays judges

things correctly, wisely, calmly, buf, when necessary, seve-

rely, too. Then, how cafl you speak like this about the Cen-

tral Committee, about the leadership of the Party? The mem-

bers of the Central Committee are not children, who' as

you say, would not judge you well but would hurl them-

selves at your throatl What do you mean by saying that you

are nervous?
KOQO TASHKO: That I cannot speak there. It is a questiotr

of temperament.
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: BLlt can such a stand before the

Central Committee of our Party be called Marxist? Last night yotl

said to Hysni that if you had spoken at the Plenum, you would

have caused a split, while here you are telling me that, if you

had spoken, *they would have had you by the throat':

Which statement do you stand by? If you explain this

with ,health reasonstr, you do not convince us' It is your

duty to give the explanations that the Central Committee de-

mands from you, because you are a party member' There-

fore, tell us why you think that the members of the Ple-

num would not judge You fairly.
The communist speaks openly at the meetings of the Party'

When he considers that he is expressing a correct view'

this is in the interests of the Party, therefore he defends his

opinion to the end, even if all the others are opposed to

his view. That is what Lenin teaches us' The interests of the

Party should be put above everything else' and noL personal

inter.ests.Thecommunistmightevendie,hemightcollapse
unconscious at the meeting, but the Party must know his

viewpoint now or after 50 years, therefore he should express

this viewpoint, just as it is. That is how the party members

think, bui not you, who are afraid to speak at the Plenum' and

you te1l us here; *My heart might stop beating if I speak'!

i usk yolr again, te1l us, what is this idea you expressed to

Hysni that your speech would cause a split?

KOQO T ASHKO : I said that the comrades of the Central Com-

mittee musl not think that I was criticizing you'

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: This is t'hat you think' and not

the comrades of the Plenum, who understand criticism correctly'

And why shouldn'L you criticize me? Tel1 us' what is the Central

Committeeandwhataml?Iamapartymember'asoldierof
the ParLy. Above me is the Poiitical Bureau' above the Po-

litical Bureau is the Central CommitLee' above which is the

Congress of the Party. Then, why do you prefer to have a

t6te-A-t6te talk alone with me and uot with the Central Conr-

mittee,whichistheleadingforumoftheParty'whileI
am a member of the Centrai Committee? Tomorrow you will

cometotheCentralCommitt€eagainandgiveexplanationsfor
these viewpoints'

KOQO TASHKO; But there ale some lhings which one should

discuss rather more in confidence'

COMRADE ENVER HOXHL: It seems to me you do not have

a correct understanding of the Central Committee' What is there

in all this to be discussed in confidence? Why should you dis-

cuss these things more jn confidence' for what reasons? How

canitbeexplainedthatyouwanttoavoidsayingthese
tl-rings in the Central Committee? Why are you worried that

by speaking at the Plenum of the Central Committee you

would cause a split among its rank ? You did not explain

this.
You admitted here that if you had spoken a[ the Plenum

it might have been thought that, 3Ko9o waited and said these

things at a meeting where there were a whole of people!'

gow can you speak in such a way about the Central Commit-

tee? Are you in your senses or not? What is the Cenlral Com-

miftee,admob",arandomgathering?Bettertohaveraised
these matters at the Plenum, as there would have been no

split at a1i, only the authority the ParLy has given you would

havedeclined.Thinkibover,speakoutasyoushouldspeak
in the Party, you poor manl What are these things? You

havebeennursingthesethoughtsfor20dayswithoutsaying
a word to us.

You have said that you agree only on the question of our'

going to Moscow and that, 'If we do have any opinions about

ihro.t 
"t "t 

, we should say them to him.' But you know very

we1l, because you were at the Central Committee and heard

it there, that we have continually told Khrushchev what we

think. Therefore the things we have to say to Khrushchev arc

not new to him, we have told him to his face' and have not
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kept thenr to ou::seivcs. Did you heal this at the Plenum,
oI not?

As the facts show, -vou do not agree with the decisions
of the P1enum, except on one thing, that we must go to
Moscow.

These are nob family problerns, neither are they friendly
ones. You come out with views contr.ary to the Central Com-
mittee. Then why raise such worrying problems about which
the Central Committee has decided what stand should be adop-
ted, 'today, and not at the proper time? On such party prob-
lems why wait and think "to meet comrade Enver when
he goes on holiday"? For all these problems that you have
and which are in opposition to the Party, you should have
come to us the very nexf day. Why did you leave this prob-
lem for 20 days? This is not a party stand. How will you
explain bhis stand to your branch?

KOQO TASHKO: I did flot con"re because I tlought you are
busy with ahorez4.

COMRADE ENVEB HOXHA: I stayed only two hours with
Thorez. You should have asked for a meeting, it was your duty
to tel1 the Party everything, and not to think that, ,now comrade
Enver is with Ahorez*, "l shall go to meet him when
he goes to Korqa on holiday-, etc. If I had not gone to Korqa,
what rvould you have done? I suppose you would have kept
these things to yourself still, especially as you didn,t want
to tell them to any othel secfetary of the Central Com-
mittee.

KOQO'IASHKO; As I said to the Soviet comrades, I hoped
that you would talk with Thorez about these problems, and
that through his media'tion, a way to solve them would be
found.

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: So this is what you think ! And it
seems to rne that this is what kept you from meeting me at once.
lVhy do you have hopes in Thorez and yourself, and not in
Enver, who is your First Secretary? However, in your opi-
nion, is it correct, that aow Thorez has come, things rvill
be put right? TeU us what things will be put right, have
you thought about it or not?

You thought that now ihat ahorcz had come attempts
would be made to improve relations with Khrushchev. What
are these attempts? What mediation should we have sought
from Thorez, in your opinion? Explain yourself!

KOQO TASHKO: This is very simple: Thorez is General Sec-
retary of a glorious party, and I thought that comrade Enver
would tell him that the Moscow Meeting should be held earlier
than November.

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: It is still stuck in your mind that
the November Meeting should be held earlier. I told you that
this does not depend on us. We have been and still are of
the opinion that this meeting should be held, and we have
declar.ed this before the representatives of more than 50 par-
ties. It was decided at Bucharest that this meeting would be
held in Moscow, on the occasion of the celebrations of the
Great October Socialist Revolution. It has also been decided
that before the meeting the proceedings of the commission
comprised of the r,epresentatives of the 12 parties of the
socialist countries and the representatives of the 14 other
parties of the capitalis't states should ,take place. These prob-
lems will be discussed first at the commission and then the
materials will be sent to every parfy, hence to our party, too.
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When they corne, vre shall study these materials very care-
fully and act as was decided at the Plenum of the Central
Committee, which you know. Therefore you had no need to
demand from our Party that the meetilg should be heicl as
early as possible. If the meeting is held earlier, we are ::eady
to go.

You want the meeting to be held very soon, but you do
not come, according to the party ruIes, and tell the First Sec-

retary your great anxiety. Then what are the reasons that
you thirk that rnow that Thorez has come the problems
will be set on the right path arrr-l put in order"? What prob-
lems are you talking about?

KOEO TASHKO; Good grief -abou[ the known problems ! Al1
those things that were said at the Pl,enum and what 1\,e are
talking about here!

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: That is to say that we should tell
Tholez everything, and he should put them forward in the place
you have in mindl But how was it decided at the Central Com-
mibtee? At the Plenum we decided to put forward these prob-
lems at the Moscow Meeting. If we were to solve these pro;b-
lems through Thorez, this would mean we would be acting
outside the decision of the Central Committee. How does it
come about that you think in such a way?

ROQO TASHKO; I think it is correct to make use of Thorez
for any disagreement you have .lvith Br,ezhnev, Kozlov, and
others:

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: What is this Brezhnev, why do
you try to frighten us lvith these names? We have nothing to do
with the president of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet
of the Soviet Union. Don't try to provoke us here. I have
told Kozlov to his face what's wrong rvith him, and I sha1l
do so again.

Now tell us about the meetings you have had with the So-
viet representatives. We are interested to knorv lvhat you talkecl
about. Te1l us the important things.

KOQ,O TASHKO.' On the 29th of July BespalovS phoned me
aud asked me to come and talk to him. I met him at the
Soviet Club. We sarv a film and afterwards went to Dajii
Hotel. Bespalov told me that the relations between us had
become cool.

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: Didn't they say why they had
become cool?

KOIO TASHRO; He dicl not say, nor did I ask. We talked
about many things. I told him that the plenum of the Central
Committee of our Party had charged Comrade Enver rvith
the solution of the problems. I said that perhaps something
might be done through the talks that would be held with Thorez.

CAMRADE ENVER HOXHA: But what rvas your opinion?
KO|O TASHKO: My opinion rvas that these problems should

be solved at the November Meeting or at any other meeting
that might be held. I do not exclude some other meeting,
apart from that of November.

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: Thus, you do not exclude an-
other meeting. Go on.

KOQO TASHKO: I told Bespalov that with the coming of Tho-
rez to our country, there would be something positive, because
that day I had read in the newspaper "Zdti i Popullit- the
speech Thorez made in Korqa, and I was impressed by the
fact that he spoke very well of our Party, the Central Com-
mittee, and comrade Enver.
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COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: That is to say that you came to
the conclusion that we had talked, that we had discussed these
problems, too, and were of one mind with Thorez. Thus, you
judge from outside, formulate in your imagination ideas that
Thorez has not come here for a vacation but to talk. Aad
you say this even to Bespalov. You think that the comrades

of the Bureau must have corne to agreement with Thorez,
and proceeding from the estimation Thorez made of our'

Party in the speech he delivered in Korga, you judge that
even the leadership of our Party has given way. Thus, ac-

cording to your thinking, all the things decided by the Ple-

num have been discarded and Enver has come to the same

opinions as KoEo. Have you met Novikov6?
KOQO TASHKO: I have met him. Bespalov asked me to din-

ner at Novikov's. Ivanov7 was to be there, too. After dinner
we had a long ta1k. Near the end, I don't remember how it
arose, we talked about Thorez.

COMRADE -ENVER HOXHA: Try to remember how this
conversation developed.

KOQO TASHKO: We just talked about Thorez.
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: It rvas all about Thorez?
KOQO TASHKO: Yes, that Thorez would save the day.
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: But lvanov, what did he say?
KOQO TASHKO: I don't know, he spoke in general.
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: We know Ivanov very we1l. He

is not the one to speals in general.
KOQO TASHKO.. Ivanov has trever talked with me about the

problems we are speaking about. Neither has Zolotov8, or
Bespalov - they ale close friends of n-rine,

COMRADE E/VVER HOXHA: I find it surprising that they
have not talked with you, when you are close friends, at a time
when they are approaching cadres whom they scarcely know,
and saying, ,Come aud talh with us'.

KOQO TASHKO: They have not talked with rne. not only
now, but even in 7957, when I was in the Soviel Union. From all
they did for me at that time, I understood something. They
did me all those great honours, they said, "If you like, you
may stay in the vi1la where comrade Enver stays with the
goverrunenl delegation,; they even invited me to the recep-
tion that was given in the Kremlin. Hence, they have uuazhe-
nie\ far me and behave well. But recently, when Ivanov
shakes hands lvith me, he does so very briefly, in order to
avoid cornpromising me in the eyes of somebody who does
not like me.

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: But why could he compromise
you? Who doesn't like you? Is this true?

KOQ,O TASHKOT I don't know, I cannot explain.
COMRADE ENVEB HOXHA: But 1ater, vrhy did lvanov be-

come closer to you again?
KO|,O TASHKO: This is one of the questions that I have in

the back of my mind, too.
COMRADE ENVEB HOXHA: You said that, .alI the talk with

the Soviet representatives was about Thorez, that this was a very
important question'. But when you consider the question of Tho-
rez as important, why do you talk with Novikov and Ivanov, and
do not come to me? Yoll had all these talks with them before
sending me your letter.

KOEO TASHKO: I went te them by chance.
COMRADE ENVEB HOXHA: The party comrades will laugh

at you, when this question is discussed. Since you accept the
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thesis that comrade Enver might have talked with Thorez, why
do you discuss these questions with the Soviet representatives?

KOQO TASHKO: I don't see anything wrong with that'
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: We are in the offices of the Cen-

tral Committee, here, therefore speak in the proper manner. I
am not a prosecutor, but the First Secretary of the Central Com-

rnittee of the Party, therefore discuss the problems, as they are

discussed in the Palty. What you are telling us doesn't add up'
On the one hand, you say that you can talk only with comrade

Enver, because he is the First Secretary 'of the Central Com-

mittee, and on the other hand, the idea you have about our

Party, you do not tell him, but you go and te1l it to Bes-

palov, whonr you consider a close friend, as you yourself

said. What are you saying? Bespalov has his place, and the

First Secretary ,of the Central Committee of our Party has his.

Why didn't )rou respect the organizational rules of the

Party, and talk with me? If. you had disagreements with the

Central Committee and rvanted to speak to the First SecreLary

about them, you should have done it at the proper time, im-
mediately after the Plenum. Whether you should have gone to

the Soviet representatives or not, is another matter. In my
opinion you had no business to go there, while you not only
went and talked with them, but went without saying a word
to us and had three meetings with the Soviet representatives.

KOQO TASHKO; No, I had only two.
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: This is stated in writing in your

letter. Even if you had not met them at all, even the idea of go-

ing to them for talks before coming to your Party is impermiss-
ible and contrary to the organizalionaT rules of the Party.

I do not accept you wrote your letter to me before you talk-
ed with the Soviet replesentatives: the very content of it
refutes such acceptance.

According to you, it seems that Thorez has come from
Paris just to talk with us about these questions, and then
go on to Moscow. When Ivanov told you that, besides Tho-
rez, thete were also some others who would go to Moscow
on the 8th of August, were you not curio'us to ask who were
these others? Then, who asked you to say to Ivanov that
an invitation to 'this meeting should go to comrade E.nver?

Who authorized yo,u to speak io the name of the First Secre-

tary of the Central Committee? Now 5,6u come and say to
me that you are of the opinion that the problems should not
be left to be discussed in November, "since they will get

worsen. We know this, but we know the other side, too, that
our Party is not making matters worse. It is your actions that
are doing this, therefore do not accuse our Party.

Eor 4-5 years we have not uttered a word about the unjust
actions of certain Soviet leaders. Some Soviet leaders attack
us, but we have been patient, while now you come and say
that we should not leave these things to get worse. Isn't
this an accu,sation? I told you, and I repeat, that it does not
depend on ouf, Party to decide the time of the meeting. Why
are you so insistent that this meeting should be held as soon
as possible? You tell Ivanov that an invitation should go to
comrade Enver, then you come here and tell me to go and
talk with Ivanov myself. Have you thought about what course
you are on? Why do you act like this? What wrong has our
Party done you? It has brought you up, it has helped you,
it is helping and will help you, but what you have done is
very grave.
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You say that you love the Party, why then do you not
teil the Party the thiags that are worrying you?

KOQO TASHKO: I told you that I am a phlegrnatic type,
therefore you should also keep in mind the human aspect
and types of people. And what is more, after I met the So-

viet representatives, they put me in a difficult position.
COMRADE ENVEA HOXHA: How did they put you in a dif-

ficult position? Explain yourself !

KOQO TASHKO; I intended to meet you, but I postponed
it from day to day. As soon as I talked with Bespalov I
understood that this problem could not be put off any longer.

COMRADE ENVER ITOXHA: Explain to us a little, why did
you go and talk with him, since you condemn this 'ta1k?

KOQO TASHKO; No, I do not condemn it, but I had some-
thing to say to you a1so.

COMRADE liNyER HOXHA; You tell them everything while
you te1l the First Secretary of your Party only -something*. But
who is to blame for what you have don,e? If yo{r realize youx
mistake, then make a little self-criticism. Didn't the Soviet
representatives with whom you talked ask how the Plenum
went?

KOQO TASHKO (hesitates, then says) : They may have asked
me.,.

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: Tell us frankly, did you say any-
thing about the Plenum? Didn't Ivanov ask how these problems
were discussed at the Plenum? I ask you again, did Ivanov
ask you how these matters were discussed at the Plenum?
Did he ask you such a question?

What was that you said to Hysni, you who pose as alleg-
edly knowing the history of the Communist Party of the So-
viet Union, when you put our leadership in the position of
the Mensheviks and Trotskyites, and said that what is hap-
pening here with us ,is like the time of Kronstadt,, in the
Soviet Union? Is this what you think about your Party? Then
what are we -, belogardists? Do you knorv the history of our
Party? It was not you who inculcated the great love of our
people for the peoples of the Soviet Unioa, but oirr party,
during the war, with blo,od and sweat, while now you come
and m,ake such accusations against us ! These things that you
said have their roots elsewhere, therefore think and reflect
only in the party way, otherwise you will not correct your-
self, Come down 'to earth. The Party has respected you more
than you deserved. Your imagination is sick, and this is not
a recent illness - you have had this sickness for some time.

To tell the truth, frorn no one else in my life have I heard
such a discussion and prresentation of the matter, without
start, without finish, without any connection between one thing
and another, like this I heard from you. Many comrades have
come and have opened their hearts to me when they have
made some mistake, but they have emerged from the dis-
cussion feeling better. While nolv you speak to me about uhumau-
ism", about the phlegmatic type ! I have been humane
with people, with the comrades. What ds you want when you
tell me now nto see the human side, too,? Do you want me
to fail to defend the line of the party, its interests? please! I
put the interests of the Party and of the people above every-
thing e1se, and I will defend them as long as I live. If anybody
has facts with which to crrticize me and the Central Commit-
tee, we shall welcome his just criticism gladly, and this is
how we have always received it.
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But if anybody criticizes us for the stand we maintain to-
wards the Yugoslav revisionists, we say ,stop', whoever he
might be, ev€n to Khrushcher,, because we call a spade a

spade. He himself has sai,d that the Yugoslav leadership is an
agency of imperialism. Then why sho'uld our Party be attacked
for its just stand against the Yugoslav revisio,nists? For what
reasons? How can we keep our mouths shut over these things?
When we say that the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
is the mother Party, this does not mean that we should keep
silent about the mistakes of some one in its leadership.

After the talhs we held in Moscow in 7957, out of respect
for the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, for a time we
did not write against Yugoslav revisionism in our press, How-
ever, it was not long and the Yugoslav revisionists held their
notorious 7th Congress, with regard to Which the correctness
of the line of our Party was once again obvious. By taking
a revolutionary stand, we are defending the Soviet Union itself
and its Communist Party, while those who violate the principles
of Marxism-Leninism in one way or another, we shall criticize
in a Marxist-Leninist way, whoever they may be. Don't we
have the right to criticize some one when the cup is full?
When mistakes are made, we cannot sit in silence. We shal1
criticize in a Marxist-Leninist way, because this is the way to
defend the freedorn and the independence of our Homeland
and of the Soviet Union itself, because so much blood has

been Shed to win these things. This is the way to defend
Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internationalism, Kogo
Tashko, not your way. You mix up things in your imagina-
tion. The Communist Party of the Soviet Union has the right
to act as it likes, but we have the right to have our say about
the complaints made against our Party. Our Party fights to
the end to defend the interests of the people and of Marxism-
Leninism from the enemies, but your sick imagination says
otherwise. Criticism is criticism, therefore, when you are faced
wi.th mistakes, it is opportunism not to crilicize. However yotr
have suffered 'to some degree from this disease. I have follow-
ed the life of the Party very carefully from the very begin-
ning. There rare occasions when little should be said, but there
are also occasions when you should grit your teeth, and,
when it is a matter of principles, they must be defended, we
must not violate them.

Have you seen our writings where we criticize the Yugoslav
revisio,nists? In them we have constantly spoken about the
experience of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. Then
why come and point out to me one by one the articles
published by the Soviet comrades? I know them, but there are
also differences in our attitudes, which are not just tactical
differences, We have made our criticism known to Khrushchev,
too. We do not speak about them in secret. We have told him
openly to his face, and he has spoken to us the same way.
But these differences have not led us to a sp1it. You know the
viewpoint of our Party, that the disagreements that have emerg-
ed are between two parties, between the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union and the Co,mmunist Party of China, and we
have said at the proper time that the examinaiion of these
questions in Bncharest was premalure, hasty, that they shotrld
be solved carefully and by strictly applying the Leninist organ-
lzational rules on the relations between parties. What then
impels you to adopt this stand against the Central Committee?
Therefore, as a comrade, I say to you to reflect upon these
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questions. During these next 2 or 3 days, according to the party
rules, you have the possibi ity to write to the Central Com-

mittee about these questions.
KOIO TASHKO: I have nothing more to say.

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: That means that you will not
act likea party member, to whom the Party lends a hand to think
over his mistakes. Then don't come out tomorrow and say

that comrade Enver did not give you the possibility to reflect
more deeply over your rnistakes.

KOQO TASHKO; I have nothing to say. What I had to say I
said here.

COMRADE ENVE-R HOXHA: In short, this is your stand. Are
you not going to re-examine your position? I advise you once

again to reflect today, tomorrow, till th€ day after tomorrow,
and hand us your views in writing, then we shall judge your
case in the Central Committee, because it is a problem of import-
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ance which the Plenum of the Central Committee of the Party

must discuss and decide.

KOIO TASHKO.'I shall not write. I said what I had to say-

1. - At that time Chaitman ol Lhe Auditing Comnission ol the
DfA

2. - Euen lot his meeting uith comrade Enuer Hoxha, Koqo
Tasltko uos three ltours late, tot tohich he toas seuetel:i criti'
cized.
3. - Comrade Rita Marko, Membet of the Political Buteau and
Sectetaty ol 'the Centrai Committee oI the PLA' uas also prcsent
at this meeting.
4. - At that ime Genetal Sectetaty of the CP of Ftance.
5. - At that time Iitst sectetary ol 'the Souiet Etttbassy in f ircnta'
6. - AL that time aduiser of the SoDiet Embassy in Tirana'
7. - At that time ambassadot oi the Souiet'tJnion in Tirana
8. - Souiet employee in Tirana-
9. - Respect (nuss.)

REA1 UNITY IS ACHIEYED A]{D SIRE}IGIHE]IED ONI.Y

OIT TI{E BASIS OF MARXIST.IEIII}IISI PRI}ICIPIES
tetter to the CC of the CPSU ond the CC of the CP of Chlnor

August 27, 196A

Dear comrades,
As is known, at the Bucharest Meeting of the represen-

tatives of the communist and workers'parties, which was

held in June this year, concerning the disagreements arisen

between the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the

Communist Party of China, the delegation of the Party of

Labour of Albania, in conformity with the direcLives of the

Central Con:mittee of our Party, maintained a different stand

from that of the delegation of the Communist Party of the

Soviet Union and the delegations of the majority of the parties

participating in the meeting.
The Party of Labour of Albania nurtures the most profound

respect for all the communist and workers' parties of the

rvorld and expresses its great regret that, for the tirst time
in its revolutionary history" it was obliged to take such a

stand as it took at the Bucharest Meeting, which is in oppo-

sition to the stand of the rnajority of the delegations of the

communist and workers' parties, Our Party, like any other

Marxist party, has the light to express its opinion according

to its conscience and to adopt the stand which it judges is

ccrrect,
At the Bucharest Meeting the delegation of the Commu-

nist Party of the Soviet Union distributed to the delegations

of other parties a written docurnent in which it was stated

that the Communist Party of China has violated the 7957

Moscol Declaration. At that meeting. . . we found ourselves

faced with a truly international conference specially organized

to criticize the Communist Party of China for ,violation" of
the Moscorv Declaration, on the basis of the material presented

by the delegation of the Communist Party of the Soviet

Union, which was handed to the delegation of ottr Party olly
10 hours befcre the meeting.

As is known, Marxism-Leninism teaches us that not only
when the mistakes of a Marxist party such as the Communlst

Party of China, which has millions of members in its lanks
and has proved itself over a long period of consistent revo-
lutionary activity, are being examined, but even when the

mistakes of a single communist are examined, we must be

very carefui, very cautious, must thoroughly analyse all the

causes of the mistakes this communist has made, must strive
to convince him of his mistakes, take his case to the basic

organizatlon or to the appropriate forum of the Party, where

the case should be examined with the greatest objectivity on

the basis of Marxist-Leninist principles, aiming at the attain-
ment of a single end: the improvement of this communist and

puttillg him on the right road. If we make such great efforts

in order to analyse the mistakes of one communist and save

him from these mistakes, then it is self-evident what great

efforts should have been made before {exchanging opinions

about the mistakes of a party' at an internationatr commu-

nist meetirg, such as the Bucharest Meeting. But this, un-

fortunately, was not done.
The Central Committee of the Party of Labour of Albania

proceeds from the Marxist-Leninist principle that, in older
to express its opinion about the ideological and political

mislakes of another Marxist party, first it must be con-

vinced with facts about the existence of these mistakes, and

this conviction must be created by analysing, ln the Plenum

of the Central Committee of the Party, without passion and

on the basis of the Marxist-Leninist method, all the relevant

arguments concerning this question, that is, both the argu-

ments presented by the side making the criticism and the

arguments presented by the side which is criticizcd' Aftet'
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this Marxist-Leninist analysis has been made by the plenum

of the Centl'al Committee of our Party, then and only then,
sha1l we be in a position to express our opinion pbjectively
about the mistakes of another palty. We think that this is
the fairest method in examining the ideological mistakes
of a sister party. The Central Committee of our Palty will
use this method to reach its final conclusions about the

"mistakes,, which the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
attributes to the Communist Party of China, and will ex-
press its own opinion on this at the coming meeting of the
communist and workers' parties, in November this year.
We think that to act otherwise, to act as was done at the
Bucharest Meeting rvould mean to condemn a sister party
without thorough and dispassionate analysis of all the facts in
order to arrive at a conclusion whether the said party has
made mistakes or not. In these cases haste is harmful.

For these reasons, at the Bucharest Meeting, the dele-
gation of our Party declared that these disagreements had
arisen between the Central Committee of the Communist party
of the Soviet Union and the Central Committee of the Com-
munist Party of China, and that efforts for their solution
should have been n-rade through discussions between these
two parties and, if no solution were achieved, then the case
should have been raised before all the other sister parties
to expless their opinions; that the Bucharest Meeting was
premature and not in conformity with the Leninist
norms; that, in regard to the disagreements arisen betrveen
the Comn-runist Party of the Soviet Union and the Comrrunist
Party of China, the Party of Labour of Albania would ex-
press its view at the coming meeting of the communist and
workers' parties in the month of November.

Of course, the disagreements arisen between the Comn-ru-
nist Party of the Soviet Union and the Communist party of
China are of great principled, ideological and political irr-
portance, and the solution of these disagreements is of vital
importance to the unity of the camp of socialism and the
international communist movement, Not only are all the Marx-
ist parties, including the Party of Labour of Albania, inter-
ested today in the solution of these disagreements, but, in,
deed, all the Marxist parties are duty-bound to make their
contribution to the solution of these disagreements, in as
much as these disagleements have now gone beyond the
bounds of relations between the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union and the Communist Party of China and have
assumed an international character.

After the Bucharest Meeting, some communist and workers,
parties of the countries of the socialist camp, including
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, have sent the
Central Committee of our party copies of the letters which
they have addressed to the Communist party of China. In
these letters the conclusion is reached that the Commui-rist
Party of China ,has deviated from the Marxist-Leninist theory
and practice*. . . Assertions ar.e made which convince us even
t:rore strongly that oul stand at the BuCharest Meeting was
completely correct, Marxist-Leninist. In our view, these as-
sertions prove that the Bucharest Meeting was not confined
simply to the "exchange. of opinions about ,the mistakes of
the Communist Party of China,, and that the Communist party
of China has been condemned de facto by the parties which
have sent us these letters.
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Besides this, it is stressed in these letters that at the Bu-
charest Meeting the "complete unity of all the communist and
workers' parties' in the criticism they made of the "mistakes,
of the Communist Party of China was confirmed. Such an asser-
tion implies that the Pafiy of Labour of Albania, too, has
aligned itself with the majority of the other communist and
workers' patties in regard to the *mistakes" attributed to the
Communist Party of China. If we are speaking of the approval
of the communique of the Bucharest Meeting, we agree that
there was unity of all the parties, for the communique was ap-
proved by our Party, too. But, if we are speaking of ,unity of
all the parties, concerning the disagreements arisen between
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the Communist
Party of China, this does not correspond to tle truth, at least
as far as our Party is concerned, because the Party of Labour of
Albania did not associate itself with the majority of the other
parties, and it will express its view about these disagreements
at the coming meeting of the communist and workers' par-
ties, in November this year, as it has many times declared. To
affirm that there was {complete unity of all the parties* at the
Bucharest Meeting in the criticism made of the "mistakes, of
the Communist Party of China, means to distort the facts and
the truth.

Toda5r, ths Central Committee of our Party is more convinc-
ed than it was at the Buchalest Meeting that not only has

that meeting not eliminated the disagreements arisen between
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the Communist
Party of China, but it has made these disagreements even deep-
er, to reach disquieting proportions.

The solution of the disagreements arisen between the Com-
rnunist Party of the Soviet Union and the Communist Party of
China, as we said, is of vital importance to the unity of the
camp of socialism and to the unity of the international commu-
nist movemcnt. Therefore, we think that every effort must be
made to solve these disagreements on the basis of Marxist-
Leninist principles. It is a fact that the enemies of Marxism-
Leninism, imperialisra and revisionism, have aheady begun to
exploit the existence of these disagreements to attack Marxism-
Leninism, to discredit and split the camp of socialism and the
international communist movement.

The Central Committee of our Party thinks that there is
nothing more important to the life of all the communist and
rvorkers' parties of the world today, to the preservation and
strengthening of the unity of the socialist camp and the interna-
tional communist movement, than the solution of these disagree-
ments on the basis of the principles of Marxism.leninism. . .

Our Party will always be vigilant against the war-monger-
ing plans and actions of imperialism and against modern re-
visionism, which, as defined in the Moscow Declaration, is the
main danger to the international communist movement.

Fraternal greetings
For the Central Committee

of the Party of Labour of Albania
ENVEB HOXHA

1. A copy of this l,etter was sent elso
oI the othet socielist countri.es,

to the parties
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WE SHATI. GO IO MOSCOW HOT WITH TEil BAilHERS,
BUI WIIH ONLY O]IE, WIT}I TI{E BAIIHER.OF MARXISM-I.EilI1{!SM
Speech ot the 18th Plenum of the CC of the PLA concerning Liri Belishovo's grove mistokes in line

Sepfember 6, 1960

Before we speak of Liri Belishova I shall inform the Ple-
num of some decisions taken by the Political Bul'eau.

In recent weeks we have had correspondence with the
Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.

We have been informed by the Central Committees of the
Communist Parties of the Soviet Union, Bulgaria, Rumania and
Czechoslovakia about a letter which each of them has addressed
to the Communist Party of China. In essence these letters make
serious accusations against the Communist Party of China of de-

viation from Marxism-Leninism, of dogmalism, sectarianism, and
great state chauvinism, and other charges like these. At the same

time, these letters defend N.S. Khrushchev against what is said in
a document which was distributed to the representatives of
the communist and workers' parties of the socialist camp by
the delegation of the CP of China at the end of the Bucharest
Meeting.

The material of the Chinese comrades said, among other
things, that the Bucharest Meeting was not held in accord rvittr
the proper forms, that N.S.Khrushchev's interjections and
actions during the meeting were not Marxist-Leninist, and that
these questions which were raised are of great importance to
the further development of the international communist mo.
vement.

Later we received a letter from the Central Committee of
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union in which, after sta-
ting that the ties between our two parties have been exception-
ally close, they say that at the Bucharest Meeting a ,spark of
misunderstanding, 31s5. between our parties, which must not
be allowed to catch fire. Therefore, they proposed to us thc
holding of a meeting, of whatever 1eve1 we would like and
when we would like, to discuss these misunderstandings togeth-
er, so that "the Party of Labour of Albania and the Com-
munist Party of the Soviet Union will go with complete unity
of views' to the coming November meeting in Moscow.

We have sent three letters to the Central Committee of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union. In the first letter we
have pointed out to it, in a comradely way, the disruptive,
sabotaging activity of the Soviet ambassador V.Llvanov, of the
counsellor Novikov, and the first secretary'Bespalov, against
our Party and its leadership. Since the Bucharest Meeting these
three senior functionaries of the Soviet Embassy in Tirana,
have carried out hostile work against our party and leader-
ship, breaching every rule of friendship and party behaviour.
Their aim has been to disrupt the leadership. They have made
efforts to this end, using every form and method, about some
of which you kno.#. They strove to find a crack in the leader-
ship of our Party and, first of all, to learn what was discussed
at the July Plenum, what stands were adopted and, if possi-
ble, to learn what each speaker had said.

We have been exceptionally patient with regard to these
actiaos in this situatign, for we were guided by the principle

of prescrving our friendship with the peoples of the Soviet
Union. But our Party and our people have been extremely vi
gilant towards these actions which have an unfriendly and
un-Marxist swe1l. It is a fact that all our comrades whom they
have provoked, have stood up to them very well and have
given them the reply they deserveC. There was only I{o9o

Tashko with whom they managed to succeed, and they undid
him in a most despicable way, as we sha1l see. He alone told
them about everything that was discussed at the July Plenum
of the CC of the PLA.

Considering that they had gone too far, the Political Buleau
sent to the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union the first letter pointing out this activity and
stressing that these were unfriendy, anti-Marxist actions against
our Party, and we asked the Central Committee of the Commu-
nist Party of the Soviet Union to take measures for the sake

of the sincere friendship and collaboration between our two
countries and palties, so that there would be no more actions
like these. Following this letter Ivanov was ca11ed to Moscow.
Whether he will return or not, we do not know.

We want to be sincere friends with the ambassador and
with all the Soviet personnel, within the bounds of friendship
and Marxist-Leninist norrns. The other functionaries of the
Soviet Embassy are here and we notice that they, too, are
undertaking impermissible actions.

The second letter that we sent to the Central Committee

of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, was sent at the

same time to the Communist Party of China, too. After the

Bucharest Meeting, particolarly in the letters which the leader-

ships of the communist parties of the Soviet Union, Czecho-

slovakia, Bulgaria and Rumania addressed to the CC of the

Communist Party of China, it is alleged that all the communist

and r,vorkers' palties vrere in complete solidarity at the Bucha-

rest Meeting on their stand towards the CP of China, a thing
which is not true. Therefore, ir-r this letter we dot the i's. We

express our opinion about the stand we adopted in Bucharest,

and we say that as to the allegations of mistakes by the CC

of China, our Party did not support these at the Bucharest
Meeting.

In the letter we express the view that a great revolution-
ary party such as the Communist Party of China, cannot be

condemned hastily and in those forms and ways as was done
at Bucharest. Even with regard to a rank and file communist
who has committed a grave fault, things cannot proceed in
this way but only on the basis of the Leninist organizational
rules, and in this case, only after every effort has been made

to save him, then a final decision is taken. Hence we do not
consider it in order for a gleat revolutionary party to be un-
fairly accused and condemned outside the organizalional rules,

especially by the leadership of those parties that have address-

ed those letters to the Communist Party of China.
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In the letter the idea is expressed that these problems, which
have been made the property of the international communist mo-
vement, concern all parties, just as they do ours. Iherefore
we shall express our opinion about these questions at the
meeting which it has been decided to hold in November, whele
',ve shall speak our mind in a revolutionary and Marxist_
Leninist way. The contradictions that have arisen constitute a
very big issue for the international communist movement, there-
fore, before we go to the Moscow Meeting, after we have received
the necessary maleial and studied it, we shall put it before
the Plenum of the Central Committee for discussion and deci-
sion, and we shall put forward the view of the plenum of the
Central Committee of our party at that meeting. This, we think,
is the Marxist-Leninist way for the solution of a question of
an international character, We think that there is no other
way, and to pursue any other course would be incorrect.

Another question, which we raised in our letters address_
ed to the Communist parties of the Soviet Union and China,
and which is of i'mportance, is that not only must the problems
which have arisen, developed, and assumed a very serious
chalacter, be solved between the two par.tles, in the first p1ace,
but we think and propose that, till it is not too late, the two
great parties, the Communist party of the Soviet Union and
the Communist Party of China s1-rould hold a top{evel
meeting prior to the meeting of thc commission, which will be
held at the cnd of Septembcr, to discuss the main questious
around which their disagreements have arisen. We say in the
Ietter that this would be of great help to thc work of the com-
mission, or the plenary meeting in Moscow. We make this
proposal proceeding frorn the interests of international com-
munism. Now we have been infolmed that our idea is consi-
dered leasonable, and the meeting of the representatives of
the two parties will be held about September 75-j,7, bd at
what 1evel, we do not know.

The third letter concerns the proposal of the Central Com_
mittee of the Communis[ Party of the Soviet Union for a
meeting with the representatives of our party, We reply in our
letter that it is proper that, when disagreements arise between
two parties, the questions should be discussed and sorted out
as correctly as possible, in the l\tarxist-Leninist way. But there
are no disagreements between our two parties, because these
disaqreements exist between them and another party. There-
fore, for us to go to Moscor,v and discuss the .mistakes, of
another party without its r.epresentatives being present, too, is
not at all Marxist, and we cannot do' such a thing. Such a
method of work does not assist the solution of the existing
disagreements, on the contrary it m.ay render the situation more
difficult. In a word, we tel1 there that we do not talk behind
anyone's back.

As to what the Soviet leader.ship say that a ,spark of mis-
understandingn has arisen between our two parties, we have
replied that our Party has kindled neither spark nor fire.

Thus, the Political Bureau has sent these three letters to
the Central Committee of the Communist party of the Soviet
Union.

For the best preparation of the plenum in regard to the
questions we shal1 discuss, I recommend that the Chinese
articles "Long Live Leninism!,, the material distributed by the
Soviet representatives at the Bucharest Meeting, the 1957 Mos-
cow Declaration, the copies of the letters we have recently
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addressed to the CC of the Cp of the SU, of which I spoke above,
as well as the materials that have been recommended and not
read as yet, should be put at the disposal of the members and
candidate members of the Central Committee. Al1 these should be
studied carefuily so that, when we discuss them at the ple_
num, the comrades will be prepared. If we have other ma-
terials from the Communist party of China about its views,
these too, will be made available for study,

Let us now get down concretely to the question of Liri
Belishova.

You know that at the July plenum, apart from other things,
Liri was criticized for the major serious mlstakes she made
during her stay in China and the Soviet Union. But at that
meeting of the Plenum these mistakes were only touched upon
ln passing, in the course of the discussion. However, after
these questions, which several comrades mentioned, were rais-
ed, Liri did not appeil before the plenum with a self-criticism,
although she knew that the polrtical Bureau had arrived at the
conclusion that her self-criticism before the Bureau was in-
complete, that there were many gaps in it. precisely for
these leasons I said at the plenum that, after being re-examined
once more in the Political Bureau, her case should be presented
to the Plenum. In fact we did examine the question of Liri2.

We gave her the possibility to reflect deeply, to ponder
over the grave mistakes she has made in such complicated and
difficult situations, to come out with correct conclusions and
reveal the causes which impelled her to make these mistakes.

At the meeting of the Political Bureau she showed some
signs of irritation in connection with the comrades' questions,
which served to uncover and make clearer Liri's wavering on
the political and ideological iine of our party. Later, I too sum-
lnoned her separately, to help her reflect on these questions,
indeed I reminded her of the non-Marxist methods the Soviet
leaders had used for the disruption of the leaderships of a
number of communist and workers' parties, therefore I advised
her to think over these questions.

I want to say that the Political Bureau of the Central Com-
mittee, which is always guided by the principle that things
must be explained to the comrades to save them from the
wrong road and mistakes, had tried to help Liri patiently and
ca1mly. Her mistakes are not small and trivial, but are
plofound mistakes, in which, if she does not understand them,
there is the danger that they will become even more grave
and l-rarrrful, both to the Party and to her position in the

On the other hand, by criticizing the one who makes mis-
takes, the Party helps him to arm himself, to make efforts to
understand the reasons for his mistakes, so that he no longer
fa1ls into such mistakes, This has been the road of the Central
Committee, the Political Bureau, and mine, for the correction
of those who make mistakes.

The Political Bureau thinks that Liri Belishova's mistakes
are very great and serious. They show that in fact she is in
opposition to the line of our Party, she is not in agreement,
not in unity of thought and action on a number of ideological
and political questions with the Central Committee of the Party,
with our entire Party. She does not understand the vital import-
ance to our Party, as to any Marxist party, of the question of
the ideological and political unity in the Party and, the more
so, the question of the unity of the Central Committee and the
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Politicat Bureau itself. This question is of vital importance
particularly in the existing situation, when the imperialist ene-

mies and the modern revisionists are striving to split the lead-

ership of our Party at all costs, even if they can cause some

sma11 cracks, to weaken it and then attack the Party. There-

fore, those who damage this steel{ike unity, which the Party

has forged with struggle and bloodshed through ail sorts ot

storms, must be severely punished, as they deserve, as the

great interests of the Party and the people require.
What are the mistakes of Liri Belishova?

As you know, Liri went to China. Thls trip had an official
character, and the delegation of which she was a member did

not include all sorts of people, but party people. Thus, the

delegation was not comprised of apolitical people, but of known
personalities of our Party and State.

Before leaving for China, she knew of the disagreements

that existed between the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
and the Communist Party of China, not to the full extent to
which they developed later, but she knew many things. When

is was recommended to her', as far as possibie, to avoid expres-

ing opinions on these still unlesolved problems, this means

that she had knowledge of the objec! of the disagreements

between the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the Cour-

munist Party of China. However, Liti Belishova went to China

and did not act as recommended.
During her stay in China, Liri Belishova showed a surprising

fear and avoided any discussion with the Chinese comrades,

when it was question of expressing the opinion of our Party

about rnodeln revisionism, about our friendship with the CP of

China and its Covernment and about the correct meaning oI

the ties with the Soviet Union. Indeed, in various forms she asked

them, as far as possible, to refrain from discussing party
questions because, alleged1y, ,she was not authorized"3, etc.

Why she did this, we sha11 see 1atet, but the fact is that

the Chinese comrades wanted to discuss party questions with
us. We cannot prevent them from talking, but we have our

own stand, and this stand must be expressed on every occa-

sion. It is not so simple to seek to avoid talking about party
questions. Although Liri strove at all costs to 6void dealing

with party problems in the talks with the Chinese comrades,

they considered it reasonable to talk to us about so great and

delicate a question. Of course, they did this because they had

great trust ir', and deep respect for, our Party. As it seems, this

is not how Liri Beiishova evaluated this question. Instead of

maintaining the stand that should have been maintained in
lhese talks with the Chinese comrades, without any instructious

to do such a thing, she opposed their views on some questions

and gave them to understand that we were leaning towards the

Soviet leaders. Not only had our Party not expressed itself in

favour of such a stand, but all the comrades of the Political
Bureau were in disagreement with many stands of the Soviet

leaders about political and ideological problems which were

apparent both in their practicai activity and in their press.

Therefore, our Party had never pionounceci itself against China

With her attitude, Liri Belishova implied to the Chinese com-

rades that our Party did not agree with their views.
The other mistake of Liri Belishova's was that she went and

made contact with the counsellor of the Soviet Embassy in
Peking, and told him about the things the Chinese comlades

had said to her. From this her aim emerges very clearly. The
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Soviet leaders, from Khrushchev down to Polyansky, understood
how Liri was thinking, that they were her personal opinions,
that she t as against the Chinese views and for the Soviet
position on these questions.

Liri Belishova was considered by them the "heroine" of
the situation. The Soviet leaders utilized her actions to create

a difficuit situation in our Party, in our leadership and among

our cadres. After the Bucharest Meeting they got hoid of all
the comrades who were in the USSR to expound their views

and to get their opinion, in one way or another, to see if they
were with the Central Committee of the PLA. One of these

views was that in China Liri Belishova took an "heroic, stand,
that .she gave the Chinese comrades the proper reply and did
not a1low them to issue a communique on the talks they heid
with her,. This is what the Soviet leaders are saying.

Not only was Liri Belishova predisposed to adopt such a

stand, but she made another organizational mistake, she vio-
lated the discipline of the Party. She did nothing at all to seek

the opinion of the Potitical Bureau. She did not understand that
this was a harmful action to fan the flames in this situation of
disagreements which existed between these two parties. She

knew that disagreements existed between the Communist Party
of the Soviet Union and the Communist Party of Chrna, anci

not betwecn the Communist Party of China and the whole of
international communism, as this matter was put forward at
the Bucharest Meeting.

We have had sincere lelations with the Communist Party

of the Soviet Union on everything. But in the way the events

developed and when it is a matter of a third party being accus-

ed, we should not pour petrol on thc file. Before she left for
Cirina, I tatked with Liri aboul what Mikoyan had told us of
the Communist Party of China. I instructed her, also, not to
talk about this question with anyone, as lorg as we had still
nct informed even the CC of the Party of these disagreements.
Liri should have understood that, since we had not informed
our Party, it was not up to us to inform the Communist Palty
of China of what Mikoyan had said about them. Not only
was Liri instructed, but cven if she had no instruction at
all, as a member of the Political Bureau, she should have real-
ized that the questions raised with her by the Chinese com-

rades could not be discussed with a third party without obtaining
the approval of the Central Comtrittee.

Why did Liri not seek the opinion of the leadership of
the Party? Because she did not have a correct concept of the

leadership, of the Political Bureau. She has been conceited and

overrated her own abilities and intelligence, otherwise, like any

othe:: member of the Central Committee, when difficulties
are encountereci about an important problem, she should con-

sult the leadership of the Party, and not act without receiving
its advice. Liri did not do this, because sbe liked the position
she held.

At the Politieal Bureau she tlied I'rard to justify herself
concerning her mistakes in Peking. Shc clung to such argu-
ments as that she was alone and had nobcdy to consult. But

the fact is that shc contirucd to make mistakes in Moscow,

too, indeed up to the rneeting of the Political Bureau after
she returned. She does not u'ant to uncierstrnd her gl'ave mis-

takes, and she does not admit them.
Whcn Liri rvas in Peking I sent her a radiogram. What

was its content? When the holding of the tsucharest Meeting
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in June was proposecl to us we had received a radiogram from
our embassy in Peking, by which wc were briefly informed of
what had happened at the meeting of the Council of the rilorld
Federation of Trade Unions, of the major differences of prin_
ciple between the delegations of the Soviet Union and China.
lVe knew that Liri would have meetings with the Chinese com-
rades, therefore we sent a radiogram concerning the meeting
of the communist and workers, parties which it was thought
would be held in June. We told her that Chinese comrades
had proposed the postponement of the June meeting, but,
if the Communist party of the Soviet Union and the other par_
ties agreed with their proposal, we had no objection. If it was
to be held in June, u'e said in the radiogram, the Chinese
comrades should be informed, if they would allow us to express
our modest opinion, that the patticipation of the great Com_
rnunist Party of China in this meeting was essential.

During this time we received another letter, from the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, in which we were inform-
ed of the postponement of the meeting which was to have
been held in June. Then we sent another racliogram to Liri, in
which we said that it was not necessary to transmit to the
Chinese comlades the content of the first racliogram, because
our fear that the Chinese comrades would not come to the
meeting they hacl proposed should be postponed, had disappear_
ed, Liri read and interpreted the radiogram in the way she
wanted and according to the plan she was turning over in her
mind.

Likewise, we instructed her to find the opportunity to in_
form the Chinese comrades that we had leacl ancl liked the
articles published bv them on the occasion of the 90th anni_
versary of Lenin's birth.

Liri did not carrv out this instruction from the political
Bureau, because she had her own views. But irrespective of
the fact that these articles were not to her liking, she shoulcl
have transmitted the view of the political Bureau of the Cen-
tral Committee of our party to the Chinese comrades. rly'hen
she returned she could have expressed her personal view to
the Political Bureau. This shows that Liri Be'l.ishova had gone
to China with definrte opinions lvhich were at variance with
those of the comrades of the political Bureau, who, those days,
held frequent discussions on the political and ideological stands
of the Cp of the SU and the Cp of China.

Vy'hen she reached Moscow, Liri was more cornpletely
armed. You know that we sent Liri two simple, but very clear
letters, fully sufficient weapons for her to avoid making mis-
takesl'. Taking into account her attitude in China, and especially
the shortcomings in Liri's character, such as conceit and ambi-
tion, plus the flattery of her by the Soviet leadership who had
called her a "heroine,, we feared for what she might do and
we took this measure so that she could not fall into errors
again. Thus, we sent these two letters in orcler to save Liri.
However, she did not carry out the instructions sent to her.

In the first letter, which she received as soon as she arrivecl
in Ulan-Bator, the Political Bureau pointed out to her that she
had made grave mistakes in China, and for this reason she
should take care not to let the flattery and high-sounding praise
that she might receive from the Soviet leaclers go to her head
In the second letter, which she received as soon as she lanclecl
in Moscow, she was informed of the holding of the Bucharest
Meeting, the stand adopted there by our Party, and it was
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stressed to her that this stand did not please the Soviet leadcrs,
therefore she should be car.eful to defend the line of the party,
to stress that she fully agrced with the stand of the Central
Committee of the Par.ty, expressed in Bucharest by comrade
I{ysni. This stand would have been correct and would have
barrcd the way to all efforts by anyone who might try to split
our leadership.

Thus, Liri Belishova had been prepared so as to avoid
any mistakes, had she agreed with the line of the Central Com-
mittee. But the fact is that this is not what happened.

We know the tactics pursued by the Soviet leaders. They
invited Liri to lunch, but therc she did not maintain the stand
on which she had been instructed by the political Bureau. Liri
used there the tactics of jokes. ,We must make jokes,, she
thought, ,to get out of this situation,, but in fact jokes did not
help her, and a situation was created which was favourable
to the Soviet leaders, unfavourable and in opposition to the
stand of the Central Committee of our party, and compatible,
in the final analysis, with the views of Liri Belishova.

During the lunch the Soviet leadels began with praises and
toasts to Lir.i, and with attacks on our party, but Liri dodged
the touchy issues, the blows and venom against our party, di-
rected particularly by Kozlov. Kozlov expressed his dis-
satisfaction orzer the stand of comrade Hysni [Kapo] in Bucha-
rest, and she did not knock him back immediately. She pretends
not to be clear about this question, but she allegedly told Kozlov
that, ,Errver Hoxha has no skeleton in the cupboard like Go-
mulka" about whom they said that he had adopted 6 rpravil-
t1s", ,y4sn6,5 stand. She should have intervened immediately
to say that at Bucharest our Party adopted a correct and clear.
stand, and that she agreed with that stand.

Then Kozlov said that, ,We want friendship, but without
zigzags'. But who is developing friendship with zigzags? Liri
did not give the proper r.eply to this, either. In the letter we
said to Liri that I(hrushchev did not like the stand of our
Party at the Bucharest Mecting, therefore she should have
understood that when there was talk of zigzags it was our
Party which was being attacked, and she should havc replied
that our Party does not make zigazags.

Thus such a stand of Liri Belishova's is deliberate.
During the lunch other insinuations were made such as:

,Whom are you Albanians with, witb the 200 or the 600 mil-
lions?, But this, too, went without the proper reply from Liri.
At tI-re mceting I had with lvanov, I told him that what Kozlov
said was anti-Marxist. And what did he mean by ,,with the
200 or the 600 millions?,, Our Party was on a Marxist road, there-
fore it was with all the countries of oul socialist camp. However,
at the Plenum Liri told us that she did not hear this question
properly, or did not understand it. But it is impossible that this
escaped her ears, for he said it at lunch, sitting near her, ancl
we do not agree with such a justification. They might even
have said these things in a confusing, indirect way, but at
the end of the lunch she should have risen and said, ,Comra-
des, there are no zigzags in oLlr line. We are for the unity of
all the countries of o11r camp, therefore let us drink this toast
to the triumph of Marxism-Leninisml, But in fact this was not
the way she acted, the lunch and these venom-fi1lccl r.emarks
of the Soviet leaders were passed off with a 1augh.

But why with a laugh? Because Liri Belishova did not
agree with the line of our Party oD these questions, she had
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a different view and she thought that her view was correct
and, in the final account, in her opinion, the views of the lead-
ership of our Party were not correct, and that in this situation
we were making mistakes.

Thus, even when she came back, Liri showed some signs
and took some actions which confirm this. She began especially
to say to the comrades: ,Comrade Enver should be sidetracked,
we should not draw him into this situation so that he will not
complomise himself over these questions,. In plain language
this means, "Nobody knows how the conflict between the
Communist Party of China and the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union will end. Therefore, we should leave comrade Enver
out of it, not let him meddle in it, and when this problem is
over, then we shall see who is right, you or I, that's the time
for comrade Enver to come out, and give the others who were
wrong stick, and in this way we are in order", according to
her view.

That is, even after her return to Tirana, in spite of the
advice given her at the meeting of the Political Bureau, Liri
Belishova continued to maintain the same stand and to con-
coct intrigues to disrupt the leadership of the party.

Linked with this is also Liri's other saying that, "We must
prepare several variants for the Moscow Meeting* and, after
we see which way the .wind, is blowing, make use of the
one which seems to us the most advantageous. This is a very
wrong, opportunist view, entirely unacceptable to our party of
Labour. We must go to the Moscow Meeting not with ,several
variants,, but with a clear-cut stand, not with ten banners, bnt
with one, with the banner of Marxism-Leninism.

Another view of Liri was that the comrades of the plenum
or the alternate members of the political Bureau should not be
given the documents exchanged between the political Bureau
and comrade Hysni Kapo in Bucharest, who was instn:cted
through them about the stand he should adopt there. What does
this mean? This is connected with the fact that. .These docu-
ments bear Enver's signature, therefore we should not expose
him,. Why should we not inform the Central Committee of the
pr.actice followed by the political Bureau, and let the plenum
iudge of its work? tVhat is wr.ong with this?

But in reality there are and there should have been second
thoughts in Liri Belishova,s head. The explanations she has
griven have not convinced the political Bureau that she has
thoroughly and profoundly understood her mistakes. She should
bring out the reasons why she acted as she did and who impel-
led her, from what bases did these thoughts arise in her, that
is, she should make a profound analvsis of her mistakes. That
is why we analysed this question again in the political Bureau.

The aim of this discussion in the political Bureau was to
help Liri. The contributions to the discussion were fierv, severe,
for they concerned the defense of the interests of the partv, its
line, its 1ife. We must stand firm before the interests of the
Party. To tell the truth, Liri was given plenty of helo by the
comrades, and she should have made a frank self_criticism, with
the gloves off. Sut her self-criticism in the political Bureau was
not satisfactory. Liri said nothing, indeed, through her contri_
butions, she indirectly expressed dissatisfaction and doubts
about the stand adopted in her regard.

Liri presented her mistakes in a very simple way. She
did not make a Marxist-Leninist anatysis of tlese mistakes, of
thgir sources, something which was expected from her. She
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did not proceed from the principle of telling the Party the
leal causcs that impelled her to make mistakes, but she clung
to such arguments as ushe was alone and had nobody to con.

sult". This tactic of Liri's is not healthy. She should have told
the Political Bureau frankly why these mistakes were made and
where they had theil source.

The comrades of the Political Bureau analysed Liri Beli-
shova's mistakes and arrived at the conclusion that such mis-
takes were not made easily. had she not had some distorted
views about the others and overestimation of herself.

Liri Belishova should have had it clear that revisionisn-t
does not exist only in Yugoslavia, that revisionist views also
exist in parties of other countries, which are deviating from
the correct Marxist-Leninist road.

Many times we have discussed with Liri that many actions
of the Soviet leaders are not on the right road, but on an

opportunist r.oad, which is to the advantage of the revisionists,
particularly of the Yugoslav revisionists.

And this has not been a matter only of tactical stands on

their part. We observe that the Soviet leaders have allorved the
struggle against the Yugoslav revisionists to die down. From
time to time they write theoretical articles against the Yugoslarr
revisionists, but even those with many gaps in them, while as

to the concrete struggle against them, this they have outright
out. Indeed there are parties, such as the Communist Party of
Bulgaria, whioh have even taken decisions not to say anything
against the Yugoslav revisionists.

We cannot say that these matters were a bolt from the

blue to Liri Belishova, and therefore she has no right to say:

"How could I imagine that in the line of the Soviet leaders

there are such revisionist views?'. We talk ,about such problems

every day, but Liri Belishova's eyes have been blinded by
the flattery and great praise of the Soviet leaders, and she has

reconciled herself with them. She has forgotten that on such

an important question as that of the disagreements between the

CP of the SU and the CP of Chir-ra no Marxist party whatever
can be hindered from expressing its viewpoint, just as it cannot
be hindered from expressing it also on the actions of
Klrrushchev or KozTov, which we think are not correct at all.

When we speak of love for the USSR we must not
include here those who make mistakes, whoever they may be,

Soviets, Czechs, Bulgarians or Albanians. Every Marxist and
leader must have it clear that we do not love the USSB for the
beautiful eyes of lvanov. He does not love the Soviet Union, or
our friendship with the Soviet Union, as long as he acts in a

hostile way against a people and a party who nurfure a sin-
cere love for the Soviet people, which he has seen with his own
eyes during his three year stay in our country. And why should
we keep Ivanov happy to avoid ruining our friendship? The
same goes for l(ozlov, Khrushchev, and others.

We have our own views which we have expressed and will
express. But Liri Belishova was not reconciled to this stand,
for she has wavered in the Party 1ine. She has been led to
these positions by her conceit, she has become very swell-headed,
she overrates her own capacities and underrates others'.
For this she has been criticized several times.

In spite of the advice given her, she adopts a very arro-
gant attitude towards the cadres, she has offended them and
continues to do so, she has attacked them so severely that
even in the apparatus of the Central Committee there are
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comrades who have asked to leave for this reason. Despite the
criticism made of her, she demonstrated her ar.rogance towards
the cadres even at the last meeting of the Central Committee of
the ALYU. She acted in the same way also at the Teachers' Con-
ference. To act in this way after all the criticism made of you,
means that you fail to reflect on your mistakes.

These manifestations show that when you have such scorn
for the cadres subordinate to you, you will have a similar con-
cept also of those with whom you are on a par. As a matter of
fact, even with regard to ccmrades of the Political Bureau, Liri
Belishova often has not taken a correct and healthy stand. Io
underrate the comrades of the leadership, and display this
on many occasions even in public, is impermissible. The cri-
ticism made of the cadres before the masses is one thing, we
have done this and sha1l continue to do it, but despising and
discrediting the cadres is another thing.

There are many facts of this nature about Liri Belishova.
Therefore, when you have such a concept of the cadres, in
complicated situations you make mistakes, as she did, even
making mistakes in regard to the iine. When you have such
views about the cadres up to the leader.ship, of coul.se you will
not have sound views about the decisions this leadership
adopts, either, which are a many-sided concretization of the po-
litical line of the Party.

Therefore, if you go on \,vith such rubbish in your head,
if you live with this overestimation of yoursclf, you are sure
to make mistakes in the political 1ine, too.

Thus, Liri Belishova has beeu wrong on these questions,
and still has not understood her grave mistakes. The Poiitical
Bureau came to the conclusion that Liri should reflect further
on her mistakes. We remained dissatisfied with her self-criti-
cism, she promised us that she would think it over, and she
must have done so. Now it depends on the self-criticism she
will make before the Plenum, and on how much she has bene-
fited from the help of the Political Bureau.

Her case now depends on the evaluation she will make of
these problems before thc Plcnum of the Central Committee.
We advise her to look straight and deeply into her mistakes
flom sound Marxist-Leninist bases, for there is no comradc
who holds any i11-wi11, not only towards Liri, but towards any-
body rvhatever u,ho has made mistakes. We only wish her
rvell, that is why we are trying to correct her. But with these
views she cannot be in the Political Bureau, for it is a very
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serious thing to be in disagreement with the line of the Central
Committee. Ihe Political Bureau has decided to propose to the
Plenum that Liri Belishova be discharged from her function as
a member of the Political Bureau and secretary of the Central
Committee for propaganda, because these high fonrms of the
Party must not include comrades who run qpu[ter to the views
and ideological and political line of the Central Committee.
In the Political Bureau and Central Committee there must be

complete unity of thought and action, and in the first place
on the main questions, such as the current question, which is
of exceptional importance to the building of socialism in our
country and international communism.

1. At thdt time member ol the Political Bureau and
secretary ol tlte CC oI the PLA.

2. On September 3 the Political Bureau distributed a
docttment to all the members ol the Plenum dealing uith
Liri Belishoua's mistakes and wi.th tl1E s,tand she had adopted
in the Political Bureau.

3. This uas a lalse justilication ol Liri Belishoua's. Not
only did she haue the necessaty instructions lrom the Political
BureaLL ol the CC of the PLA concerning the stand she should
adopt in the PR ol China, but also throtqh a special radio'
gram ol June 1, 7960, comrade Enuer Hoxha drew her
attention and instructioned her: ,We are rcadiflg yout grcet-
ings in neaspapets, and they asl,onish us. They are exfuemely
dry and contain mistakes.

First oI all you must speak long'et and ex.ceptionally wannly
oI China; stetnly expose the imperialists and the Yugoslau
teDisionists. . . . It is entfuely impermissible to speak ol a
cer'tain modern reuisionism. The successes of our country and
tlw coruect policy of the Party in euety lield must be pointed
out tue11 and at length eueryuhere.. Th'e speeches must be
poli.tically and ideologically eleu,ated, and not toith banal
phtases. . . Tear up the hackneyed greetings afid sryeches
you haue ptepared, and lornlLlate entirely fleu ones,.

While tlrc other radiogram oI lune 6 said: ,Talks toith the
Cltirrcse comrades on the ideological questions tmdet discussion
may be held only by you,. (Tahen lrom the copies of the
otiginals ol the radiogtams uhich are in the Central Archiues
of 'the ParLy).

4. When she ,retutned to Albania, Liri Belishoua uas asked
by the Politicai Bureau and the basic orgaaization ol uhiclt
she wcs a member to hand these letterc in. She said that
she had all,egedly des1oyed :thern. In lact she ougllt to haue
handed them ouer to the Souiet leaders during the meetings she
ltad utith th,em.

5. "Cortect,, ,clear. (Rttss.).

RADIOGRAM IO COMRADE MEHMET SHEHUI I]I ]IEW YORK

Sepfembet 29, 1960

Dear Mehmet,
1) We are carefully following the speeches of everybody

aod can describe them with Shakespeare's words umuch ado
about nothing'. In fact the ado is great, especially when
the ,self-ado*, if we may adopt this term, is deafening. Long
live the echoes and the variety shows, because that is all that
will come out of it, and we are of the same mind as you, that
it turned out as we had predicted. Of course, in the end, as
a conclusion, it wiil be said that the meeting was positive and,

as ,,Rrapo Le1o,2 has already expressed it at lunch, "we did
well to have comeu.

2) These close negotiations with the Belgrade arch-revision-
ist are shameful. Their continuous and open talks are certainly
cooking up new actions disastrous to us...

The influence of the Soviet Union, China and of all our
countries is being undermined. Here we should see, in parti
cular, the undermining of the Chinese influence in the ,emerging
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states of the socalled "third world", With his great manoeuvre
,Rrapo Lelo" aims to deal China a blow ideologically and under-
rnine it politically. With these actions he assists the develop-
ment of capitalism, strengthens imperialism, weakens our camp
and our positions in the UNO. . .

"Rrapo Lelo's" admirers and irck-spittles consider this terri-
ble capitulaLion a great success, I think that with those who you

think are worried about this situation but who haven't the cou'
rage to speak up about it, you should tactfully 1et them know
our views on these manoeuvres. Why should we keep our col'-

rect views so much to ourselves? &laybe one of them will tell

'Rrapo Le1o, our views, but so whatl "Rrapo, will understand
that we do not talk with him about these questions, so let him
jump up and down if ite likes,

3) In regard to Gomulka's speech, v/e have arrived at the
same conclusions as you. In no way can we accept it. The sta-
tus quo in favour of the imperialists can never be accepted.
You stick to the stand we decided, whiie as to Gomulka's pro-
posals, not only do not accept them, but tell them that we shall
denounce them at the plenary meeting of the communist and
workers' parties in Moscow if they are included in the resolu-
tion.
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4). ..
s)...
6) Last night, t was with your family. I gave Fiqret your ra-

diograms to read and she found them amusing. Your mother
and children are we1l. Don't worly about them. Your little son's

sword is bloken, so when you come bring him a sword, I think
you will find one there, beoause not all the swords will have
been turned into ploughshares.

My regards to Behar. His boy is we11. Tell him to look
after Lukanov3 well lest the breeze carries him away.

I embrace yott
SHPATIl.

7. Comrade Mehmet Shehu uas at that time in New York
at,th,e lrcad of the delegatiom of the People's Republic of Albailia
to the L5th Session of the UNO Ceneral Assembly.

2. Implies Khtushcheu. Rrapo Lelo, a kulak fuom the regiott
ol Mallakastra, u)as an efiefiy ol the people.

3. At that tizw Foteign Minister of tlu PR of Bulgaila.
4. One of comrade Enuer lfoxha's pseudonyms during tlrc

N ational Liberation W ar.

I.EIIER ADDRESSED IO COMRADE HYS]II KAPOI IN MOSCOW

October l, 1960

Dear comrade Hysni,
I received the letter and the material you sent me, yester-

day, at the time when we were holding the meetlng of the

Political Bureau to examine the draft-directives of the 4th Con-

gress of the Party about the 3rd Five-year Plan, as well as the

report on the reorganization of the school. I had just received

the material when your radiogram arrived, too, in which you

told us that this material must be returned to you, therefore

we handed it over to be printed, I am tellrng you all this so

that you will undersland that, at the monrent of writing, I
have not started the reading of the material you sent nre,

therefore I have nothing to say about it at the moment. I shall
give you an opinion by radiogram or a longer letter, which
I shall send you by air.

Associating myself with your view, I, too, think that the

Soviet comrades are up to a dilty manoeuvre for definite ainrs.

The material they have provrded may be acceptable up

to a point, likewise it is dralted and predisposed so that it
could be corrected and made even stronger. They ale not much

ccncerned about thisll,If you 1ike,, they may say, {we can

even make it much strongel', only there must not be any po-

lemics, everything should go quietly and smoothly' As to
carrying orit what we put on paper, let us not worry about

that, in a word we sha1l carry o1r as before, we shall violate this

Declaration, too, Iike that of Moscow L79571, aud if you accuse

us again, we shall convene a seoond Bucharest meeting and

really fix, you'.
If the Soviet leaders have made some concessi.ons or aLe

prepared to see the Declaration made even stronger, this is

not because they have changed their views, not because they

recognise their mistakes, but because they make these alleged

coucessiors to us in order to stop the discussiou going any furth-
er. They think that what we are wanting is declarations. But

we have Marxism-Leninism. What we need and insist on is

that the Soviet leaders must correct their opporttrnist mistakes.

The DeclaraLion must be the conclusion of these discussions'

This is precisely what frightens tire Soviet leaders and does

not frighten us.
The Soviet leaders are afraid of the discussions not oniy

because of the shocks that ran through other parties after Bu-

chalest, but because these upheavals will becotne ever stronger

after November. So, to stave this off, they hand out this de-

claration:,And we can make it even stronger if you like',
and thus, all their admirers shout and cheer: ''Eurekal This is,

has been, and will remain our line. We have never made nris-

takes. China reflected, reconsidered its mlstakes and came back

on the right roadl Thus, Buclurest Locts uety "poliezno)' ln
our patties we comdemned China and Albania as dogmatic, etc'

With one stone we killed two bilds: we exposed them, and

we cured them, and we opened the way to say to the parties

again tomorrow that the patients were not completely cured

because they have had a relapse of the disease of dogmatism.

Fina11y, we trir.tmphed in both scenes and carry on in our o1d

rvay.. This, I think, is more or: less the reasoning of the Soviet

leaders and their admirels. Nihita for-rnd thc medicine for
ZhivkoS and company.

We rnust not fall for the tricky manoeuvres of the Soviet

revisionists. lVe must give the Soviet leaders and others to

understand that we agree to work on this material, to remove
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from, or add to, it, but this material will be as a conelusion of
all-sided discussious in November and will show how the
principles of Marxism-Leninism and the decisions of the
Moscow Meeting [1957] have been carried ouf wbo has
departed from, and who has implemented, them consistently.
A reassessment of Bucharest will be made on the basis of facts,
and not only Soviet ones, but also on the basis of facts that the
other parties, too, will bring up on this questior.

The coming Moscow Meeting must not be a formal meeting,
ror an unproductive polemical meeting, but a meeting of great
constructive importance on the basis of Marxism-Leninism and
the Leninist norms. It will not be only a rpacifist", conciliatory
meeting to gloss over grave mistakes, but a meeting to make a
radical exposure of, and cure, the mistakes. There is no other
way, and they should not expect any other way of solution
flom us. If these mistakes are not looked squarely in the eye,
we are sure that the revisionists will go rapidly on with their
destructive work. Therefore, there is only one toad for us,
struggle in defence of Marxism-Leninism, and not reconcilia-
tion with the opportunist and revisionist rnistakes in ideology
and politics, such as Khrushchev and his group are makirg. I
think that the struggle should be commenced in the commission,
where the other parties, except that of China, have sent fourth-
rate people, because, naturally, the Soviet leaders have reached
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agreement with thern, have adopted the one set of tactics, and
are seeking to get easily over the ditch they themselves have
dug by accusing China and us of a thousand things. But this
does not go down with us.

There is no need to write any mole, for your know the
issues yourself. When I send you the remarks about the mate-
ria1, I may write at greater length.

Regards to Ramiz4 and the comrades.

I emblace you,
ENVEB

P. S. I am writing to you in haste because the plane is about
to leave, therefole you will find it difficult to read. Yesterday
\.ve wele at the Chinese comrades and in my speech I fired
the first "war[ing 6hots,.

7. Member of the Political Bureau and Secretary of Lhe
CC of the PLA, lrcaded the delegation ol the PLA (t the
Meeting oI th,e 26 parties uhiclr uere .to drau up the Moscow
f)eclatatiotz.

2. ,Use[ul,, (nuss.).
3. Itonical abbreuiation tor T. Zhiulzou.
4. Ramiz AIia, Member oI the Political Durcau and Secr.etary

ol the CC oI the PLA, uas a member ol the delegation o!
the PLA at the Meeting ol tlte 26 parties tuhich uere to draw
up the Moscou, Declaration.

RADIOGRAM TO COMRADE MEHMEI SHEHU I}I }IEW YORK

October l, 1960

Dcar Mehmet,
1) The Moscow Meeting opens today. The delegatior-rs

ar'€ very colourless, apalt frorn the Chinese and ours, 50 people
all told. We hear that the Bulgarian delegation will do what
the Soviets te1l them and avoid stirring up polemics. This is
the general watchword issued by the "friend" you have there.

2) The Soviets handed ou[ a docurnent in the form of a

36 page declaration, v,'hich is to be discussed in regard io adding
to it or removing some bits. We have just translated and typed
it, since it came only yesterday, and I have just given it a

first quick reading. The real rvorking meetirrg will start this
Tuesday, October 4th, in Moscow.

3) The first impression of the material: A dirty nanocuvrc
by the revisionists, not in a polemical tone, but some de-
vjous and base insinuations, a lot of big gaps, srroothing over
some angles dangerous to them, sotne tactical retreats to throw
dust in people's eyes, some approaches to our theses, to the
effect: "Look, 1\re are making concessions to your stubbornness,
and this in the face of a savage enelny, therefore take this Decla-
ration, be content with it, worship it if you 1ike,. But it s}rould
be read again carcfully, and I will make suggestions to Hysni
about its essence.

4) What is the manoeuvre of the revisionists? In my op!
nion, they want to draw a veil over all their mistakes; and the
veil is this Declaration. They think we are desperately concern-
ed about declarations, as if we did not have our ideology,
Marxism-Leninism. Hence, according to them, they are "fu1filI-
ing our desire. with a declaration in which room is l.eft for

alRendmeRts, indeed, they are ready tc make it much stronger.
I believe, they rvi1l make a few concessions and then say; uysrl
sce, this has been our line, you made some additious, we agreed
to them, and now there is nothing to divide us, hurrah! But
who has deviated from Marxism-Leninism, who is revisiouist or
dogmatic, what occurred in Bucharest and how things went on
later, and so on and so forth, all these matters have been de-
cided, and decided correctly and unanimously; you slipped into
dogmatism, we condemned you and we were right; we exposed
you in our parties, this was useful to you; you reflected upon
your mistakes and came here; we heid a discussion and reach-
ed agreement, and even produced a declaration. Co home
uow, make self-criticism in your parties, and henceforth
do not commit the mistake of criticizing us, because we shall
bring you to a second Bucharest, and this time you will be

"recidivists*. This is approximately .Rrapo Lelo's* aim. This
reasoning and tactic of ,Brapo's* is certainly extremely grati-
fl,ing to Zhivkov and company, since, sooner or 1ater, they
will celtainly have an earthquake under their feet, but with
this manoeuvre they think may avert the danger. This, cf
course, is their course. but not ours. Our course is that which
we have decided on and which is correct.

5) I warned Hysni to begin the fight right in the com-
mission and let them understand clearly that we can discuss the
Declaration, removing or adding something, but that the De-
claration should be the conclusion of a Marxist-Leninist debate
about the problems under discussion: who has applied Marx-
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ism-Leninism and the Moscow Declar:ation [1957] correctly

and who has betrayed it; who are the revisionists and who is

not dogmatic; who organized Bucharest and for rarhat purpose;

who created this split and why, A11 the problems wiil be laid

on the table and examined, not on the basis of the false facis

of the Soviets, but on the basis of the argumenrs of the Chinese'

ouls, and anybody's e1se. We do not accept peace for peace's sake

in the communist movement; we do not permit faults to be

covefed up. We cannot allow the Mcscow Meeting to be a

"meeting of revisionists, ancl of Right-wing pacifists; we shall
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fight to make it a militant, constructive, Marxist meeting' fhere

is no other way. In this manner any illusion of the Khrushche-

vites will vanish, all their manoeuvres will fail, and things will
be carried through to the end. I believc that the Chinese will
act as we do.

So much for now. Write to us if you have any commcDt

or suggestion.

Affectionately,
SHPATI

THE M0SC0I[ DECIARAII0N sHoul"D BE I'IADE AS SIR0]|G

ifpOiilstr, wllt GUllpowDER AND ll0l colToll w00l'
Letter addressed to colnrode Hysni Kopo in Moscow

Oefober 4, 1960

Dear comrade HYsni,
I received your letter this morning and I understood your

views. I agree with these views and the proposals you make'

which, in general, conform with that I have written you'

Thus, I am stressing onee more, as we discussed when you

left Tirana, you will press for the Declaration of the Moscow

Meeting to be as strong as possible, rvith gunpowder and not

ootton wool, and to contain questions formulated correctly, ac-

cording to our view, and not equivocal. unclear views, such as

the Soviet delegation, the ieleas of which art: opportunist and

revisionist, will try to Put in.
There is one thing you must bear in mind, that, by rneans

of the Declaration, not only must we express the correct Marxist-

Leninist views of our Party about the problems, but, when

reading this dosument, every conmunist in the world should

at once understand that in the "ideologicai conflict" which the

Khr"ushchev group trumpeted inside ancl outside the camp, this

group lost and their revisionist course was condemned' In the

first place, the members of those parties where the questions

were put forward in a distorted way, slandering the Cornmunist

Party of China and the Party of Labour of Albania, which were

condemned unjustly and thrown mud at, must understand this

fact, when they read the Declaration. This is very important'

for the slanderers have no intention of going back to their

parties and making selfcriticism. Therefore, much depends on

your contribution to the discussion there, rnuch depends on

the formulation which you will propose. Pay great attention to

the fcrrnulations of the main issues. In these formulations,

bear in mind not to stay within the limits of the Soviet text

and the form they have given to the presentation of the prob-

lem. By this I want to say don't try to adjust the question on

the phrasing put up by the Soviets or to avoid damaging the

general or partial ,framework, of the structure of the Soviet

text. Such a manner of construction will hinder you from form-

ulating the ideas as we conceive them, because the Soviets

have built that text in conformity with their views, they have

extended themselves in some places in order to introduce a bit

of poison or they have spread the poison in a whole "tirade'

over which they have also sprinkled a coating of sugar' There-

fore, don't worry about the Soviet structure, concern yourself

about the key ploblems, cut out all the tittle-tatile and non-

sense, then leave it to the Secretariat to correct the structure of

Lhe Declaration.
In my opinion, the Declaration stinks on the rnain questions,

ancl is just what you think it is. I read it through carefully

once and made notes alongside the text. Time did not permit

n:Ie to sum up all these r'emarks and elaborate them' Thus, I
decided to sencl you the text with the notes I have made' Don't

think that every note on this text is a jewel. There are some

unnecessary, hasty things, written in anger. Therefore have a

look at them yourself, the aim is mostly to dr:aw your attention

to something rvhich may not have struck your eye while it
has struck mine, and vice versa. I am sure that you have gone

ovci' the Soviet material with a fine-tooth comb and have seen

all the delicate questions, therefore my mind is at ease on that

score. Anyway, although you will find it somehow difficult to
read my notes, for I have scribbled them, I shall be satisfied if
they are of any help to you.

If you have anything partictllar to consult me about, send a

radiogram. As to the speech you will have to deliver, it will be

best if you send us a copy, because, as you yourself say, we may

be able to help you with some comments 'either by radiogram

or by returning the text with our remarks, if we have any,

and if the time of the return of the plane permits.

...The Khrushchev gloup has lined up on its side a large

number of parties, which it caught on the hop, and is taking

advantage of their trust in and love for the Communist Party

of the Soviet Union, It will be difficult for these parties and

these comrnunists to have the courage to adopt a clear-cut stand

immediately. This is true. But it becomes very dangerous to

leave this matter to dtag out, because revisionism will do its
own dreadful work. will compromise people and parties, will
carry on large-scale demagogy with propaganda and with large

material funds. Within ten years the Tito clique completelv dis-

integrated the party, and the genuine communists and patriots
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were thrown into jails or killed. Therefore, the most correct

stand is that at this meeting we should carry the matter through

to the end, as Marxists. It must come out nakedly *'ho is on

an anti-Marxist road, who is betraying Marrism-Leninism and

violating the 7957 Moscow Declaraticn. This is the Khrushchev

group. Therefo::e the meeting should dot the i's- The i's must

tre dottecl about Bucharest, and those who bave made mistakes

must admit them at the meeting like Marxists and go back to
their parties to correct them. The Khrushchev group does not

want to admit its mistakes, it is responsible for splitting the

ideological unity of the international communist movement'

We ale on a correct Marxist-leninist road. The Khrushchev

group has devi.ated into revisionism, therefore our struggle

and time will expose them' But there is one other thing, the

threat of a spiit and the split itself wiil speed up the process

of the banki:uptcy of the Khrushchev group and its isolation

from the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the olher
parties, which will be shocked and reflect on the matter better

and sooner. Otherwise, these parties pretend to be outside the

conflict, indeed they consider a success that it did not come

to a sp1it. and leave it to time to prove whether the Soviet line
or ours is correct- The sloEan: "Let time verify the linetr, as

some advocate. .. is to the liking of Khrushchev, and is an

oopcltunist, revisionist and anti-Marxist siogan. It contains in

itself the fear of taking things through ts thc end and radi-

ca11y curing the mistakes. This idea serves to preserve the

Khrushchevite status quo with a bit of patching up which

Khrushchev has not, does not and will not have any notice of

at all. This slogan helps trhe revisionists to go further, to
spread revisionism. In a word, if this slogan is adopted, we

can be sure that there are great dangers.
Revisionism is the main danger, it must be attacked, how-

ever biq the ,heads, that have this purulence within them. Ttr
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clear up the abscess the scalpel must be used. All those who

sa!, tlzl us leave it to time., understand the situation, but lack

the revolutionary courage to put the finger on the sore spot

and to use the effectise means to clean it.
On the other hand we should realize that the Khrushchev

group is terrified of the situation, terrified of a split' They see

that their policy is suffering failures, that it has created a grave

situation, that is far frotn correct, that ideologicaily they are

quite deliberately and hopelessly on the road to disaster' Thus'

in this situation, is it permissible for us to allow this revision-

ist group to regain its breath, to get over this great chasm

which it created? It seems to me that we must not allow this'

If we do not expose the Khrushchev group, we shall be making

a greal mistake, for they will take advantage of this to do

more harm bo the Soviet Union, the Communist Party of the

Soviet Union and international communism, Khrushchev is an

exhibitionist clown. Look what he is doing at the UNO' This

is why I sent you that long radiogram the evening before last'

But, anyway, dear Hysni, carry on as you are doing' you

are doing fine.
Everyday I receive ramusingn radiogrums from Mehmet'

Matterc continue as before. No concrete results whatever' No

disarmament, no reorganization of the UNO Secretariat' no

meeting, not a damned thing' The only usuccess" has been the

creation of ihe third force with Tito at the head and the bles-

sing of .dyadya.l) Khrushchev.. "

Best regards to Ramiz and the comrades' The comrades

here send thet'e greetings.

I embrace you
ENVER

7. "tlncle, (auss.)

RADIOGRAM IO COMRADE MEHMEI SHEHU IlI NEW YORK

October 4, 1960

Comrade Mehmet,
I have received all the radiograms. We are following the

UNO ,fiasco'.
1) The meeting in Moscow began on Saturday. Only the

opening. Suslovkal opened it. Kozlovka, Andropovka, Muhitdi-
novka and Pospyelovka and others were Present' Cold as ice.

Time was allowed to study the material and today, Tuesday,

at 14 hours, the meeting will open again. Teng Hsiao-ping
will speak before l{ysni, r,l,ho is expected to speak on Thursday

or Friday.
2) I carefully studied the dfaft-Declaration and sent all my

comments to Hysni, together with the tactics he must pursue

in the commission. The Declaration stinks. It is revisionist, hack-

neyed, repetitious, stringing out the issues in order to dilute

lhe poison so we might swallow it and in the process it has

been sprinkled with icing sugar to sweeten the taste to us. It
makes some ,feints,, alleg'ed retreats, but which do not satisfy

us at all, therefore I put Hysni on his guard and instructed

him how the questions must be formulated.

3) Hysni writes that he will send me the opening speech

to have a look at. Hysni is completely competent and well

armed as to the stands rvhich rnust be maintained"

. . .At the meeting there are some who have the fear, which

we do not share, of what might happen if the Khrushchev group

does not come to its senses' We do rlot agree with them on

this, but we must cliscuss and convince them, for we see it
more correctly, more radically, and the Khrushchev group ought

to fear what we thiok, while we have no need to fear them' We

have our positions correct and strong. Theirs are revisionist and

weak. Therefore we must strike the iron while it is hot, for,

if the acrobat gets away with this, he will be up to a thousand

and one tricks, let alone within 10-15 years in which he will
do terrible things. Anyway, this in the final stage; you will
come back and we shall talk here, before we go to Mos-

cow.
4) Hysni wrote that Kozlovka invited him to lunch yester-

'day, but Hysni thanked him and did oot go. Considering what
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he has done to us, this suited us fine, so that he will understand
with whom he is dealing.

5) We hear from reliable sources that the Bucharest
Meeting had been pre-arranged behind the backs of our
Party and the Communist Party of China. Khrushchev had
informed, discussed, and received the approval of all his
boys about how the issues would be raised in Bucharest, what
would be discussed and what should be decided. This is
blatant - not a faction, but a p1ot. This was the whole aim
of the struggle of Ivanov and Koqo Tashko to get me to
go on a vaction: to compromise me and drag me into the
dirt. But they missed out.

6) The Plenum on education will open on October 7. In
the Bureau we definitely decided on the questions under dis-
cussion concerning the reorganization of the school.
The only thing we did not decide, because opinions were di-
vided, was whether the school should be \! or 72 years. We
shall examine what the Plenum has to say, too. I was inclined
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torvards 72 yeats, I believe you, too, are for 12 years. But I
thought of a variant which does not upset the reorganization
of the school and the preparation of the new curricula. We
do not have to decide right now for years ahead. lIze have
3-4 years to cafiv out the experiment with those classes in
which we have decided to inciude work this year, and during
this period, the teachers should study the new programs and
thus this question will be defined more correctly. The truth
is that it is not easy to turn dorvn the variant of the 12-year
school, but the 11 year variant, too, has its own advantages and
disadvantages. Anyway, we shal1 decide for the best.

Fiqret and the children are weli.
I embrace you and we are eagerly awaiting; your return.

SHPATI

1. Dimimttiu.es used in an ironical settse

RADIOGRAM IO COMRADE MEHMET SHEHU I}I }IEW YORK

October 6, l95O

Comrade Mehmet,
1) You gave Vinogradovl a good reply on the question oi

disarmament. ,Rrapo Lelo. wants to cover up his failure at
the United Nations Organization, to confuse the masses, and
to mobilize the press to declare that there will be new "festivals"
in the comiag year. It is a good thing for public opinion to
exert pressure on the Amerioans, since it means increased
indignation anC vigilance, but he wants to be the "big man,
himself, to take the initiative himself, to go himself, to be
everything himself. Therefore, you acted correctly in not 1.e-

fusing him in principle. But we have plenty of time to declare
ourselves. He will declare himself because he disregards our
opinion, And this because he is up to some mischief.

2) The oommission met yesterday in Moscow, five people or.

so spoke, obedient delegates, who had adopted the tvatchworC:

"No word about the contradictions,, as if nothing had happened.
They mentioned neither the Soviet Union nor. China. General

expressions and approval of the Soviet draft-Declaration. 'fhe
Fin, the Hungarian, the West German, the Mongolian, and
the Italiap spoke. The Chinese wili speak today.

3)...
;1) There is nothing new on the internal front. The ploughing

is under way; the sugar-beet is being 1.ifted but it is very
poor. A sma1l earthquake shook the Kaldhiq area, bnt nobody
was injured, only some houses were wrecked. The situation is
not alarming. Ihe census of the population was taken properly.
Spiro [Koleka]2 has shut hirnself up and is working on the
report.

Yours
SHPATI

1. Member oI the SoDiet delegation to the 151h. Session
ol the General Assemhi.y oI the UNO.

2. Member ol the PoliticaT Bureau ol the CC of the Pt.A.

have glanced rapidly through your letter, your speech, and the
re-formulations and amendments of the draft-Declaration \rou
are going to make. . .

1) In regard to your speech, I liked it. The problems werc
dealt rvith well and its tone was correct. If the opportunity
presents itself, either to you in the plenary m.eeting, or to
Ramiz in the eommission, you should clefend the Commtrnist

1EIIER IO COMRADE HYS}II KAPO I]I MOSCOW

October 7, 1960, 24cp h.

Dear comrade Hysni,
Today we opened the Plenum, things are going wel1, the

discussions about the school reforrn are continuing. The con-
tributions to the discussion are good. We shall discuss this
problem tomonow, too, and then we shall examine the draft-
directives of the Five-year P1an.

Today at noon I received the parcel with the material you
sent me. You will unelerstand that I have very iittle time, but I
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Party of China more strongly; since the main assault is against
it, the main batteries are aimed at it. They hate us just as

much as the Chinese, and there is no doubt that they will
attack us, but the main attack will be concentrated on the
Communist Party of China, since they think, and with reason,

that the greatest potential danger to them is the Communist
Party of China, and they think: ,II we can detoat them, the

Albanians pi1l be no ptoblem',
Therefore, for the time being, our positions are not being

attacked, but we will be attacked, especially when we hit
Khrushchev with some hard facbs; they will accuse us, too, of
being ud6g6atic*, because we take the side of China. We must
show the Soviet representatives and their supporters that ours
is a Marxist-Leninist line, that we defend the Communist Party
of China only because it upholds a correct Marxist-Leninist
line, that we are fighting the revisionist and Right opportunist
viewpoints as well as the slanderers and falsifiers.

From these positions we attack all those who dare to attack
us, either openly or in an underhand way.

Apart from those parties that we know have taken wrong
positions, don't attack those that hesitate, that lack the courage
to say what they think, those that say nothing about our Part5r

or only something of no consequenoe. Don't push them into
open conflict with us, manoeuvre. The attack should be con-
centrated on the rnain enemy, on those who have caused the
opportunist deviation and who attack our correct line. Apart
from the Soviets, Bulgarians, Poles and some others, if these
parties make some half-hearted attack on the Communist Party
of China, because they cannot do otherwise, don't put the
pressure on them, leave it to the Chinese to judge the best
tactic to follow.

2)...
In my opinion, the Soviet leaders want to close the matter,

to cover up their rottenness, because for the time being, it is
not in their interests to deepen the contradictions. They are
ready to make some concessions simply to get over the river
without wetting their feet; to make the amendments demanded,
in one way or another, and then tell us: ,There is no teason
to hotrd a discussion or debate,. ,We agreeo. "Go home.!

I may be mistaken in my assessment at what the Soviets

are up to, I told you at the start that I had had only a quick
glance through. Your speech deprives the Soviets of this
possibility, because it comes out clearly that "we have accounts

to settlen. Initially, our speeches may be like a "prelude" but
later they must burst out like Beethoven's symphonies; we
are not for "serenades and nocturnesn.

3) I also read the formulations of the amendments to the
draft-Declaration. They seem good. Consult and collaborates with
the Chinese comrades. Why should the Soviets and others
coordinate their activities, and not we?

I want you to re-examine the formulation about the
,transition to sociaTism, once again so that the spirit of our
point of view cornes out better. I remind you once again of
the question of the ,cu'\t", which should be formulated in
another way, because in November we are going to take it up in
connection with Stalin and the attitude of Khrushchev. There is

a passage abottt "lactions,; have another look at it to see whe-
ther it has been put there as a lrap. One last remark; on page

27, in the 2nd parcgraph of the draf-Declaration typed it Tirana,
or on page 14 of your text, Lenin's idea should be brought out
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lnore clearly ,...as long as the bourgeoisie does not impede

the workers' movement and its vanguard in its ideological,
political, and economic struggle..., (this is a quotation from

Lenin), but the idea that the Soviets have introduced subse-

quently should be made more precise, because there they
mean Nehru and others, in order to justify the aid they give

them.
4) rt is difficult to say what you should slap back in their

faces, and what you should not. It depends on the circumstan-

ces. You must go by the principle, defend the Party and its

line fearlessly, without hesitating, 'should I say this or hold

back?". As you judge it. You should expose your opponent by

means of fair arguments and crush him. A single fact used at

the right time and place can be enough to make your oplronent

fall flat on his face in the mud. Therefore don't tie your-

self down and don't worry too much about making some

mistake.
The question is simply that we shoulil keep some things

for the Moscow Meeting instead of throwing them in at the

commission, because, if the Soviets were to learn of them they
would work out their tactics for a counterattack.

As long as they hesitate, the French should be told in
various forms: .Which way are you going? We have a feeling
that you qnderstand whete the mistakes lie and you should
help to avoid even more serious mistakes, etc.". Make an

effort in this direction.
A diplomat of a country of people's democrary told one

of our comrades in Rorne that the leaders of the com-

munist and workers' parties of our camp, with the exaeption
of the Communist Party of Albania and the Communist Party
of China, knew what was to be put forward at Bucharest,
because Khrushchev had consulted them previously. Ilence, the
Bucharest Meeting was organized beforehand behind the scenes

as an international faction (we shalt use this argum€nt at
the Moscorv Meeting).

I have nothing else to add but to wish you success. I know
that you are working hard and suffering from the ,icy,
atmosphere, but we can do nothing about it, the struggle for
justice is no bed of roses. When you fight for the Party, for the
peopte and communism, there is neithet tiredness nor bore-
dom.

The comrades went to the reception given by the Cermans:
I did not, as I wanted to write you this letter and send it to-
morrow by plane. I did aot go to the Gemans,' reception
also for the rea,son that I wanted to make them realize that we
did not take it kindly that their delegation did not return our
official visit, although they had decided the date and the
composition of the delegation. The reasons they gave for not
coming were unconvincing, but the real ones are those we
know and over which you are fighting there.

"Fiasco" in the UNo! With a capital 'F'. Mehmet leaves

New-York on the llth of October and arrives at Tirana on
the 20-21st.

On the 25th of October we are convening the People's

Assembly, and on this occasion Mehmet will speak on the

"triumphn of disarmament and "Rrapo Lelo's" coexistence in
the UNO. My best regards to Ramiz,

Yours affectionately
ENVER
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WHEIHER AI.BANIA IS A SOCIAI.ISI COUNTRY OR NOT,
IHIS DOES NOI DEPE}ID ON KHRUSHCHEY,
BUI II HAS BEEN DECIDED BY THE AI.BANIAI{ PEOPI.E THROUGH
IHE WARS IHEY HAYE FOUGHI AiID IHE BI.OOD IHEY HAYE SHED

From o conuersotion with Y. Andropov in Moscow

November 8, 1960

COMRADE ENVEB HOXHA: I was informed today that
Khrushchev had expressed the wish to meet me tomorrow at 11

a.m. I read the Soviet document in which Albania does not figure
as a socialist country.

y. ANDROPOVT What document is this, I do not under-
stand you, te1l me concretely what material you mean, where
this has been said? I

COMRADB ENVER HOXHA: This is the rnaterial of the Com-
munist Party of the Soviet Union addressed to the Communist
Party of China(.

y. ANDROPOV: But why should you be concerned about it,
this is a letter to China, what has China to do with Albania?

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: And this made my meeting with
Khrushchev definitely impossible.

y. ANDROPOV: I do not understand you, what is said about
you in that material?

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: Read it and you will see.

Y. ANDROPOV: I have read it and am very familiar with its
content, since I myself participated in drawing it up. But your
statement, comrade Enver, is a very serious one.

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: Yes, it is serious. Tell Khrush-

chev that whether Albania is a socialist country, or not, this does

not depend on Khrushchev, but has been decided by the Albanian
people themselves through the rvars they have fought and

the blood they have shed. This has been decided by the Party
of Labour of Albania, which has marched and will always
march on the Marxist-Leninist road.

y. ANDROPOV; I do not understand you, comrade Enver, that
material is meant for China, what has it to do with Albania?

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: I speak on behalf of my home-
land, my people, my country.

y. ANDROPOV: This is a very serious statement, and I can

only express my regret over it.
COMRADE EA/VER HOXHA: We shal1 have the meeting of the

parties, and thele our Party will express its opinion. That's
all! Goodbye!

7. - A letter ol 125 pages oddressed by CC of the CPSU to the
CC ol the CP ol China on Nouember 1th, 1960, in uhich besides
the accusations leuelled against the CP ol China, 'the CC ol the
CPSU ignored ,the existence of the PR oI Albania as a socialist
couttry and maliqned the Patty oI l,about oI Albania.

WE SHAtt ARDENITY DEFEND MARXISM.IEilINISM

From the conversotion of the delegotion of the Porty of Lqbour of Albonio with the representotives of the
Communist Porty of the Soviet Union, A. Mikoyon, F. ,Kozlov, M" Suslov, P. Pospyelov, Y" Andropov, in Moscowt

AND THE IIIIERESTS OF THE PEOPI.E

flovembet lO, 1960

A- Mikoyan is the ti,rst to speak. Expressing his ,tegrctt
ouer 'the disagreememts that haue ailsen betueen thz Com-
munist Party of the Souiet Union ond the Patty oI Labour
oI Albania, he accuses out Partty of alTegedly being the cause

of these disagteeanents, of ,not hauing the same trust as be-
tore. .." in tIrc Commwtist P'afiy oI tlte Souie,t Union, Iw com-
ptrains of our otlicers' hauing allegedly complately changed
their attitude towards :tJze Souiet olticets at the naual base ol
Vlota, and asks: ,Do you tDant to TeaDe the W'arsaw Treaty?.. .,,
etc. He claims ,that the Souie:t leadership allegedly stands lot
tlw clearing up oI 'these ,misundetst'andings" in the best way.

"Te1L us," he went on, ,utLtsre our mistakes are, toe shall not
get angry. We get angry only when you talk behind out
backso.

COMRADE ENVEB HOXHA: Tel1 us when and where we have
said anythirg against you behind your backs. With us Alba-
nians, it is not the custom to talk behind someone's back.

What you said concerning the military base of Vlora is
not true. There is a close friendship between the Albanian and
Soviet officers and men there. This was the case until the
Bucharest Meeting, and it will contlnue to be so as far as

we are concerned. The Central Committee of the Party has in-
structed our men at the base to maintain a correct attitude
towards the Soviet pelsonnel. But some of your sailors have
attacked ours. The Ministry of Defenoe of the PRA has issued
instructions that these matters should be ,settled through
the party branches. An incident took place between an

officer of our navy and a Soviet rear-admiral who came from Se-
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vastopol on an inspection and who was addicted to drink. Ouite
improperly he got ho d of one of our oficers, a good comrade
who had studied in the Soviet Union, and demanded that he tell
him what was decided at the P]enum of the Central Committee,
because, he said, "he would be giving lectures on this matte-i
in Sevastopol, and would be asked about it". Our officer re-
plied that the communique on the Plenum of the Central
Committee had been published in the newspaper2, so what
more did he want? He took his hat and left and reported the
matter to his commander. Your comrades had the rear-admiral
on the mat, he begged our pardon and the incident was closed.

Concerning the delivery of the submarines: Our seamen
were trained for two and a half years in Sevastopol, they had
distinguished themselves in firing practice. Our Staff and our
seamen had prepared themselves to receive the submarines in
a solemn manner. There is a Soviet rear-admiral in our
Staff. We do not know exactly what he is, but a rear-adr.niral
he certainly is not. He said, "The submarines cannot be hand-
ed over to you, because you are not tlained*. The comrades
of our Ministry of Defence questioned the validity of this
statement. Were it necessary for our military men to study for
some months longer they should have been informed about
it. But the Soviet Staff itself had said that he Albanian crcws
had completed their training.

Then they told us that winter had come, that seas were
stormy. Our comrades came here, to yo,ur admiralty, stated
their case and received the reply that "the submarines would be
handed over to them,. But again came the order from your
people not to give them to us. When we were in Tirana, our
Ministry of Defence sent a letter to Gorshkov, explained the
matter in comradely terms, just as I pu.t it to you. The letter
said that, if several more months were aeeded to train our.
seamen, you could ,tell us so. But the reason does not lie her.e.

A. MIKOYAN: And where does it 1ie?

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: It is up to you to tell us this. But
this is not the main problem. . . Let us corre row to the ques-
tion of our leaving the Warsaw bealy, since you mentioned
this at the start. ..

A. MIKOYAN: We did not, but such was the impression
created.

COMRADE ENI/ER HOXHA: How can such an impression be
creabed - on the basis of what a certain rear-admiral says?
Let us consider this question, for there are more serious things
in it.

A. MIKOYAN; Really? We know nothing of them.
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: How is it that you know nothing

of them? If this is the case, it is not right that your Central
Committee does not know about them. Do you know that we
have been threatened with expulsion from the Wdrsaw Treaty?
Grechko has made such a threat.

A. MIKOYAN; We know nothing about it. TeIl us.
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: We shall te11 you all right, for it

is a matter of principle. Two of your marshals, Malinovsl<y
and Grechko, have said such a thing. you must know this.

COMRADE IJySNI KAPO: On October 22no, I informed po-
lyansky of this.

A. MIKOYAN.. You may not believe me, br_rt I do not know.
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: Since you put the matter in this

way, that you know nothing about it, we must remind you that
four months ago we wrote you a letter concerning your ambas-
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sador. Why did you not fo1low the Leninist practice of your
PatLy, and reply to us?

F. KOZLOV: We shall send you another ambassador,
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: You say so now, but why have

you not written to us? We wrote to you four months ago but
have received no answer.

A. MIKAYAN: We did well not to answer you. And this is
why: for 15 years now our ambassadors have been going to
the party committees to ask for information. This has been so
in Albania, too. Is it interference on the part of our ambassa-
dor to ask the Chairrnan of the Auditing Commission3 about
what went on at the Plenum?

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: Yes, it is interference and entire-
ly irnpermissible. I can say that in our country nothing has
been hidden from the Soviet personnel. For 16 years we have
followed the practice of informing you about all important do-
cuments and decisions of the Central Committee of ouf party
and Government. Why have we done this? Because we have been
sincere and frank with the Soviet Union and the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union. you have no right to accuse our
Party of bad behaviour towards the Communist party of the
Soviet Union. We have been very closely linked with the
Soviet comrades, ranging from the ambassador to the ordinary
specialist. A1l doors have been open to them.

A. MIKOYAN, M. SUSLOV: precisely, that is so.
CO'MRADE ENVEB HOXHA: We think that perhaps no other

Party has behaved in this way towards the Communist party
of the Soviet Union. Why have we done this? Because we have
considered the Communist Party of the Soviet Union as the party
which, under Lenin's leadership, carried out the Great Socialist
Revo,lution and was the first to open the way to socialism
and communism.

We have had disagreements prior to the Bucharest Meeting,
and we sha11 te1l you them. For. example, on the question of
Yugoslav revisionism. But we have gone about it in such a
way that nothing has leaked out. Why have our relations de-
teriorated after Bucharest? What did we say at Bucharest? We
cxpressed our attitude, stressing that the disagreements which
were presented by Khrushchev at the Bucharest Meeting wer.e
over matters concerning the Communist party of the Soviet
Union and the Communist party of China, and that the party
of Labour of Albania reserved the right to voice its opinion
about them al the Moscow M,eeting. Why then was our party
atLacked?

We do not agree with the Bucharest Meeting, but we did
nothing to make you change your attitude towards us on€
hundred per cent. First of all, your ambassador behaved
in a despicable manner towards us. We liked him. After the
Bucharest Meeting, and especially after his return from Mos-
cow, he began to attack us and behave contemptuously to-
wards us,

A. MIKOYAN: I have never thought he would go as far as
that.

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: That means you do not believe
us. Do not forget that I am the First Secretary of the Central
Ccrnmittee of the party of Labour. I have been and am a
friend of the Soviet Union. you can fail to believe me, but
you believe jour "shinsyniks". 1yfi31 interest has the party
of Labour of Albania in creating disagreements and saying
false things about the ambassador of the Soviet Union? !
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A- MIKOYA.IJ; I believe that you are not interested in this'

Tbe ambassador has spoken no ill of you' Personally' he is a

good man.
M. SUSLOY: Bu! no! very bright, especially politically'

A. MIKOYAN: lell us, what should we do to improve our

relations? We shall replace the ambassador'

COMRADE ENVEB HaXHA: Things are not as simple as that'

We do not maintain only diplomatic relations but also inter-

party links, and'these must be on a Marxist-Leninist basis' For

exumple, ambassador Ivanov had contact with me' Why should

he meet the Chairman of the Auditing Commission?

I am the First Secretary of the Central Committee of the

Party. Have I asked you why you expelled Zhukov? Up to now

f know nothiog. The Soviet ambassador has always come to

askmeaboutrthePlenumsofourParty,andlhaveinformed
him about them. He came and asked me about the proceed-

ings of this Plenum4. I told him what was 'to be told' Since

thl first Secretary of the Central Committee of t:re Party told

him ,that much, he should have gone home to bed' Otherwise'

if your ambassador is going to get hold of one and the other'

he and his friends are not diplomats and representaLives of a

socialist country, but intelligence agents' The staff of the

embassy, through Bespalov, got hold of the Chairman of the

Auditing Commission and 'worked' on him in two sessions'

then, for the third session, he was invited to dinner in the

name of the ambassador, at thc residence of the first secre-

tary of the embassy. There were three of them' the ambassa-

dor, tfre counsellor and the secretary' And there our comrade'

who 15 days before had agreed with the decision of the P1e-

num, with the line of our Central Committee' was opposed

to the line of the Party. Now I ask you: can an ambassador

be allowed to act in this manner and on his own respon-

sibility?
We ttrint< that all these actions were aimed at creating

disruption in our Party. Your ambassador went even furth-

er. At the airport, alluding to the Bucharest events' he asked

our generals, "With whom will the army si'de?'

A- MIKOYAN'I, F. KOZLOV; He is a fool'

COMBADE ENVER HOXHA: I respect you' but we cannot

swallow such cexcusesn, although we lack your experlence'

The question of the invitation Khrushchev sent me is very

importanl. First r decided to accept it' But when r read your

malerial, the letter addressed to the Chinese comrades on

November Sth,I saw that Albania was not included in the so-

cialist camp. All the countries of people's democracy of Europe

are mentioned there with the exception of Albania'

M. SISLOV: Neither is the Soviet Union mentioned there'

COMRADE ENVEB HOXHA: What are you trying to te1l us !?

Were I in your place I would admit that it is wrong' Ivanov has

acted in this way, Grechko likewise, such things are written

inthedocument,KhrushchevhastoldTengHsiao-pingdisgrace.
ful things about Albania, but you admit nothing' whereas

we have always been sincere with you' Kosygin did not be-

have well towards me in a conversation we had' either' He

behaved as if he were an overlord' He said: "In your ParLy

there are enemies that want to split us'"

This year, because of very unfavourable natural condi-

tions, we were badly in need of bread grain' [Ve had bread

for only 15 days. We asked you for 50 thousand tons of wheat'

We waited for 45 days but received no reply' Then we bought
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it irr France wiLh convertible currency' The French merchant

ed.
A. MIKOYAxI: We have oot reiused to supply you witb grain'

r know that graia has been shipped to you every month' You

proposed to our people to pay in go1d, and they accepted'

Why should we want Your currencY? I

11MRADE ENyEB H1XHA: Comrade Pospyelov' when you

were in Albania you have seen what love our people nurture

for rthe Soviet Union. But now you seek this love from Kogo

Tashko and Liri Belishova, arrd not from us'

The taciic you are following is completely wrong' you

should have'talked with me before you wrote those things in

the letter I mentioned. Bu! when you accuse our ParLy and

its leadership of beirrg anti-Soviet, of being criminals' and

as you say, of resorting to 'staiinist methods" and after

you have made all these public accusations, you want to !a1k

with me, this I can never accept.

A. MIKOYAN: We invited you to taik earlier but you

refused.
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: Things are not as you say' I had

ta It was only partly a vacation' because

I report for the Party Congress5' Comrade

H Ivanov had informed him that' if he

w er could go to rest in the Soviet Union'

But he did not e1i me anythir.g about the meeting with

Khrushchev,
COMRADE HLSNI KAPO: In regard to your letLer in which

you invited us ,to hold talks, it was quite clear wbat we

were going to talk about.

COMRADE ENVEB HOXHA: The letter said that we should

meet to disctrss the question of China.

A. MIKOLAN: Not the question of China' The word "China'
is not even mentioned there6. You refused to meet us'

COMRADE MEHMET SHEHTJ: How can such a thilg be

denied ! How can you behave in such a way towards our country !

Shame on y'ou, comrade Kozlov that you allow yourself to

present small Albania with an ultimatum: "Either with us

or with China' !

F. KOZLOV: When your delegation passed through here'

I said only that I was surprised at Comrade Kapo's position'

Your stand was different from that of other parties' We have

treated you so very wel1. When Conrad'e Enver spoke in

Leningrad, he said that the Aibanian people feel that they

are not one million but 201 million.
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: I sti1l say it, too, but not if you

do not think of China. Both you and we should be for the unity

of our camp, for a billion strong camp' We love 'the Soviet

Union but we have a great love for ihe Chinese people and

the Communist Party of China, too. Why is it, comrade KozTov'

that since Bucharest you speak of "zigzags' by our Party

and ask with whom we will side, 'with the 200 or the 600
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millions.? At a meeting at which 'the ambassadors of other
countries were present, you said that a single bomb would
be enough to turn Albania into dust and ashes. '.

COMRADE I{ySN/ KAPO: You said that we allegedly

talk behind your backs. But on October 22nd, Khrushchev

told comrade Ieng Hsiao-ping, thaL from then on he would

maintain the same stand towards Albania as 'towards Yugo-

slavia.
Y. ANDROPOV: That is how things stood: in a conversation

we had with the Chinese comrades, comrade Khrushchev

said that some Albanian leaders are dissatisfied because the

question of Berlin is not yet settled'

COMRADE ENVEB HOXHA: And I am the one who has said

it. After Khrushchev returned from Paris, Ivanov asked me about

the Berlin question, I answered: In my personal opinion,

imperialism is badly shaken, our positions are strong, in

America ,there is a favourable political situation which could

be utilized f or the settlement of the Berlin question' This

was my personal opinion.
A. MIKOyAN; There is rothing wrong with that, but not

as some one who off ended us put it, saying to our officers:

". .. Berlin scared you, you did not keep your word, etc' "'
Y. ANDROPOV: It is in connection with these words that

Khrushchev said that we have had good relations with the

Albanians, but now, as things stand, we cannot trust them'

We lost Albania, '. .

COMRADE ENVEB HOXHA: Even in these terms, this is not in

the least comradely. What has the Bolshevik Party taught us?

1,11 these things have a soulce. Marxism-leninism does not

gecognize that events can develop .spontaneously. Hence you

should go thoroughly into these matLers. What are the reasons

things came to this state after the Bucharest Meeting? We

think that it is up to you to tell us'

A, MIKOYAN: We may be wicked, but we are not fools'

Why should we want our relations with you to beccme

worse?
COMRADE ENVEB HOXHA: We haveasked this question, too'

Apart from the fact that we have not been wrong, but even

if we had, why did the Communist Party of Soviet Union,

which has seen many things, not show a little patience rvith

us Albanians, and its leadership not say: well, the Albanians

have made a mistake, but let us see what they have to say

tomorrow, after they have thought things ove-r.

You should know, comrades, that we are grieved when

we see all these things which are occurring in the attitude

of the leaders and other Soviet officials towards Albania and

our Party of Labour. We say to you that the unhealthy spirit,
which exists among your people in Albania should be completely

changed. Siace 'the Bucharest Meeting, seeing what Ivanov

and Co. are doing, I have not met and will not meet your people

in Tiana.
A. MIKOYAN.'Your cadres have changed their attitude

towards us. The Central Ccmmittee of our Partlr is not

mentioned, Khrushchev is mentioned only as a blunderer.
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: I must tell you in a comradely

way that Khrushchev often accused us of being 'hot-headed' But

Khrushchev himself should keep his torgue in check, becausc

every state, every persoll has his dignity. I{e has said that

you will treat Albania the same as Yugoslavia. You should

not wrile such things in a document.
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P. POSPYELOV: With his sharp replies at the Bucharest

Meeting, comrade Kapo was not in order, either.
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: Even now we do aot agree with

the Bucharest Moeting, as you orgatized it,
A. MIKOYAN; The Bucharest Meeting is another issue. Now

the question is whether our relations should be improved or

not. Comrade Khrushchev said today, in his speech, that we

sha1l maintain friendship even with those parties with
which we have differences. We must rneet and talk
things over.

COMRADE ENVERHOXHA; We are not against meetings, But

we ask the comrades of the leadership of the Communist

Party of the Soviet Union to be more caref:ul, because to

distribute among B0 and more parties a document, in which

Albania is excluded from the socialist countries, and then invite
us to xcome and talk., is completely unaccepbable.

M. SUSLOV, A. MIKOYAN i Let's meet and talk about how we

can improve our relations.
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: We, too, seek to improve our

relations.
M. SUSLOV: But not in that tone.

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: I want to give you a piece of

advice: put out of your mind that we are hot-headed, When

Marxism-Leninism and the interests of our people are at stake,

we shal1 defend them ardently.

1. This meeting uith the delegation ol th'e ,PLA, which was

in Moscow, uas ldemanded by tie Souiet leaders uith a uiew
ti ,,petsu.adin9, our delegation 11ot to rai1e at the Meeting
oI the st po{ti.t th,e quistions about uhich the PLA did not
ijr"i -xi tnr*, ord. patticulatly -tlteir- anti-Marxist and

iostile ac'tions towatds our coulltty al'ter the Bucharest Meet'
1ng.

2. The communiqrte of the 18t1t P\enum of the CC ol tlrc
PLi, published. in tie netrspaper 'Zdri i Populllt' oI Septembet
qth 1960.

3. Kogo Tashko.
4. The 17t1t Plenum of tlte CC ol the PLA' tohich tuas held

fuotn 11-12 ol 1u1y 1960 ancl apptoued the actiuity of the

delegatiott ol the PLA to the Buchored Meeting,

5. The 4th Congress ol the Patty' which it had been

tlecided to hold in fuouembet 1960. Latet, due to the Meeting
of the 87 communist and wotlters'parties in Moscow, it was
postponed until FebruatY 1967.

6. A d.ownright lie on tlw patt ol A. Mikoyan' The letter
ol August l3thihat the CC oI the CPS\ sent to the CC ot the
PLA ;aid expressly: "Th,e. Meeting ol the representatiues oI the
communist.'anal 

"roorkers' pafiiis held in Bucharest shoued
thot. befiueen the Communist Patly of China and the othet
sister parties therc is a ditterettt understanding ol a seties ol
imporian't problems ol the international situation and thc
tactics oI the eommunist par'ties. , .".
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WE HAYE FOUGHT EMPIY-BELI.IED A}ID BARE.FOOIED,
BUT HAYE NEYER KOIOWED IO
Conversotion of the {elegotion of the PLA heqded by comrode Enver Hoxho,
ot o meeting with N. S. Khrushchev in the Kremlin, Moscowl

IUovember 12, ,960

AilYBODY

N. 5. K.FIRUSI{CHEV : You have the floor, we are listening.
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: You have invited us. The host

should speak first.

^/. 
S. K.FIRUSHCHEV: We accept the Albanians' terms. I do

not understand what has happened since my visit to Albania
in 1959! Had you been dissatisfied with us even then. I must
have been a blockhead and very naive not to have realized
this. At that time we had rothing but nice words to say
apart from some jokes such as that I made with comr.ade
Mehmet Shehu about the pop1ars2.

COMRADE ENyEE HOXHA: If this is intended to open L1p

conversation, it is another matter. The joke about the poplars
is out of place here.

N. S. KHRUSIICHEV: What other reason could be there, then,
why you have changed your attitude towards us?

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: It is not us who have changed
our attitude, but you. We have had disagreements on previous
occasions, as for example, over the stand to be taken towards
the Yugoslav i'evisionists. But this change of attitude occurred
after the Buchatest Meeting, and precisely on your pa1.t.

N. S. KIJRUSHCHEV : I want to get one thing clear. 1

thought that we had no disagreements over yugoslavia. you
have spoken more than we have about this problem. We,
too, have written about it, but dispassionately. We have stressed
that the more said against them, the more their value would
be increased. And that is what hapened.

COMRADE ENVEB HOXHA: In our opinion, that is not
so.

N. S. KIIRUSHCHEV: I speak for us. But I want to ask
you: in what tone shail we speak? If you do noL wan,t ou1,
friendship, then te11 us so.

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: Wc want to be friends a1-

ways, we want to talk in a friendly way. But this does not
mean that we should see eye to eye with you over all matters,

N. S. KI{RUSHCHEV: Three times we have invited you to
talks. Do you want to break off reiations with us?!

COMRLDE E/VVER HOXHA: It is you who caused thc
deterioration of our relations af[er the Bucharest Meeting. We
have pointed out many facts to your comrades, they should
have tolC you.

N. S. KHEUSHCHEV: I do not quite understand this. I had
no conflict with comrade Hysni Kapo at the Bucharest Meeting.
He said that he was not authorized by the CC of the pLA to take
a definite stand towards the questions under discussion.

COMRADE HYSNI KAPO; At Bucharest I expressed our
Party's opinion that the Bucharest Meeting was premature
and held in contravention of the Leninist organizational norms;
that the disagreements discussed thcre were disagreements
between the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the
Communist Party of China, and that the Party of Labour of

Albania would express its opinion at a future meeting. There-
upon you said thai you were amazed at the stand taken by
the Party of Labour of Albania. You said this bo,th at the
meeting of the 12 parties of the socialist countries and at the
broader meeting of 50 and more parties. In reality, w-e had
told you our stand before lve spoke at the meeting of the
L2 parlies. I had spoken with Andropov about this. After he
informed you of our talk, you told him to tell the Albanians
that they must think things over and change their stand.

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: The Central Committee of our
Party has never accepted the Bucharest Meeting. From the
very beginning, I was in the current of ail that was going
on at Bucharest.

N. S. KHRUSHCHEV: This is of no great importance. The
point is that even before the Buchare,st Meeting you were not
in agreement with us but you said nothing about this to us.
And we considered you as friends. I am to blame for having
trusted yorr so much.

COMRADE MEHMET SHEHU: I ask comrade Khrushchev
to reca1l our talks of 1,957. We spoke ,to you with open hearts
about all the problems, including that of the activity of the
Yugoslav revisionists. You listened to us, then after a telling
reply to yrlr by comrade Enver, you rose to yo.ur feet and
said, ,Do you want to put us back on Stalin's road?" That
means that you knew long ago that we thought a;bout the
Yugoslav revisionists differently from you. You knew this at
least as early as April 7957. But you should also remember that
tn 7955, when you were about to go ,to Yugoslavia, we replied to
your letter in which you suggested changing the attitude
that should be maintained towards the Yugoslav revisionists,
that the problem should first be analysed by the Information
Bureau which should take the decision.

A, MIKAYAN; Yes, that is what happened.
N. S. KIJRUSHCHEV: You say that new people with 1itt1e

experience have come to power in the Soviet Union. Do you
want to teach us?

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: No, there is no need. This is an
internal question of yours, But do you know what your.
ambassador has said? Other things apart, I shal1 tell you only
one fact that has to do with the army. He has asked to
whom the Albanian Ar.my will be 1oya1. This question he
addressed to our generals at the aitport, in the presence of
one of your generals. Our officers replied that our army would
be 1oyal to Marxism-Leninism, to the party of Labour and
socialism.

N. S. I(HRUSHCHEV : If our ambassador has said such a
thing he has been fo,olish.

COIIRADE ENVER HOXHA: Ycs, but this is political
foolishness.

N. S. KHRUSHCHEY : This is every sort of foolishness.
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A, MIKOYAN.. Do you .think that such behaviour by our
ambassador expresses our line?

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: A fool's foolishness, even of a

political character, may be excused once, but, when it is repeated
many times over, then this is a line.

N. S. KIIRUSHCHEV: Yes, that is true.
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: Your ambassador has been

a friend of our Party, and ours personally. He was no
fool. He committed this ,foolishness* following the Buchat.est
Meeting. Why did he not display such .foolishnsss, prior to
the Bucharest Meeting, during the three consecutive years
he stayed in Albania? That is astonishing.

A. MIKOYAN: It is not astonishing, but previously he used
to receive information from you regularly and had not
noticed such behaviour on your part.

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: It seems to me that you said
that he did not know that there were disagreernents between
us.,.

A. MIKOYAN; Comrade Enver told us rthat previously he used
to tell Ivanov everything, but later he did not. Hence the
change in the behaviour of the ambassador. We have discussed
these things.

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: If we have discussed these
things, as Mikoyan says, then why are we si,tting lnere? If,
after discussing matters, we say rthat lve do not agree with
yorl, you can then say to us, rWe have discussed these
thingso.

A, MIKOYAN.. But we recalled our ambassador. Why do
you harp on this question?

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: A11 right, we will leave the
ambassador aside, but what you have written about Albania
and the Party of Labour in your. letter to the Chinese comrades
$ monstruous.

A. MIKOYAN.. We have expressed our opinion.
COMRADE RAMIZ ALLA: Yott publicly accuse us of anti-

Sovietism.
(He rcads page 46 of the letter.).

N. S. KFIBUSHCHEY: This is our opinion. you must not
get angry.

COMRADE MEHMET SHEHU: You attack us, and we should
not get angry.

N. S. KHRUSHCHEV: We are sorry about what happened
with these people3. You do not agree. I have not known
Kogo Tashko, I rli,ay perhaps have seen him, but, even if
you were to show me his photo, I would not rem€mber him.

COMRADE ENVEB HOXHA: If you want his photo we may
send it to you.

N. S. KIJRUSHCHEV: I know Belishova less than you do.
I know that she was a mernber of the Bureau. She told us
about the talk she had in China. Kosygin told comrade
Mehmet this when Mehmet was in Moscow, and when he
heard it he went white with rage. She is a courageous
woman, she to,ld us openly what she felt. This is a tragedy;
you expelled her, because she stood for friendship with us!
That is why we wrote about this in the document.

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: That is to say, you consider
what has been written here, in your material, to be correct?

N. S. KERUSHCHEV: Yes, we do.
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: There are two points here.

Birst, yonr say that we expelled a member of the Bureau in
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an undernocratic way. Who told you that this was done not
according to democratic rules and Leninist norms, but according
to ,stalinist methods,, as you call them? ! Second, you say

that we expelled her for pro-Sovietism, and that implies that
we are anti-Soviet. Can you explain this to us?

N. S. KHRUSHCHEV: If you have come here intending to
disagree with us and break off relations, say so openly and
we won't waste time.

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: You did no't answer our
question. And you have dis,tributed this material to all the
parties.

N. S. KIIRUSI{CHEV: To those parties to which the Chinese

have distributed their mater.ial.
COMRADE ENVEB HOXHA: And we have our point of view

which does not coincide with yours. Two or three times you
have raised the question of whether we are for friendship or
for breaking off relations. We came here to strengthen our
friendship. But you admit none of your mistakes. You have
made criticism of us, and so have we of you. You have
criticized on the quiet and publicly, before all. You may have
other criticisms. Te11 us, and we shall tell yorl ours, so that
our central committees may know them. The Central Committee
of our Party has sent us here to strengthen our friend-
ship.

N. S. KITRUSI{CHEY: One of your comrades told our a'rmy-
men 'that Khrushchev was not a Marxist.

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: In connection with the question
of the militarymen we have talked with your comrades. How
could it be in our interest to have our militarymen quarrel
at the Vlora base?! t'Vhile you p::oduce ,documents" to the
effeet that one of our comrades has allegedly said this and
that. Have a good look at your military men. I told Mikoyan
that your lear-admiral at the Vlora aaval base is not a rear-
admiral.

N. S. KERUSHCHEV: We can dismantle ,the base if you
like.

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: Then what Malinovsky and
Grechko have said turns out to be true. Are you trying to
threaten us? If the Soviet people hear that you want to dis-
mantle the Vlora base, at a time when it is serving the defence
of Albania and the other socialist countries of Europe, they
will not forgive you for this. . .

N. S. KIJBUSIJCHEV: Comrade Enver, don't raise the voice!
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: If yo'r.r dismantle the base you

will be making a big mistake. We have fought empty-bellied
and bare-footed, but have never kotowed to anybody.

N. S. KIJBUSHCHEV: The submarines are ours.
COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: Yours and ours, we are fighting

for socialism. The territory of the base is ours. About the
submarines we have signed agreements which recognize the
rights of the Albanian State. I defend the interests of my
country.

A. MIKOYAN; Your tone is such as if Khr.ushchev has
given you nothing. We have talked amoug ourselves about
the base. Khrushchev was not for dismantling it. I said to
him, if our officers go on quarrelling with ,the Albanians,
why should we keep the base?

COMRADE MEHMET SHEHU: You have treated us as

enemies. Even here in Mo,scow you have carried out intelligence
activities against us. You know this very we114.
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COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: As the question was put here,
we might just as well discuss it at the Warsaw Treaby. I
want to say that while such a thing has occurred to you, it
has never cfossed our minds. And then, to say, ,W'e shall
dismantle it if you like.! Relations between the Albanians and
the Soviet personnel at the Vlora base have always been
good. Only since the Bucharest Meeting have some incidents
taken place, and they were caused by your officers who were
not in order. If you insist, we can call together the Warsaw
Treaty. But the Vlora base is ours and will remain ours.

N. S. KIIRUSHCHEV: You flare up in anger. You spat on
mei no one can talk to you.

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: You always say
hot-headed.

N. S. KFIEUSHCHEV: You distort my words.
interpreter know Russian?

COMRADE ENVER HOXHA: Don't carp at the interpreter,
he knows Bussian very well. I respect you and you should
respect me.

N. S. KIIBUSHCHEV: That is just how MacMillan wanted
to talk to me.
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COMRADE MEHMET SHEHU AND rrySNI KAPO: Comrade
Enver is not MacMillan, so take that back !

N. S. KfIRUSHCHEV: But where sha1l I put it?
COMRADE MEHMET SHEHU: Put it in your pocket.

COMRADE FIySNI KAPO (addressing the comrades oI ottr
delegation): I do not agree that the talks should be conducted
like this.

Com,rade Enuer Hoxha and the other comtades tise and

Ieaue the room.

7. On Nouembet 72, 7960 the delegation of the PLA agrced
to fieet the rcprcsentafiues ol the CPSU once tnote. Also present
Irom the Sodet side at this meeting uere A. Mikoyan,
F. KozTou, Y. Andropou.

2. The sole ctiticism N. Rhrushcluu tound it possibl'e Lo

make d.uting his stay in Albania in May 7959 uas lhat the
poplars along our roads should be replaced tuitlt liEtrees and
plums!...

3. Liri Belishoua and Koqo Tashko.
4. The retercnce is to the listening deuices installed sectetly

by the Souiet reuisionis.ts bath at the resid'ence oI the deTegation
of the PLA in Zarechye oI Moscoto and in tlte ollices ol the
Embassy of the People's Republic of Albania in Mosoow.

that we are

Does your

FR0M IHE REP0RT AI THE 2lst pLEllUM 0F THE CC 0F IHE Pl"A
..OJI THE MEEIIilG OF IHE REPRESE}ITATIYES OF IHE COMMU}IISI
AND WORKERS' PARIIES
WHICH WAS HEID l]l MOSCOW I]l N0YEMBER le60r,.
December 19, 1960

In the !fust, okaptw coanrade Enuer Hoxha makes a scientitic
analysis of the twtdamental disagreements ttkat e,xisted at that
thne in the ranks of the interuatianol commwtist and utotkers'
mouemefit conce,tning ,tke delinition oI the chataotet of our
epoch, the questions ol wat and peace, peacetul coexistence, the
qu.estions of the roads ol transition to socialism, the questions
of rcoisionism and d.ogmatisat and the qwestion ol tlle unity ol
tke socialist camp and. the itnternational communist rnooement.

***

These questions of such great importance, cotnrade
Enuet Hoxha says, became the subject of a major struggle over
principle, first in Bucharest, where, as is known, the Soviet lead-
ers and those of some other parties wanted to make an accom-
plished fact of the "condemnation. of Marxism, the condemnation
of the correct views which were defended by the Communist Party
of China, by labelling it ,dogmatic- and "sectarian". Our Party did
not associate itself with this anti-Marxist conspiracy, becaus,e, in
principle, it did not agree either with the methods adopted by
the organizers of the Buoharest Meeting, or with the content
of the issues they put forward. An even greater struggle
was waged on the above-mentioned matters of principle at
the meeting of the commission in Moscow during October, and,
finally, a determined struggle was waged at the Meeting of

the representatives of the communist and workels' parties, in
November, in Moscow, over the correct Marxist meaning of
these questions, for the defence of Leninism in the explanation,
comprehension, arad interpretation of them.

In the course of this struggle, through this long process,

the positions of various parties towards these questions were
also defined. Thus, from the time of the November Meeting it
was clear that the disagreements on these problems were not
just beween the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the
Communist Party of China, and even less, between the Com-

munist Party of China and the whole of international com-
munism, as ttre Soviet leaders claimed in Bucharest, but these

disagreements included many parties, and became disagreements
between Marxists and opportunists, between parties which de-

fended the purity of Marxism-Leninism and parties which were
distorting a number of its theses and interpreting them in a

one-sided rrranner. If it was only the Communist Party of
China and our Party of Labour which rose openly in defence

of the Marxist principles at Bucharest, against the trend
which was distorting the principles of Marxism-Leninism and
the Moscow Declaration 179571, in the October commission seven

out of the twenty-six parties represented took correct positions...
At the Mosoow Meeting this ratio of forces underwent a

change. Besides the former seven parties, another 4-5 parties
adopted the correct stand regarding all the questions under
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discussion. .. But there were a considerable number of parties,
which on particular questions such as the problem of the road
of transition to socialism, the aggressive nature of imperia.lism,
the necessity of the struggle against revisionism and especially
against Yugoslav revisionism, and other questions, supported
our theses. Such positions rvere adopted by alrlost all the par-
tics of Latin America. . .

The change in the ratio of forces speaks of the cletelminccl
struggle waged at the Meeting by the Chinese deiegation, the
delegation of our Party, aDd others, which, through convincing
arguments, refuted the distorted vietvs and made clear to al1
their principled position on the issues under discussion. .Il-re
fact that a considerable number of parties, completely or par-
tially, adopted the correct positions indicates that Marxist-
Leninist right is on our side, that it is bcing rapidly adopted by
others, that right will triumph over wr.ong, that Marxism-
Leninism will always tr.iumph over opportunism and revisionism.
Absolutely convinced of this, our party will conti,rue to fight with
determination, as it has done up till now, for the purity of
our Marxist-Leninist ideology, for the triunrph of socialism ancl
cornmunlsm.

ll. - TIHE STAND OF THE PARTY OF LABOUR OF ALBANTA
TOWARDS THE DISAGREEMENTS WHICH AROSE
IN THE RANKS OF THE COMMUNIST MOVEMENT

Our Party of Labour has always pursued a correct Marxist-
Leninist line and has upheld the principles of the Moscow
Declaration [1957]. On all the fundamentai mattel.s whic]r we
mentioned above, that is, in connection with the definition of
the epoch, the questicn of the struggle against imperialism, the
problem of r,r,ar and peace, etc., our party has defended and
implemented the correct Marxist-Ieninist view. Our pariy has
never accepted or said that Leninism has become .out-dated,
On the contrar.y it has fought incessantly and with determi-
nation against the yugosiav r.evisionists, who, in order. to
cover up their betrayal, declare Marxism ,out-dated,. Our par,
ty has never had any illusions about the character of US
impelialism and its leaders, but has constantly educatecl the
masses of the people to hate it and be vigilant against it; we
have never thought that peace lyill be donated to us, that
without first liqr.ridating irnperialism it is possible to create a
world without weapons, without armies, and without wars.
On the contrary, having a correct view of the problem of war
and peace, the danger threatening mankind from imperialist:-r
and reaction, our Party has mobilized the people under the
slogan, "The pick in one hand and the rifle in the other". Our
Party has fought consistently to unrnask imperialism and its
lackeys, the Yugoslav revisionists, and has never approvecl the

"soft" policy, the .big, policy of the Soviet leaders or even
that of the Bulgarian leaders, either towards US impe-
rialism or towards Yugoslav revisionism. Our par.ty has never
thought that for the sake of coexistence the class sttuggle in
the capitalist countr.ies should be extinguished or the political
and ideological struggle against imperialism and the bourgeoi-
sie liq.uidated On the contrary, our party has always opposed
any such oppot'tunist concept of peaceful coexistence.

Thus, the position cf our Party on these matters of prin-
ciplc has l:een in complete accord rvith the teachings of
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Marxism-Leninism, and it has long been in opposition to the
position of the Soviet leaders. Hcwever, our party has been
in opposition of principle to the views and ,actions of the
plesent Soviet leaders also otr a selies of other questions of
principle, atrout which our Central Comrnittec has been inforrr-
ed.

For instance, we have not bcen in aglrecment with the
Soviet leaders in connection with their stand towards yugoslav
Ievisionism. This dates back to May 1955, at the tifire when
I(hrushchev aud Bulganin went to Belgrade and, in a unilateral
manner, overriding the Information Bureau, decided to reha-
bilitate the Tito clique, a thing which, as is known, blought abcut
many evils in the international cornmunist and workers' move-
ment later. At that time, our Party expressed its opposition to
this rehabiiitation, and since then it has never approved the
tactics and the stand of lhe Soviet leadership to',vards Tito and
his clique, a clique which was coddled, considered as Socia-
list, and with which they should consult about everything, etc.

Our Party did not agree with the 20th Congress of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, espccially with the
criticism against Staiin and the explanation of the peaceful
road of transition to socialisrn. On the first issue we were not
and are not in agreernent, first, because the criticism against
thc "cu1t of Stalin. r,r,as made without prior consultation with thc
other fraternal parties, although Stalin was not only the lead-
er of'the Soviet Union but also of the international prole-
tariat, and second, because only the mistakes of Stalin wele
mentioned without saying a single word about the positive
aspects of his activity. On the second issue, in fact the 20th
Congress gave the opportunists ideological weapons to pro-
pagate only the peaceful road of taklng power..

At the 20th Congress, Khrushchev presented the issue of
the transition to socialism in a distorted way. He put special
slress on taking power in a peacefui way and through the
parliamentary road, a thing which is contrar.y to the teachings
of Marxism-Leninism and the experience of history so far.

Apart from these questions, our Party did not agree with
the Soviet leaders also in regard to the events in Hungary,
with their assessnent of them, with the hesitation they showed
over the liquidation of the counter-revolution thele, and ovcr
lhe complete exposure of the Yugoslav revisionists on this issue.
The Central Committee has been informed about this matter,
therefore it is not necessary to dwe1l on it at length.

Final1y, our Party was not in agreement with the Soviet
lcaders and has been opposed to them also over many othcr
issues which have to do with the correct Leninist coleept of
relations among fraternal parties, which are equai and inde-
pendent from one another. In connecLion u'ith this, the Central
Committee is also informed on the improper interference of
the Soviet leaders in the internal affair.s of our party, such as
in the case of the enemies of our Par.ty, Liri Cega, Tuk Jakova,
Panajot Plaku, and others.

Hence, it is evident that on the fund.amental questions of
the foreign policy, of the tactics and strategy of the commtrnist
movement, our Party has always maintained a correct Marxisl-
Leninist line, a line which has l.un counter to that pursued by
lhe Soviet leadership. But, while consistently pursuing the above-
mentioned line, while resolutely defending the correct Marxist-
Leninist principles, wjthout making concessions on them,
despite thc many pr'essures exorted on it by the Soviet leaclers,
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the Central Committee of our Party did not express its oppo-
sition pub1ic1y. Why did the Central Committee do this?

First, because after the 20th Congress, all the attacks of
the imperialist and revisionist enemies we1'e concentrated on

splitting the unity of oul communist movement. Therefore, for
the sake of this unity, we had to contain ourselves and con-

sistently apply the Marxist-Leninist line, while avoiding open

criticism addressed to the Soviet leadership.
Second, because, as is known, as a result of the criticisrr

of Stalin, rvhen ,reacbion and the revisionists began to cast

dcubts on the entire Soviet system, and in particular, as a re-

sult of the events in Poiand and in Hungary, the efforts of the

whole world reaction to lower the authority of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union and the prestige of the Soviet Union
itself were very great, In these circumstances, it was an inter-
nationalist duty to defend the Soviet Union and its Cornmunist

Party, to give reaction not a single weapon and to defend the

Soviet leadership and, by means of cornradely criticism, to put it
on the right road. This was what our Party did. We publicly
dcfended the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, the Sovic

Union itself, but from !957 on, as the opportunity presented
itself, we have also pointed out to the Soviet leaders a number
of matters on which we had criticism, especially in connectiort
with their stand towards Yugoslav revisionism, towards tle
events in Hungary, towarcls the interferencc in the internal
affairs of our Party.

This stand of our Party is correct, internationalist, Malxist-
Leninist. At that time to act differently meant to p1a5r inl,q

the hands of the enemy, to damage the general cause of so-

cialism and the international working class.
But the Soviet leaders plunged more dceply it'rto thcir

errors. Matters went so lar that they were not only coddling
Tito and his clique, but they were also shot'eling flattery on

Eisenhower, thus demonstrating that they were distorting thc
Marxist Leninist concept on imperialism and the class struggle.
The Chinese comrades, absolutely correctly, considered reaso-

nable to dot lhe i's on the fundamental questions of the inter-
nationai situation and the strategy and tactics of the communist
movement, by meaDs of sorne articles, which explained thesc

things on the basis of the Marxist-Leninist teachings. Btlt the

Soviet leaders did not pause to reflect. On the contrary, they
organized the anti-Marxist behind-the-scenes plot of Bucharest
in order to settle accounts with the Communist Party of China

and with any other party which had become an obstacle [o
their erroneous course.

We shall not dwe1l on the proceeding of the Bucharest
Meeting, because the Plenum of the Central Committee is already
informed on this, but I shal1 briefly mention our stand at this
meeting.

As we said before, our Party did not agree rvith the orga-
nizcrs of the Bucharest Meeting, the Soviet leaders, not only
on the anti-Marxist methods which were used there, but in
essence it did not agree, also, with the accusation brought
against the Communist Party of China, Therefore, it maintained
the correct and principled stand which is known.

How did it corne to pass that our Palty maintained that
stand? Was it accidental? The stand of our Party in Bucharest
was not accidental. It was in keeping with the consistent line
always ptrsued by our Party, with the principled positions
always defended by our Party on the fundamental questiofls
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under discussion. In Bucharest we defended Marxism-Leninism,
we defended the line of the Party and, while waging this prin-
cipled and courageous struggle, otr the one hand, we fotrnd
ourselves on the same side as the Chisese comrades who de-

fended their glorious Party, which, like otr Party, was fighting
in defence of the purity of Marxism-Leninism, and, on the
other hand, we rarr counter to the Soviet leaders and all the
representatives of the other parties who organized the Bucharest

Meeting, who defended a wrong cause in opposition to the

teachings of Marxism-Leninism. Here lies the principled impor-
tance of our stand in Bucharest, a stand which was the logical

and consistent outcome of the entire Marxist-Leninist line pur-

suecl by our Party, a stand *'hich has enhanced the authority and

prestige of our Party in the eyes of the international communist
movement.

Our Part5r condemned the Bucharest Meeting and descri'b-

ed it correctly as a blot on the communist movernent. The cor-

rectness of our stand in Bucharest and our assessment of the anti-
Marxist behind-the-sccnes plot hatched up there, 1/vas dcmon-

strated at the Moscow Meeting and by the documents appro-

ved there. Not a single representative of any of the parties

there had the courage to defend the Bucharest Meeting, to
answer our criticisms and those of the Chinese comrades of
the factional .,r,'ork which w-ent on there. Not only this, but
none dared to propose that a single good word should be put

in about the Bucharest Meeting in the Declaration published

which comprised 52 pages. Not the slightest trace remained of

the Bucharest Meeting.
On the other hand, howevel, the Bucharest Meetilrg marks

the beginning of the overt aggravation of relations between our
Party and the Soviet leaders, a thing which soon began to

express itself in the political and economic relations between

our two countries and states. The blame for the situation rests

completely on the Soviet side which was not pleased with the

principled stand of our Party in Bucharest. It began to express

this displeasure in many wrong actions which began to cause

serious hatm to the friendship and fraternal ties between onr

two parties and countries. This is how the anti-Marxlst inter-

felence in the internal affairs of our Party by some Soviet

pcrsons began. It had the aim of splitting our Party, of arou-

sing discontentment with its leadership, of casting doubt on the

correctness of the line of our Party, of attacking the leadership

of our Party, with the final ain of liquidating it The staff of
the Soviet embassy lo Tirana, headed by the ambassador, work-
ed in this direction; Kozlov in Moscow worked in this direction
on ollr comrades who passed through there; this was the aim

of the words of Marshal Malinovsky at the dinner for the chiefs

of staffs of the Warsaw Treaty; this was the objective of the

economic pressures which began in regard to bread and the

reduction of economic aid; the threats by Marshal Grechko

to throw our country out of the Warsaw Treaty, and the

provocations at the military base of Vlora, etc., ,are linked
rr'ith this.

The objective of these wrong and anti-Marxist actions is
clear: tlw Souiet leadership aimed either to make us change our

s,tand, that is to abandon the corrcct Matxist-Leninist coutse,

Lhe principled stand maitttained by our Patty, or, as a resuTt

ot the dilliculties which would be crefied' in the opinion ol
the Souiet leaders, some diuision tnust take place in the Party,
dissatistaction must be inereased in its ranhs atd antong the
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wople, afid, as a tuay-orft, the leadership oI tIrc Party must be

liquidated to bring to the l:ead of it the ,sauioursu, who worLld.

be loyal to the anti-Marxist line ol the Soviet leaderslip,
But, as is known, in reckoning their accounts they had

forgotten the host, and all these intentions 1\iere foiled. They
did not sncceed thanks to the loyalty of our Party to Marxism-
Leninism, thanks to its staunch and principled stand, thanks to
its steellike Marxist-Leninist unity with the masses of the
people, the unity of the Party with its Central Committee, the
unity of the Central Committee with the Political Bureau- This
urrbreakable unity has been and is the guarattee of ali the
victolies of our people and Party, thelefore our primary duty
is to rnake this unity ever strongcr and defend it like the apple
of our e5'e.

The source of the wrcng actions of the Soviet leadership
towards our Palty should be sought in its non-Marxist views
on fundamental issues and in the disagreements over matters of
plinciple which exist between our Party and the Soviet leaders
on the questions of principle of the international communist
and workers' movement. The incorrect actiols of the Soviet
leaders against our Party also express the anti-Marxist concept
they have about the relations between fraternal parties and
countries, the concept they have about criticism and the Marx-
ist-Leninist unity of the communist movement and the social-
ist camp. In Bucharest we expressed our opposition to the
stand of the Soviet leaders, we criticized their crooked actions
in a correct and principled way.

For Marxists, fair and principled criticism is not contrary to
unity. On the contrary, criticism aids the consolidation of unity,
it is a motive force, a law of development. The Sorriet leaders do
not see the problem in this way. They are not used to listening
to criticisms, but only to rnaking criticisms. In words they
accept the plinciple of equal rights in the relations among
parties, but in fact they recognize only their right to say the
final word, while the rest must obev blindlv. Therefore, accord-
ing to them, if some party or other dares to criticize them,
that party is in an anti-Soviet position, is factional, against the
unity of the communist movement, and so on. This distolted
ccncept impels thom to inmrrect actions, like those mentioned
above. In these concepts and acts Marxist d.ialectics has been
replaced with metaphysics, with idealism.

T1-re acts we mentioned and the erroneous stand maintainetl
by the Soviet leaders towards our Party and our country fol-
lowing the Bucharest Meeting, made us more then ever son-
vinced that our Party was in a correct Marxist-Leninist position,
that its position on all the fundamental issues was principled,
therefore those positions had to be defended with determina-
tion, standing firm against any pressure.

The delegation of our Party in Moscow, in October. at the
rneeting of the commission which worked out the draft of the
Declaration approved later at the November meeting, maintained
this oorrect and principled stand. At this meeting, our delegation
presented the correct viewpoint of our Party openly on all
matters of principle under discussion, aud together with the
Chinese comrades and the comrades of those other parties which
also took a correct stand, resolutely defended the Marxist-
Lcninist teachings with sound arguments. A great struggle for
principle went on in the commission on every issue, over every
paragraph. and every word. This work went on for nearly
25 days.
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To give you an idea of the correet struggle waglecl by our
delcgation thete, as well as by the other delegations which
stcod in sound positions, suffice it to mention these facts: in
compiling the draf t-Declaration, the draft plesented by the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union was taken as the basis.
This draft of 36 pages contained many erreneous views, and
in many parts there were hidden attacks against the Commu-
nist Party of China and the Party of Labour of Albani:r. For
instance, it accused us of ,national communism,, of being op-
ponents of the policy of peaceful coexistence, compared us
with Yugoslavia, accused us of being "factionalists", and so

ou. Apart from this, the draft did not properly stress the r-re-

cessity of the struggle against imperialism and had a soft and,
frequently, opportunist spirit, putting great stress on the peace-
fu1 road of transition to socialism; the national bourgeoisie
was presented almost as a supporter or' socialism, it failed to
tnention Yugoslav revisionism, dogmatism was presented as

more dangelous than revisionism, even though it said ihat re-
visionism was the main danger, and so on. 775 pages comments
on this draft were presented, of which our delegation presen-
ted 20 pages, and the Chinese delegation 40. It must be stressecl
that none of our comments was refuted by argument as in-
correct; but those which were not included in the Declaration
were rejected on the pretext of tactics or by the majority of votes.
Nevertheless, the basic draft was almost completely chang-
ed It was extended from 36 pages to 52. Ihe hidden attacks
against us 1{,'ere thrown out, the section on imperialism was
strengthened, the paragraph on Yugoslav revisionism was add-
ed, the question of the struggle against revisionism and
dogmatism was put in order, and so on. However, some ques-
tions rernained, such as that of the importance of the 20th
atrd 21st Congresses, that of factions, of the cuit of the indi-
vidual, etc., to which or-rr delegation, the Chinese delegation
and the delegations of some otier parties did not agree, but
which should be taken up again for discussion at the November
meeting.

In the meeting of the commission it was very clear how cor-
rcct and principled-were ourpositions and horv distorted were
the positions of the Soviet leaders and the parties supporting
them. The opportunist spirit which has gripped some parties,
such as the Communist Party of Italy, Syria, Britain, the United
States of America and others showed itself plainly, and this
ernerged cver more c1ear15r at the November meeting. The Soviei
leaders tried hard to manoeuvre, resorting to all kinds of me-
thods, ranging frorn wolking on individuals among the various
delegations to the procedulal machinations. Here is a typical
fact: the commission agreed that a phrase which Maurice Thoyez
had used in a speech during those days should be prrt in the
Declalation. It was: "Thei.e will be an absolnte guarantee of
the liquidation of all kinds of war only when socialism has
triurnphed in all countlies or in the main capitalist countrieso.
This thesis was put in on the proposal of the French delega-
tion, and was supported by our delegation and the Chinese. But
before two days had passed the Soviets proposed that it should
be re-examined, presumably because their Presidium had not
approved it. Despite our resistance, the majority of the meeting
decided to omit it, but at the November meeting they wer.e forc-
ed to put it back again in another form.

The proceedings at the preparatory meeting and the views
expressed there indicated clearly that the Mosoow Meeting in
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Novembel would bccome an arena of the struggle betrr.ecn the
correct Marxist-Leninist view and the tendency tr: deviate frorn
the revoiutionary positions of our ideology.

Our Party and the delegation appointed bv thc Central
Committce of the Party 'vvere prepared for this str.uggle. The
Central Cora.n'rittee of our Party instructed its delegation that
at the Moscow Meeting it should put forward the pr.incipled
view of our Party on all questions under discussion, frankly
and sincerely ar-rd with Marxist-Leninist courage, that it should
inform the meeting of the erroneous acts of the Sovict leaders
against our Party following the Bucharest Meetir-rg, and cr.iti-
cize thcm sel,elely rrrith thc aim of preventing any repetition
of such acts in the future. We repol.t to the Central Committee
of our Party that the delegation carried out this dilective and,
as was decided by the Central Committee of the party, all
thc matters were put before the meeting of the rcprescntati-
ves of the 81 communist and rvorkers' parties which was con-
vened in November this year in Moscow.

Did the Central Committee of the party act correctly whcn
it decided that all natter.s should be put for.ward openly at
the November meeting? We answer; yes, tl-re Central Commit-
tee acted correctly, for the following reasons:

1. - Because, as a Marxist-Leninist party, r,ve were duty-
bound to defend the principled positions of the Moscow De-
claration [1957], which were being violated. If we were to
lcmaiu silent in face of the distortions of Marxism-Leninism.
il face of actions contrary to the fundamental principles of our
ideology, irrespective of the fact that the violators and devia-
tors tvere the leadels of the Communist party of the Soviet
Union, we could not call ourselves cornmunists. In order to
dcfend tl-re purity of Marxism-Leninism, to defend. the causc
Lrf socialisln and courmunism, wc rnust always bc principled,
uever sentimental or one-sided.

2.- Because, in its violation of the Moscow Declaratiou
[79571, and the principles of Marxism-Leninism, as well as in
its concrete actions, the Soviet leadership had gone so far that
to havc remained silent abcut these grave errors and offences
lvould harre been suicide, a crime against ouy comlnon cause.
The Bucharest Meeting and the anti-Marxist behind-the-scenes
plot which r.r,as organized there by the Soviet leaders, thc
pl'essures and damaging actions against our party, on the
one hand, and- against the Communist party of China, on the
other (I mean the withdrawal of the specialists, the cancelling
of orders for various machinery, etc.) were the first signs of
a very dangerous action which, if not unmasked, would have
had even more serious consequences for the communist move-
ment and the socialist camp.

3. - Because our sincere and principled criticism had a
good pur:pose: by condemning the wrong views and actions,
it aimed at liquidating them, at closing the door to them so
that they would never be repeated, at clearing the air of the
negative manifestations, and on this basis, at helping to streng-
then our communist movement, to reinfo ce our unity which
was cndangered. This aim, and thjs aim alone, was what impel-
led the Central Committee of the party to express its view
openly. and it was absolutely correot to do so.

4. - Finally, we say with absolute conviction that there is
another reason why the Central Committee was right when it
decided to put forward these questions at the Moscow Meeting.
We saw for oulselves, both before the meeting and during its
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prcceedings, that the Soviet leaders, on their part, were deter-
tlined to continue on the course on which they had ernbarked
against our Party, becausc if we had remained silent, they had
plepared themselves to cast the blame on us for everything,
and for this reason they brought extreme pressure to bear on
our delegation iu order to makc us shut our mouths.

It is clear that if we had remained silent at thc meeting
;rboul the wrong acticns of the Soviet leaders, this would not
onlv have meant abandoning our whole principled 1ine, but it
would also have been fatal to our Party and to the future of
socialism in Albania.

III, _ ON IHE ATTITUDE OF THE SOVIET LEADERS TOWARDS
OUR DELEGATION AND OUR TALKS WITH THEM

As is krrown, our delegation went to the Soviet Union as

an official delegation, invited by the Central Committee of the
Comrnunist Party of the Soviet Union for the celebrations of
the 43rd anniversary of the October Socialist Revolution. This
being thc case, from the formal angle they did us all the ho-
nour"s of the occasion. But their attitude towards us was cold
and the talks unfriendly. Thus, we talked with Kozlov on our,'

arrival in Moscow, with Kosygin and Polyansky at the dinner
of the 7th of November, and their position became clear: in
everlthing they sought to cast the blame on our Party. Thc
ncxt day, that is ot the Bth of Noven-rber, everything becamc
even more clear.

On the Sth of November we were handed a copy of the
letter which the Central Committee of the Cornmunist Party oI
the Soviet Union sent to the Centrai Cornmittee of the Commu-
nist Party of China in reply to the September letter from the
Communist Party of China. This fact in itself did not please
us, because it was a bad prelude to the holding of the meeting,
but we shall speak of this later. What made an impression on
us were the foliowing facts: In one paragraph of the letter
speaking of the socialist countries of Europe, they were all
listed b5' name, with the exception of Albania. This meant that
the leadership of the Soviet Union had wiped Albania from the
books as a socialist @untry. Further down, although the letter
was addressed to the Communist Party of China, there was an
open and tendentious attack against our: Party. While claiming
that following the criticism of ,the cult of the individual,, all
problems were solved in the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union al1eged1y according to the rules of democratic centralism,
the lettel said:

,Unfortunately, there are other examples. We can bring
up such a fresh example as the settlement of such matters by
the Albanian comrades. In September this year they expelled
comrade Liri Belishova from the Central Committee ancl dischar-
ged her from the post of the Secretary of the Central Committee
of the Party of Labour of Albania, while comrade Koqo Tashko
was discharged from the post of the Chairman of the Central
Auditing Commission of the Party of Labour of Albania and
expelled from the Party. And for what? Simply because these
comrades expressed their beliefs that it is impelrnissible to
slander the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.

We express our suspicions that there is a bad end in store
for all those people whose only ,sin" is that they are friends
of the Soviet Union, have a corlect undelstanding of the si-
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tuation, and express their sympathy for the Soviet people and
for the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union".

From this presentation of 'things it emerges : Eitst, that
allegedly the Central Committee of our Party did not carry out
the rules of the internal democracy of the Party when it expelled
Liri Belishova from its lanks and KoEo Tashko from the Central
Auditing Commission. It seems to m€ unnecessary to prove here,
in the Central Committee of the Party, that this is deliberate
slander. Second., it emerges that in our Party the friends of the
Soviet Union ane being condemned and persecuted, that is,
the Central Committee of our Party is allegedly in an anti-So-
viet position, etc. Ihere is no need to prove that this, too, is
another slander. But in these tendentious accusations the aim
of the Soviet leadership is clear: to discredit our Party, to
present it as though it has gone off the rails of Leninism, as
though it has taken the road of Yugoslavia (therefore, in the
same document Albania is not mentioned as a socialist coun-
try).

This shows that the Soviet leadei's were not interested in
resolving the disagreemen[s which had arisen between us. On
the oontrary, they wanted to deepen them, indeed to use them
to discredit our Party. On the other hand, in order to have
complete success in their actions against our Party they resor-
ted to al1 means to make us shut our rnouths.

The first method was that of threats. To this end, Nikita
Khrushchev himself twice spoke to the Chinese comrades about
Albania. First, orr October' 25 [1960], he told comrade
Teng Hsiao-ping, ,1ys shal1 treat Albania like Yugoslavia,,
and the second time, he told another representative of the CP

of China, ,The Albanians behave towards us just like Tito used
to do", "We lost an Albaaia and you Chinese won an Albania,,,
uThe Party of Labour of Albania is our weak link.*

What was their aim?
First, the Soviet leaders intended to intimidate us, to tnake

us review our position and to desist from raising all the
questions we had in mind. It should be borne in mind that
the Soviets were more or less aware of what we wouJd raise at
the Moscow Meeting. Kogo Tashko had kept them infolmed
about our views.

Second, whiie speaking against our Party and threatening
us, in fact, they were also warning the Chinese, that is, they
irrtended to ki11 two birds with onc stone.

Third, by presenting the case as though we were following
the road of Yugoslavia, the Soviet leaders sought to discredit
our Party, to distort our stand, to divert the discussion away

frorn the basis of principles to slanders, etc.

Together with the method of indirect thleats the Sovict
leaders aiso used the method of dilect pressurc, through tnccL-

ings and talks with our delegation.
Before speaking of the meetir-rgs we had in Moscow, it is

necessary to say a few words concerning our view on the

n-rethod of ta1ks, meetings, and consultations. This is essential,

because thc Soviel lcaders tried many times to present thc

question as though we were against ta1ks, and to illustrate this
thcy brought up these examples: our refusal to meet the Soviet

Ieaders on the basis that they proposcd ir-r the well-known let-

ter of August 13 [1960]; the fact Urat comrade Enver did not
go to spend his summer lroliday in the Sovict Union, allegedlv
as if r,ve n,anted to arroid any meeting with thern, and, fina11y,
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our refusal of Khrushchev's invitation to meet him on November
9, of which I wiil speak later.

The Party and its Central Committee have been and are
of the opinion that the method of meetings, talks, and con-

sultations among the leaders of fraternal parties, the exchange

of views on various problems of mutual interest, the more so

when differences have arisen between two parties or socialist
countries, is the most correct and advisable Marxist-Leninist
method. Therefore, in the past our Party and its Central Com-

mittee have not refused any meeting and will not do so in the
future, especially, when the aim of these m,eetings is to streng-
then and consolidate the Marxist-Leninist unity of the socialist
camp and the international communist inovement.

But, at the same time, proceeding from these principled po-

sitions, our Palty is of the opinion that in these meetings cer-
tain other principles of Marxism-Leninism must be respected,

among which: First, it is impermissible and contr,ary to the
Leninist norms that a third party should become a subject of
conversation at a meeting of two other parties, that the general
Iine of the former sho,r.rtrd be talked about in the absence of
this party; and second, any discussion or meeting between two
parties, whichever they be, should be held on an equal footing,
on the basis of consultations and mutual respect, avoiding any
manifestation of imposing the will of one side upon the other
side, or oI any privileged position of one side over the other
side,, etc. Our Party has respected and will respect these princi-
ples. This is the principled position of our Party concelning
the question of meetings, talks and consultations; we have
maintained such a position in the past, and wc shall mai[tain it
in the future too.

Now let us see in co,ncl'ete terms, whether the Soviet lead-
ers are right when they accuse us of being against meetings, by
bringing up the above-mentioned cases. It is true we refused
the meeting proposed in the letter of the Centlal Committee of
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union dated August 73,1960,
But we refused to meet them, not because we w€re against meet-
ings in principle or because we wanted to avoid meeting the
Soviet leaders, but because such a meeting would have been
contral'y to the Leninist norms, because, as is kuown, in their
lelter the Soviet leaders proposed that we should hold discus-
sions in order to put out .the spark of rnisunderstanding-, whigh
had flared up between us in Bucharest, "in time*, so that our
two parties ,could go, to the meeting next November ,with a

complete unity of opinion., Why did misunderstandings arise at
Bucharesl? What was the fundamentai problem of the Bucharest
Meeting? It was the criticism of the Communist Party of China.
Therefore, we were supposed to discuss China, to formulate a

common view on this issue, and all this was to be done behind
the back of the Communist Party of China. Is this principled?
Isn't this the same as factionalism? We explained this to the
Centrai Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
in our reply, back in August, stressing that a meeting between
us for that purpose was not in order. Again we think we acted
vely correctly.

Let's take the question of our ref usal to meeb Nikita
Khrushchev on November 9, 1960. We think that our delegation
acted correctly when it refused that meeting, and we explained
this to the Soviet leaders. The thing is that, on the one l-rand,
on November 8, 1960 the Soviet leadership handed us a letter
addressed to the Communist Party of China, in which, as we
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said abovq Albania was not ranked among the socialist coun-
tries, and our Party was accused of anti-sovietism, of having
allegedly violated the principles of democratic centralism, and
so on, and this material was distributed to the representatives
of 81 parties, while, on the other hand, on the very same
day they were inviting us to talks to examine the misunder-
standings which had arisen between us I On the one hand,
they tell the Chinese comrades, .We sha1l treat Albania like
Yugoslavia", and, o,n the other hand, they want to mee! us !

Is this talking on equal footing? Has the basis been created
for the comradely spirit indispensable for fruitful talks? Is not
this a clear expression of the tendecy of the Soviet leaders to
have a privileged position in talks? It is clear that we could
not possibly hold talks under such conditions, because this is
contrary to the principles of mutual equality and respect, espe-

cially so when we had not whispered a single word to the
international communist and workers' movement about the
concrete disagreements between us and the Soviet leaders up
till that time. This is why we refused that meeting. It is up
to the Central Committee of the Party to judge whether our
delegation acted correctly or not.

As for the question of icomrade Enver's failure to go to
the Soviet Union for his holiday this year,, this is not worth
speaking about, because there is nothing political in it. I did
not go to the Soviet Union for my vacation last year, either,
and no scandal was made of it. The matter is that this year the
Soviet leaders ,h6d thought, that when cornrade Enver came
there they would talk to himl But neither I nor the Political
Bureau had been informed of this. We were supposed to find
this out by divination.

In fact, it is not our Party, but the Soviet leaders who have
been against talks, against the solution of disagreements
through consultations. As is known, at the beginning of August
we sent the Centlal Committee of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union a letter informing it of the anti-Marxist acts of
some members of the staff of the Soviet embassy headed by
ambassador Ivanov. Why is it that the Soviet leaders, who tell
us they ,are determined that the problems should be soJved

through discussions, have still not replied to this letter to this
day? ln Moscow, they told us that they had not replied
because they did not want to $,orsen relations, because
their answer might be offensive to us. This clearly shows that
it had never crossed their minds that the disagreements should
be resolved, that it was necessary to discuss them, but they had
decided their attitude: to deny everything. Then, why talk at
al1? Hence, who is against talks in facb? It is clearly not us,

not the Party of Labour of Albania, but the leadership of
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union that is against
ta1ks.

Regardless of all this, in spite of the unequal conditions
for talks, which, as we said above, were created by the Soviet
Ieaders themselves, and despite their uncomrad,ely attitude to-
wards our delegation, an attitude which went so far as to resort
to such anti-Marxist and police methods as eavesdropping on
our conversations by means of various bugging devices both
in our residence and in our embassy, our delegation, seeing their
insistance on meeting us and upholding our Party's principle
on the necessity for ta1ks, consultations, and exchanges of opi-
nion before the meeting began and during it, consented to, and
he1d, three meetings with the Soviet leaders.
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Our delegation understood the real aim of the Soviet lead-
ers from its talks, on November 9, L960, with Maurice Thorez,
who, as the conversation showed c1early, had been charged by
them to meet us. Thorez tried to ,,convincer us of the correctness
of the line pursued by the Soviet Union in all directions, on the
question of war and peace, on the policy of peaceful coexistence
calling Khrushchev the ,Lenin of our time*, and so on. On
the other hand, he spoke against China, presenting the Com-
munist Party of China as "dogmatic, factionalist and Tr.otskyite,
as a great danger to the communist movement, a partisan of
war, which seeks to discredit the Soviet Union", and so on.
Finally, he told us of the love which the Soviet Union has for
Albania, of the aid it has given Albania, as well as that we
ought to be gratefui to it, and in the end he said that all
of us must fo11ow in the wake of the Soviet Union.

We told him of our views, stressing that we had disagree-
ments with the Soviet leaders, which we would put forward at
the meeting (we were aware that everything r,r,e said would
be eavesdropped by the Soviet leaders or would be transmitted
to them by Thorez). Thorez tried to ,dissuade, us from raising
these matters at the meeting, otherwise the whole meeting
would be against us, and would call us provocateurs, that we
should resoive these things by sitting down to talk with the
Soviet leaders, and here he mentioned that we had been wrong
not to meet Khrushchev, The meeting with Thorez lasted three
hours, and in the enci we parted with each side maintaining
its own viewpoint. This was the first direct pressure to stop us
f,-om speaking openly at the meeting, and the first effort to
learn what we would put forward there.

Following this meeting, we held two meetings with the
Soviet leaders, on November 10-11 and 72.

At the first meeting the views of each side were put for.
ward and, as you might say, the ground was prepared for the
next meeting, which, in fact, was the official meeting. On the
first day of this meeting, Kozlov, Mikoyan, Suslov, Pospyelov
and Andropov participated from the Soviet side, while on the
second day only Kozlov and Mikoyan. From our side, the whole
delegation took part in the meeting.

Right from the beginning of the meeting, the Soviet lead-
cls adopted the pose that nothing had occured from their
sidc, as though the Party of Labour of Albania was to blame
for everything, moreover that we ought to state frankly why
we were aggravating our relations with the Soviet Union, what
had happened, and what we were dernanding from the Soviet
Ieadel's. In fact, this was their stand in the later meetings, too.
Of course, our delegation rebutted any such claim, and with con-
crete facts proved that it was not us, but the Soviet leaders who,
n,.ith their erronecus attitudes and actions against our Party and
ccuntry, had caused the aggravation of our relations. We mentio-
ned the question of the ambassador and of the staff of their em-
bassy, the question of bread, the words of Malinovsky and Grech-
ko, the anti-parti work of Kozlov with our delegation on its re-
turn from China, the crooked actions of some Soviet officers at
the Vlora base, .rnd so on. A11 these, we stressed, were not isolat-
ed facts but closely corrnected. All these things have happeneci
since the Bucharest Meeting and have a political character.
Their aim has been to force our Party to change the attitude
which it maintained in Bucharest, to undermine the unity of
the Party, to divide it and orrerthrow its leadership. In order to
improve the relations between our two parties and countries,
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which is the desire of our Party, and in order to stlengthen
our friendship, we sought from the Soviet leaders that they
should condemn these acts and take measures to avoid repe-
tition of them in the future.

The Soviet leaders did not erdn-rit anything sincerely and
flankly, but sought to dodge everything. They repeated the
thesis that al1eged1y our Party was to blame fol the aggravation
of the situation, that a1leged1y it was not for ta1ks, as we stres-
sed above over and over again. They tried to deny the actions
of the Soviet diplomats in Tirana, but in the end they were
folced to admit that .some slight mistake* might have been
tnade through the 'foolishness' of the ambassador. They said
that now they would send another ambassador, and the matter
would be closed. They presented the question of bread as

though we were not so badly off because they had sent shiploads
of grain to Albania, whereas on the question of buying grair-r

with gold they said that this was the proposal of the Albanian
side, which was accepted by the Soviet Foreign Trade people.
They sought to excuse the attitudes of Marshal Malinovsky and
Marshal Grechko in the same way, while admitting that even
if something excessive had been said, this would have been unin-
tentional and quite accidental. Thus, according to them, there
was nothing political in all those action,s. Our Party was trying
in vain to give them that colour, they wer,e trifling things, and
so on!

It was evident that they did not want to admit anything
at all, and even when they did admit something, it was only
a partial admission for the sake of appearances, so that we
would not raise the issue at the meeting. Later developments
proved this to the hi1t. In its reply to our speech, which it
distributed on December 7, 1960 to the delegates at the meeting,
the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union did not admit anything. On the contrary, it tried to refute
our speech and defended both the ambassador as well as Ma-
linovsky, Grechko, and others.

During the talks, they werlt to great lengths to acsuse our
men over the grave situation which allegedly had been created
at the Vlora base. They used this, as well as the rneasures

wl'rich the Plenum of the Central Committee took against Liri
Belishova and Kogo Tashko, as evidence of a certain anti-Soviet
spirit which had a1leged1y emerged in Albania. They had a

great deal to say about the naval base in particular. Now we
learn that all that fuss which was made in Moscolv about the

Vlora base had been carefully ooordinated with acts of provo-
cation and very dangerous behaviour by sorre bad elements
among the Soviet personnel at the Vlora base d'uring those days.

Evidently, everything was done to a plan. Provocations here,
these things there, were employed as arguments to prove that
we had changed our stand, that we were aggravating the rela-
tions, etc. But neither the provocations here, nor threats and
false accusations there, succeeded. Our men here, educated b1,

the Party, knew how to avoid scandals, never falling into the
trap of planned provocations, and this, in the end, forced the
provocateurs to give up their plans; whereas our delegation,
convinced that our commanders and officers carry out the
directives of the Party to the letter, refuted any threats and
false accusations, stressing to the Soviet leaders that the Cen-

tral Committee of our Party had given special instructions con-

cerning thc Vtrora base, and that we were convinced that no-

thing had happened or would happen there through the fault of
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our men, and we told them to have a good look at what their
people were doing. And in fact this was how things stood,

As a result of the first ta1ks, in which voices were raised

from time to time, each side was acquainted with the other's

views, but stuck to its owlt positions. The only agreement

reached was that we would hold another meeting the following
day, at which the Soviet delegation would be led by Khrushchev.

We str.essed to the Soviet leaders that ll'e were willing to hold
this rneeting also, but they, on their part, should think things

over better, should see matters from the political angle, and

not reduce them to trifles or to accideutal and technical mis-

takes, as they tried to explain them.
On November 12 the official meeting took place, at which

the Soviet side was represented by Khrushchev, Mikoyan,
Kozlov, and Andlopov, while our side by the entire delega-

tion.
This meeting, too, went the same way as the fil'st. Khrush-

chev maintained the same stand, presenting the case as though

they had donc nothing, indeed he could not even imagine what
might have aroused the indignation of the Albanian comrades,
except the criticism which he had made when he r,vas in Albania
concerning the question of poplars(!). After we put forward the

question of the ambassador, as well as the question of what
had been written in the letter addressed to the Chinese comra-

des against our Party, Khlushchev, for the sake of appearances,

admitted that it was foolish of the ambassador to have behaved

in such a manner towards our armymen, but he defended and

described as corlect what had been written against our Party

in the lettel of November 5 addressed to the Chincse comrades.

The main iten-r of the talks was the problem of the Vlora naval
base, Now it became clear why this qucstion was raised so

strongly, aud what was the meaning of the military blackmail
and plovocations which were organized here during those

days. Khrushchev laised the question that a grave situation had

bcen created at the base, that our officers were quarrelling with
the Soviet officers, that our men were allegedly speaking

against Khrushchev, and so on. And, in the end, he raised the

issue that the Soviets might dismantle their base.

This was an open thleat, which, on the other hand, proved

that everything which had been said earlier against our Party

had not been accidental; thus, neither what Malshal Crechko

said, .Albania is in the Warsaw Treaty for the time being',
nor what Khtushchev told the Chinese comrades, "We shal1

treat Albania like Yugoslavia,, or what Comulka told the Chi-

nese, "As long as Albania is a member of the Warsaw Treaty

we shal1 not allow it to do as it thinks fit, otherwise we sha1l

convene the Warsaw Treaty and examine the question of Alba-

n14tr.

In his proposal to dismantle the Vlora base, Khrushchev 1et

out the entire plan that he, obviously, had worked out together

with his associates. He wanted to threaten our Party with this,
but without success. We rejected his distorted idea, and des-

cribed it as a fatal mistake, which nobody among the Soviet
people would accept. We told him that threats did not go

down with us and that, if they wished to raise the question of

the liquidation of the base, this must be done by the rneeting

of the Warsaw Treaty. But we declared officially that the Party
of Labour of Albania would never agree to such a decision,

that we were for the preservation of the base, because it res-

ponded to the interests of the defence of our country. We posed
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the question to the Soviet leaders whether, by giving up the
Vlora base, perhaps they wanted to leave the US 6th Fleet
in the Mediterranean a free field of action and avoid being
committed to war with them in case of imperialist aggres-
sion against our country?

Of course, the discussion of this vital question made the
going very much rougher in the talks, but what made it impos-
sible to continuc them was Khrushchev's unfriendly and despi
cable comparison when he said our talks were like his talks
with MacMillan. At that, our delegation broke off thc talks and
left the room in protest.

As a conclusion, it can be said that the Soviet leaders did
not want to ta1k, or to reach agreement with us on anything.
They had made up their minds on their plan and point of view.
They had even started to talk with others about this, with the
sole aim of discrediting our Party. If they asked us to talks,
they did this not because they wanted to resolve thc disagree-
ments, but to threaten us, to force us to give up the idea of
our speech at the meeting. After these meetings it was clear
once again who was for talks and who was not. They also
showed that the Soviet leaders had no intention of making
self-criticlsm ovel anything they had done against our party
and against our country. On the contrary, as their threat abotrt
the Vlora base indicated, they were determined to go fur-
ther.

Thelefore, we can repeat once more that in those condi-
tions the Central Committee of the palty acted very correctly.
It did well when it decided to raise, and when it actually did
raise, all our contradictions with the Soviet leaders at the
M,eeting of the representatives of the 81 communist and work-
ers' parties of the world in Moscow.

IV. - ON IHE DEVELOPMENTS AT THE MOSCOW MEETING

The Moscow Meeting was organized to discuss the current
problems of the international situation and the questions of the
strategy and tactics of the international communist movement.
The basis for the proceedings of the rneeting was the draft_De_
claration prepared by the commission of 26 parties, ra,hich, as
we said, was convened in Moscow in October, In discussing
these questions, the meeting, in fact, had to pr.onounce on the
disagreements which had appeared in the ranks of the inter-
national communist and workers, movemeut, to condemn the
emoneous views and to fix the correct Marxist-Leninist view,
the united view of the whole communist movement on these
questions, in the Declaration which it would approve.

But from the very beginning of the meeting, even prior toit, it was evident that the Soviet leaders and those of some
other communist parties of the socialist and capitalist countries
of Europe thought differently. The distribution of the letter of
the Central Committee of the Communist party of the Soviet
Union addressed to the Central Committee of the Communist
Partv of China on the eve of the proceedings of the meeting,
and the working on all the delegations with this letter made
the plan of the Soviet leaders even more clear. The tendency
was to organize a new Bucharest, to gain approval outside the
meeting for all those things that were said in Bucharest against
China, to create the opinion among all the parties that the Com_
rnunist Party of China "is dogmatic and factionalisttr, that {.t has
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viol.ated the Moscow Declaratir:n and acts in opposition to the
entire communist movement, that together with the Communist
Party of China, the Party of Laborrr of Albania, too, is following
the same course[, opposition to rvhich is expressed in the letter
of the Central Committee of the Communist Partv of the Soviet
Union.

In order to create this opinion, the Soviet leaders otganiz-
ed intensive preparatory work among the various delegations
in the first days before the beginning of the meeting. Worlting
especially actively to this end were the delegation of the
Communist Party of France (with the delegations of the capi-
talist countries of Europe), the delegation of the Communist
Party of Spain and the People's Party of Cuba (with the dele-
gations of Latin America), the delegation of Syria (with the
delegations of the Arab and African countries). On top of this
organized work, in which the letter of the Central Committee of
the Communist Part5r of the Sorriet Union dated November 5 ad-
dressed to the Communist Party of China was read and com-
mented on, many bilatera.l meetings and talks were held with
the Soviet delegation and the delegations of the soeialist coun-
tries of Europe. Of course, such work cannot be considered
normal, on the contrary it is incorrect and anti-Marxist. On
the other hand, it indicates how weak are the positions of the
Soviet leaders, because he who is on the correct course and
who abides by the teachings of Marx and Lenin has no need
to win allies through improper methods, pressure and worl<ing
on people in this way.

By doing this preparatory work outside the meeting, the
Soviet leaders intended to impart a demonstrative charaeter to
the very holding of the meeting, in which the speeches made
v,ould be in general terms, with eulogies for the successes
achieved, without diclosing the existing contradictions, but
casting veiled allusions against the correct Marxist-Leninist po-
sitions of the Communist Party of China and the party of
Labour of Albania on the fundamental issues. Such a deve-
lopment of the meeting would have been to the advantage of
the Soviet leadership and the parties supporting its view, be-
cause, on the one hand, they did their work outside the meeting,
creating the opinion that tJ-re Communist Party of Chrna had
allegedly made mistakes, indeed that it was in favour of war, of
adventures, against peaceful coexistence, and- so on, and on the
other hand, by not uncovering the contradictions at the meeting,
the Soviet leaders presented themselves as a1legedly staunch
partisans of the defence of the unity of the communist move-
ment and the socialist camp, hence, they d.isplayed their "magna-
nimity, and avoided discussion of their line, of their mistakes,
of their deviations from the Moscow Declaration 1L95Zl and
from the teachings of Marxism-Leninism.

The Soviet leaders saw c1early that an open Ciscussion of
the contradictions at the meeting would discredit them before
the movement in many respects; First, becatse they have
trampled on the Moscow Declaration and have adopted a conci-
liatory policy in the struggle against imperialism and revisio-
nism; second, because thelr ftay" breached the Leninist norms
regulating the relations among socialist states and communist
and workers'parties, as is the case with China and Albania;
thir.d, becatse in the eyes of the entire communist movement,
of the representatives of 81 communist and workers, parties of
the world, the existing opinion of the infallibility of the Com-
munist Party of the Soviet Union and its leaders would vanish,
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together with the opinion that the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union and its leaders are beyond criticism, that every-
thing they say ilis law, is correct, is the last word in Marxisrn,
and, therefore must be rmplemented by a11,, etc., etc.

In keeping with this tactic Nikita Khrushchev spoke on
behalf of the Sovlei delegatron on the tirst day oI the Moscow
&Leeting. In lact, his speech \!'as an attempt to set the tone in
whlch natters shou.ld be discussed at this meeting.

Khrushchev's speech was cunningly prepared and difiercd
greatiy trom the letter which the Central Commltiee ot the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union addressed to the Central
Cornmittee of the Communist Party of China on November 5,

'yvoicn was dlstrlbuted to ali tne delegatlons p.Lior to the meetrng,
in which the Chrnese comrades were openly accused of havrng
violated the Moscow Decraration and the pri.nciples of Marx-
ism-Leninism. The speech delivered to the meeting was wrltten.in
such a tone as though no disagreements whatsoever exisled be-
tween the Communist Party oI the Soviet Union and the Com-
munist Party of Cnrna, noreover', throughout thal speech of 8U

pages the Communist Party of China was never. menti.oned by
name. Khrushchev's speech gave the main "arguments, in de-
Ience oI the theses oI the Central Commi[tee of the Communist
Party oI the Soviet Union concerni:rg the main question about
which there are disagreements, such as the questiou oI war and
peace, the theoretical problems of the 20th Congress, the question
of the struggle against,factronaiism* in the international commu-
nis[ movement, etc. T]re speakers who followed in support of
Khrushchev, such as Zj:ivkov and others, described Khrushcnev's
speech as a ncrealive development of Marxism", and repeated
lus arguments in other forms.

Although efforts were made [o avoid mentionlng the dis-
agreements in Khlushchev's speech, to maintain a moderate
tone, nevertheless, in a hidden manner, it contained venomous
ailusions, which were directed first of all against the Chinese
comlades, on a series of important problems.

Khrushchev strongly insisted on condemnation of the
so-called factionalist activity in the international communisl-
and workers' movement, hypocritically declaring that this
thesis was not directed against any party in particular, anci
he put great stress on the fact that the decisive condition for
the achievement of unity in the international communist move-
ment was a11eged1y respect for, and the implementation of, the
decisions taken by the majority on the part of the minority.
With this he set the line for all his suppor-ters at the meeting
on the key problem and his main aim: the condemnation and
subjugation of the Communist Party.of China and the party
of Labour of Albania.

Immediately after Khrushchev's speech the meeting began
its ,,tranquil, course, as the tactic and purpose of the Soviet
leaders required according to the principle, *Roast your rueat
but don't burn the spit., Thus, during the first three days
of the meeting, 1,8 representatives of various parties took
the floor, among them the representatives of the parties of
Bulgaria, Hungary, Canada, Creece, Argentine, bak, the
Union of South Africa, and others, which, while supporting
the stand of the Soviet delegation on all matters raised in
Khrushchev's speech and eulogizing him, lei,e1led masked
criticism against the correct views of the Communist party
of China. A11 of them, on Khrushchev's example insisted that
the Decl.rration which had been prcpared should r,emain un-
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changed on the questions about which the delegation of China,
our delegation, and those of some other parties had expressed
opposition since the meeting of the October commission.
As is known, these questions had to do with the evaluation of
the 20th and 21st Congresses of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union, the question of the ,cu1t of the individual,, the
question of "factions", and that of ,national communism,.

This is how the meeting began, ar,d this is the "tranquil"
appearance it had in the first stage of its proceedings. But if,
forma11y, its appearance was tranquil, in essence the atmo-
sphere was tense, because Lhey all had an uneasy feeling, all
had something in their chests from which they could not get
away unless they brought it out. They were all worried
about the question of unity, but the course the meeting
had taken was not leading towards unity. It covered up the
contradic[lons without eliminating them, therefore, sooner or
later, they were bound to burst out, would come to the sur-
face, and the later this happened the worse it would be for
the fate of our movement. Marxism-Leninism teaches us to
look the truth straight in the eye and not to be afraid of it,
no matter how unpleasant it may be. The contradictions existed,
therefore they had to be discussed courageously, who was
right and who was wlong had to be found out through criticism
and self-criticism, through a frank and comradely consultation
and discussion, and then, purged of the filth, united in genuine
Mar>iist-Leninist unity, we had to march ahead towards fresh
viclories. This is how we and the Chinese comrades conceived
the ploceedings of the Moscow Meeting of the representatives
of thc communist and workers'parties.

Therefore, it was essential to change the spirit of the
proceedings and the discussions at the meeting; it was necessary
to put an end to thc stage of relative "tranquility* which was
in the interests of the Soviet leaders, but did not serve the
genuine strengthening of our unity.

The spirit of the proccedings of the meeting changed
after the speech by the Chinese delegate, comrade
Teng Hsiao-ping, and the speech I delivered on behalf of
the delegatlon of the Pal'ty of Labour of Albania. The meeting
entered its second phase which is characterized by the open
discussion of the disagreements existing in the international
crmmunist and workers' movement over fundamental ques-

tions. Tl-ris discussion forced the representatives of every party
to take a stand towards these major issues, and thus the real
views of evel'y party came out more c1early.

The speech of lhe delegation of the Communist Party of
China was a speech of a high ideological content, ,a principled,
very well arEumented speech, which unnasked the erroneous
views and the distortions and deviations of the Soviet leaders
c:ncerning the fundamental questions of the strategy and
tactics of the international communist lnovement. Right from
thc start of his speech the delegate of the Communist Party
of China exposed the method and aim of the Soviet leaders
in not opening up the problems at the meetlng. He described
the November 5 letter of 125 pages, which was ful1 of savage
attacks against the Communist Party of Chiua and its leader,
cotnrade Mao Tsetung, as in fact, the main speech of the
Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union. Thc difference, he stressed, consists only in the fact
that, taking advantage of the favourable conditions created
for them, because the meeting was being held in Moscow,
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the Central Comm,ittee of the Communist Party of the Soviet

Union had distributed that speech outside the meeting, while

deiivering another speech in the meeting.

The Chinese delegation lebutted the distortion made of

the position of the Central Committee of the Communist Party

of China concerning the principal oontent of the present epoch'

He said that the Communist Party of China has never cha-

tacterized the present epoch as the epoch of imperialism, of

war and revolution, but as the epoch of revolutions, of the

overthrow of imperialism, of the triumph of socialism and

communism. This slander was first uttered at the Bucharest

Meeting by the head of the Soviet delegation, and was ac-

companied by other distortions that allegedly the Chinese

overestimate the strength of imperialisrn while underestimating

our strength. Speaking of the content of the present epoch'

the Chinese delegation expressed its opposition to replacing

the activity of the masses in the struggle fol' peace with the

activity of state leaders, explained the meaning of the expres-

sions .the East wincl prevails over the West wind', and "impe-
rialism is a paper tiger*, and stressed the need to educate

the masses in the spirit of determination to fight the class

cnemy.
Speaking of the problems of war and peace, of peaceful

coexistence, the delegate of the Cornmunist Party of China

pointed out the sources of wars, refuting the charge brought

againsl the Communist Party of China that it a1leged1y rvauts

war, that allegedly it is in favour of the cold war and that

allegedly it seeks to establish socialism throughout the world

by means of war. This, he said, arnounts to saying that the

threat of war comes from China and not frorn imperialism

Comrade Teng Hsiao-ping said that we must speak of both

possibilities, that of the prevention of war and that of the

outbreak of war, and that we must carefully prepare our-

selves for both possibilities. ioverestimation of the strength

of the people and unclerestit-ration of the strength of the

cnemies,, he said, ,is one tendency. If this tendency is not

combated, it might lead to adventurist Leftist and sectarian

ettors. Overestlmation of the strength of the enemies and

underestimation of the strength of the people is anothel ten-

dency, If this tenclency is not combated, it might lead to
revisionist and Rigirt opportunist errors' It is important to

combat both these tendencies. We think,' he said, 'that in

the present conditions tl-re maiu clanger in the ranks of the

international communist movement is the second tcnclency'

not the first.,
He demanded the inclusion of the following phrase in

the draft-Declaration: uWe can be sure that there will be no

war only when sociaiism has triumphed in at least the principal

corrntries of the worid,'. He explained the difference between

the possibility of avoiding world war and the possibility

of excluding any kind of war' The oppressed peoples will
inevitably rise in war against their reacLionary governments,

and we must support thcse wals. The representative of the

Commr-rnist Party of China pointed out that the policy of the

Soviet Union on talks has been supported by the People's

Republic of China. But u'e must not base all our hopes or

our main hopes on ta1ks. Everything depends on the active

str-uggie of the masses all over the world for peace

Comrade Teng Hsiao-ping said that the main danger in

the international communist movement is revisionism. It has
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never happened, he said, that revisionism has developed

because there has been so much struggle against it, as the

Sovi,et leaders claim. He demanded that the chapter of the

draft-Declaration speaking of this question should be more

complete and said that there were also dogmatic tendencies,

which, under particular conditions, might become the main

danger. But dogmatism was not manifested in the Communist

Party of China and even less on the questions over which
it was being slandered.

He devoted a special place to the relations among the

fraternai communist and workers' pal'ties. He laid special

stress on the principle of equality and independence of the

various parties and on proletarian internationalisn-r. He attach-

cd particular importance to the principle of consultations

among parties and the achievement of unanimity' He said that

criticism among parties is a sound basis for unity among

them. The Chinese delegation refuted the charge that allegedly
the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China

intended to reject everything the Communist Party of the Soviet

Union lrad done. It was wrong to think that criticisnr harmed

unity. If criticism had been in a harsh tone, the Central

Committee of the Communist Party of China was not to be

blamed for that. The principle of the majority and minority
in the lelations among parties should not and could not be

applied. This is a principle applied within the parties them-

selves, and not at internationai meetings, at which each party
preserves its own independence. The delegate of the Commu-

nist Party of China ctlticized the Bucharest Meeting at which
the Marxist-Leninist principles were breached, pointed out
the positive and negative aspects of the 20th and 21st Con-

gresses of the CPSU, c/.ilicized the stand of the Central Com-

mittee of the CPSU towards the Party of Labour of Albania
and rejected the proposal that "factionaiist activity" should

be condemned in the Deciaration, a move which was di1'ect-

ed against the Communist Party of China.

Finally, he dwelt in detail on the disagreements between

the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China and

the Oentral Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet

Ilnion. After an outline of the history of the disagreements

and showing how the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union was extending them to state rela-
tions, Teng Hsiao-ping said that these disagreements had been

aggravated as a result of the violation of the principle of
cquality among parties on the part of the Soviet leadership
and that the Moscow Declaration had not been respected.

The Central Committee knows the content of the speech

of our delegation, therefore it is unnecessary to dwe1l on

it here. However. we can say that it was listened to with
great attention by the participants at the meeting, and despite

the attacks heaped upon us later, of which we sha11 have

more to say below, no one, not even the Central Committee

of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union in its written
declaration of December 1, could produce convincing argu-

ments to refute a single one of our theses. On the contrary,
its principled character, its correct analysis of the questions

and its courageous criticism addressed to the Soviet leaders

wer,e welco.med by many delegations of fraternal parties.

As I said above, following our speeches, the meeting

took another course. This stage of the meeting also can

be divided into two parts: the lfust2-3 days after our speeches
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were dominated by the contributions of the representatives

of the communist and tt otkers' parties who defended the

thesis of the Soviet leaders and consequently attacked the

Communist Party of China and our Party of Labour, Whereas,

during the Tast 2-3 days of the meeting there was a predo-

minance of speeches of the delegations of the communist and

workels' parties who defended the correct Marxist-Leninist
positions, that is, the parties which were of the same opinion

as the Chinese comrades and us. Why did this happen? Be-

cause even in this direction the Soviet leaders pursued an

ir:correct procedure: wanting to create the impl'ession that the

cntire movement was against us, they gave the floor, one after

another, to those delegations which they were sure would

defend the view of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union,

while refusing it to others. Thus, for example, they postponed

the right of the Indonesian delegation to take the floor for
three days on end. But, in this manner, by putting off the

demands of all those delegations, it came about that the

last speeches delivered were by the parties maintaining a

correct Marxist-Leninist stand.

What is characteristic of the speeches of the second stage

of the meeting?
Fitst, lhe attacks against the Communist Palty of China

and against our Party in particular were organized (to such

an extent that they were even furnished with quotations

from the documents of our Party which were only at the

disposal of the Central Committee of the Comrnunist Party
of the Soviet Union), and another characteristic is their lack
of arguments, the replacemer-rt of arguments with offensive
language.

Second, at first, following the speech of the Chinese dele-

gate, the attacks were spearheaded only against the Com-

munist Party of China, after our speech the attacks wele di-

rected mainly against our Party, and by the end of the meeting,
especially during the second contributions, criticism was con-

centrated against our two parties at the same time, against

the Commdnist Palty of China and the Party of Labour of
Albania.

Tkitd, thefu discussions were tendentious; they condemned
everything Chinese or Albanian, passing over in silence, that
means supporting, even the most extreme manifestations of
Right opportunism, which tried to take advantage of this si-

tuation in order to spread its ideas. For example, in his
speech, which gave the impression of being more of a

speech of a social-democrat than of a oommunist, the repre-
sentative of the Communist Party of Sweden, Hagberg, rais-

ed these opportunist theses:
1) He said that in the framework of its collaboration

with the social-democratic party, the Communist Party of
Sweden had achieved successes precisely thanks to the fact
that it was in favour of a broad collaboration with all the
social-democrats, that they spoke of what united them and not
of what divided them. He declared that the leadership of the
Communist Party of Sweden was against the creation of a Left
wing within the social-democratjc party, because the commu-
nists should collaborate with all the detachments of the
working c1ass.

2) He defended the Yugoslav levisionists and crilicized
those who spoke in harsh language against them. He declar-
ed that the main thing for us was to isolate the principal
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enemy and not the Yugoslav League of Communists, that we

should not maintain a sterner stand towards the Yugoslav

leaders than towards the heads of social-democrats, because

this hurted the feelings of the Yugoslav people. We should not

aggtavate our relations with the Yugoslav leadership, so

that we could have it as fel1ow-travel1er, be il even temporary

and not very reliable, in our common struggle for peace'

etc.

3) Hc declaled that thc terms rdictatorship of the proleta-

riah,, which might cause only harm, should not figure in the

Declaration which the meeting would adopt. The term udicta-

torship of the proletariat' was an o1d term of the 19th century,

which had become outdated and frightened the masses. Although

we comtaunists understood the content of this term, we didn't
use it, because from both the logical and the philological

aspects udictatorship, meant the opposite of democracy, its

negation. The Swedish workers took offence if you spoke

to them about the "dictatorship of the proletariat*. This term

was not included in the program of the Communist Party of
Sweden and when we spoke to the workers about the so-

cialist state, we stressed that this was the most democratic
state', etc.

Likewise, the representatives of the Communist Party of
the United States of America and of the Communist Party of
Great Britain, under various pretexts, also demanded that the

formulation on the dictatorship of the proletariat should be

omitted from the draft-Declaration.
The representative of the Communist Party of the Unit-

ed States of America also demanded the omission from the

draft-Declaration of the phrase which said: "!f. the crazy

imperialists launch their war, the peoples will wipe out and

bury capitalism,. Whereas the delegate of the Comrnunist

Party of Italy declared in his speech that not a single Italian
worker would consent to pay for the victory of socialism in
blood, that is, they were for rpeace at any price*. The re-
presentative of the Communist Party of ltaly proposed a new

formulation of that part of the draft-Declaration which speaks

about Yugoslav revisionism. This new formulation left out
the thesis that the Yugoslav revisionists have betrayed
Marxism-Leninism and have engaged in undermining activity
against the socialist camp and the international communist
movement,

However, none of the delegates to the meeting, including

even the Soviet delegation, stood up to oppose these anti-

Marxist and blatantly revisionist theses. Only the delegation

of the Communist Party of China and our delegation, as

well as those of some other parties which stand on Marxist-

Leninist positions, fought against and refuted these incorrect

and oportunist views in the editing commission.

On the Stond of some Delegotions Towords

the Speech of our Delegotion

Immediately after the speech delivered by our delegation
at the meeting, the representatives of a number of communist

and workers' parties launched heavy attacks fu11 of offensive
epithets against the Party of Labour of Albania. Regardless

of the facts, or without knowing them at all, they labelled
as slanders all criticisms contained in our speech in the ad-
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dress of the leadels of the Conrmunist Party of the Soviet
Union.

The attack was opened by Dolores Ibarruri, who said
among other things, 'This morning I heard the most disgrace-
ful speech I have ever heard in my many years in the com-
munist movement; we have not heard such a speech since
the time of Trotsky. It was a provocative speech. How can
anyone speak such falsehoods against the Soviet Union...
We protest against the slanders addressed to Khrushchev.
We believe that the entire movement will condemn your
speech... u, etc.

Most offensive adjectives were employed by Gomulka
against o,ur speech and our Party. He called our speeCh ran
irresponsible attack against the Communist party of the
Soviet Union, an act of hooliganism, which no one, who
has any sense of responsibility, could permit himse1f." Furlh.t
on Gomulka said: .If anyone does not believe that the Chinese
are factionalists, let him look at their factionalism with
the Albanians..."

Attacking the speech of our delegation, Longo and the
1'epresentatives of some other parties declared that ,it sounds
like an insult and vilification, not only of the Communist party
of the Soviet Union, but also of the entire international com-
munist movement.o

The representative of thc Communist party of Morocco,
Ali Yata, also made base attacks against the leadership of
our Party,

Georgiu Dej pronounced himself in this manDer against
our spech: "trVe listened with indignation to the speech by the
First Secrctary of the Central Committee of the party of Labour
of Albania. We controlled ourselves, put our patience to the
test, for it secmed as if ,The Voice of American or uFree
Europe" was speaking from this tribune. No difference
whatever from the Yugoslav revisionists. With their ad-
venturist policy, the Albanians are creating a difficult situation
in the Balkans. . . Our meeting should resolutely condemn the
disruptive speech and action of the Aibanian delcgate,.

The delegations of some parties whicil had not yet
pronounced themselves before my speech hurried to issue
written declarations to condemn the speech of the delegation
of the Party of Labour of Albania and its leadership. This
is what the delegations of the Communist party of Bulgaria,
the Communist Party of France, the Communist party of
Czechoslovakia, and others did.

The declaration distributed by the delegation of the Com-
munist Party of Bulgaria, among other things, says: " . . What
the representatives of the Party of Labour of Albania did
was an expression of the blackest ingratitude and cynicism.
In return for fraternal help they have brought up the basest
falsification and slanders against the Comrnunist Party of
the Soviet Union. The Belgrade revisionists have no reason
to be dissatisfied with the struggle waged by the leaders
of the Party of Labour of Albania against them. Through
this "struggle" they have simply become more valuable on
the US market, receive more generous aid and loans
from the United States of America."

The declaration of the delegation of the Central Committee
of ihe Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, in co,nnection with
the speech by the delegation of the Party of Labour of
Albania, says among other things, ,What are the aims of the
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tnonstrous slanders of thc Albanian delegation which dared
to describe the Communist Party of the Soviet Union as almost
to blame for the Hungalian counter-revolution? The present
words of the Albanian delegation, which makes against the
Soviet Union the grave accusation of r.esorting to almost
colonial methods and great power chauvinism, arouse even
greater indignation. These insults can only be grist to the
mil1 of the bourgeois and revisionist propaganda about the
socalled Soviet ,colonialism" and Soviet 'hegemonism'*.

A large number of the delegations that spoke against
us in connection with our speech expressed themselves only
with some phrases, such as "this was not the place to open
these discussions*, or *t1-re speeches by the Chinese and
Albanian comrades werb inappropriate and harmf:ul, and
contained slanders against the Commlrnist Party of thc So-

viet Union,, or r141g agree with the assessment of the speech
of the Albanian delegate made by the preceding speakers", etc.

Generally speaking according to their stand towards the
view; expressed in our speech, the various delegations may be
drvided into three groups:

a) The first group includes those parties tl-rat defended
us openly or supported our theses, without mentioning us at
all, or saying the odd word simply for the sake of appear
ances against our speech.

In this group mention should be naade first of all of
the Chinese delegation that rcsolutely defended our Par-
ty.

Besides the Chinesc delegation, many delegatioris of the
communist and rvorkers' parties of Asia came out openly
in defence of oul Party, some of them, such as those of
Burma, Malaya, and Indonesia, crlticized the un communist
methods and the offensive language used against those parties
that speak openly and courageously, whereas some other de-
legations did not declare themselves openly but told us
aside that they agreed rvith us.

b) The second group is made up of the delegations which
spoke against us, but, as said above, in ve1'y mild terms, such
as .improper speechr, etc. Most of the delegations from
Latin America, the Scandinavian countries, some delegations
from Africa and others may be included in this group.

c) The third group is made up of the delegations that
rose against us with great heat and unreservedly defended
the position of the Soviet leaders. But even among them there
are some shades of difference:

- The most agglessive were: Gomulka, Ibarruri, A1i Yata
of Morocco, Z]nivkov and the Czechs (the latter two came
out with written declarations), Dej, Longo of ltaly, and others
who used the most abusive language against us.

- The less aggressive were: the French who issued
written declarations, the Tunisians and others who spoke
against us, not in the above-mentioned terms, but such as
,disgraceful speech*, "impermissible and unacceptable speech,'
,aimed at discrediting the Soviet Union., etc.

- Lastly, the moderates, among whom the Hungarians
may be included, for they were very measured in their
written declaration.

The fierce attacks agairrst the Chinese delegation and
ours came as no s'urprise. They were an otganized outburst
of unprincipled passions, an unsuccessful attempt to stifle
our principled views and criticism through base attacks and
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offensive language, to divert the discussion, by means of
sentimental phrases, away lrom the questions of principle
on the agenda, etc. But they did not achieve their aims. In
fact most delegations began to waver, and the more passions

cooled down and logic prevailed, the more objectively the
correct and principled Marxist-Leninist views upheid by the
Chinese delegation, our delegation and some othel dele-

gations, were assessed by a series of delegations.
This is cleariy expressed in the shift of the ratio of for-

ces and in the conclusion of the proceedings of the meeting.
As we said at the start of this report, apart from the

Chinese delegation and oul delegation, the representatives
of many other parties, too, took a resolute Marxist-Leninist
stand at the November meeting. A11 stood for the unity of the
communist movement, and frankly admitted that r,t.ithout

China and its Communist Party there could be no talk of unity
either in the communist movement or in the sociaiist camp.

This stand was in open opposition to the proposals and theses

of the Soviets and their ardent supporters who wanted to
condemn the Communist Party of China and the Party of
Labour of Albania as factionalists, etc.

At the end of the plenary session of the mceting, after
79 representatives of the various parties had made their
contributions to the discussion, N. S. Khrushchev took the
fioor for the second time, and so did Teng Hsiao-ping and
23 other persons. A charactelistic of the last speeches of
Khrushchev and his supporters was that they showed them-
selves more moderate, their expressions were more control-
led, they were more engaged in defending their viewpoints
than in attacking those of others.

Nikita Khrushchev's second speech was a reflection of
the situation created up tc then at the meeting: on one

hand, the speech of the Chinese delegation and that of our
delegation had dealt heavy blows at the alguments of the
Soviet leaders concerning the accusations agaiust the Com-

munist Party of China, and on the other hand, it was a fact
that besides the parties openly supporting the stand taken
by the Soviet delegation against the Communist Party of
China and the Party of Labour of Albania, although without
convincing alguments, thele was also another group of par-
ties, and flot a small one, that supported our vicwpoints, and

another in the centre that were against the split.
In conformity with this, Khrushchev's second speech

had two characteristie aspects:

,a) Although ln its external form it was fiercer than

his first speech and directly attacked both the Chirrese com-

rades and us, in essence it was a speech frorn defensive po-

sitions. Defending himself against the criticisms by the Chi

nese comrades and us, Khrushchev tried to justify the view-
points of the Soviet leadership on a seties of questions: war
and peace, the stand to be taken towards imperialisrn, the
thesis of the 20th Congress on the roads of transition to so-

cialism, the attitude towards the national liberation move-
ments, the criticism of ,Stalin's cult of the individual', etc.

Concerning all these questions he did not dare to enter into
an analysis of facts but said only that all "the slanders and
attacks against the Communist Party of the Soviet Union,
wculd be answered by the Central Committee of the Com-

rurunist Party of the Soviet Union in a special letter. Apart
fr:om this, in l(htu.shchev's seeond speech the first signs of
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a retreat were apparent when he declared that, facing the
enemy, the meeting must, without fail, be concluded with a

joint document and the elimination of disagreements.
b) Relying on the support of the majority, in his second

speech Khrushchev continued his pressure on the Communist
Party of China to have it condemned and force it to its knees.

In this respect he was very insistent that a11eged1y the dis-

agreements *'ere between the Communist Party of China and

the Party of Labour of Albania, on the one hand, and all
the communist and workers' parties, on the other; that the
minority should submit to the maiority and respect its opi-

nion; that .factional activity, in the international communisi

movement should be condemned, etc. He went on rvith his

attacks against the Chinese comrades, accusing them of being

unn'illing to acknowlcdge their mistakes simply for the reason

that they put their pride above the interests of the interna-
tional communist nrovement, etc. Without any arguments,

and on false evidence, he also att;rcked the lcadership of the

Party of Labour of Albania.
Khrushchev's second speech shor,t'ed that the leadership

of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union with Khrushchev

at the head had not renounced its erroneous views and methods

in its relations wiih the fraternal parties.
After Khrushchev's speech and in reply to it, conradc

Teng Hsiao-ping took the floor for the second time.
His speech was centered on two main questions: Fitst,

did the leadership of the Communist Party of China defend

the Moscow Declaration of.7957, or did it violate it? Second,

was the stand taken by the Communlst Party of China airned

at defending the solidarity of the international communist

movem€nt, or had it endangered it?
Concerning the first question, the Chinese delegate point-

ed out that the leadership of the Communist Party of China

had consistently stood on the positions of the Moscow Decla-

ration of 1.957 and had defended it with determination. He

once more refuted the accusations brought by many preced-

ing speakers to the effect that the Chinese comrades, especially

in the alticles included in the pamphlet {'Long Live Leninistnl",
had allegediy departed from the Declaration of 1957, that

ihey a1leged1y negated the importance of the world socialist

system in the international atena, negated the principle of
peaceful coexistence, were Left adventurers, dogmaticians, etc.

He proved that, on the contrary, it was the Soviet leaders and

the leaders of some other fraternal parties who began to

declare that some important theses of Leninism were obsolete,

to acl according to the supposition that imperialism had

allegedly changed its nature, to spread harmful illusions
about the summit meetings, etc, The articles included in
the parnphlet ,Long Live Leninism l. were directecl against
imperiaiism, against revisionism and the harmful illusions
fostered by the Soviet leaders in connection with imperiaiism,
So, it was they who had departed from the positions of the

Moscow Declaration of 7957, and not the Chinese comrades;

as a result, they should have consulted the other parties

about their viewpoints which they changed from those of the

IUoscow Declaration, and not the Chinese comrades about

their articles which had defended the theses of the Decia-

ration in question.
Concelning the second question, the delegate of the

Communist Party of China rejected the accusation br'ought
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by many speakers to, the effect that the first spe,ech of the
delegation of the Communist Party of China a1leged1y endanger-
ed the solidarity of the international communist movement.
On the contrary, that speech was meant as an answel' to the
letter of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union dated November 5th, which in fact had

deepened the contradictions. The delegate of the Communist Par-
ty of China also resolutely rejected the accusations that many
speakers d,uring t1're meeting brought against the Communist
Party of China, as well as the accusation brought by Khrush-

chev in his second speech, to the effect that the Cbinese com-

rades alleged1y put their pride above the interests of the

international communist movement.
He clearly showed that an unhealthy and impermissible

situation had been created in which any criticism in the ad-

dress of the lead,ership of the Communist Party of the So-

viet union was labe11ed as 'factionalist activity"' whereas the

Soviet comrades were permitted to decide everything on their
own, wil-hottt asking the others, and the other parties had
only to fo11ow them. This violated the p::inciple of equality
and consultation in the relations among the fraternal parties.
In this respect, the Chinese delegate exposed the manoeuvre
of Khrushchev who, intending to justify his arbitrary actions,
in his second speech said that the question of the condem-

nation of .Stalin's cult of the individual. could not have been

made an object of discussion among the fraternal parties

before the 20th Congress of the Communist Party of the

Soviet Union without previously soliciting the opinion of the

Pariy, while after the decision of the congless, this decision
could not be violated. (In this way, in tact, lhe possibility
of consultation among tlte fraternal parties is totally de-

nied.)
The Chinese delegate emphasized that the principle of

consultatiot did not mean in the least the imposition of the

will of the minority on that of the majority, that the unity
of the communist movernent was not threatened by the prin-
ciple of equality and consultation, but on the contrary by
the fact that this principle was being violated. He explessed

himself lesolutely against the inclusion in the drarft-Dec1a-

ration of such theses as that on the socalled ,,factional activity,
in the international communist movement, on ,,national

communismn, etc., which were directed against the Cotnrnunist
Palty of China, and he stressed that no unity could be

reached on this basis. He also expLessed his opposition to

the thesis on the importance of the 20th Congress of the

Communist Party of the Soviet Union the inclusion of which
in the draft-Declaration would be considered as an imposition
of the views of one party on the other parties. He said

that the common struggle of all the communist and lvorkels'
parties constituted a broad basis for the overcorning of all
the existing divergencies.

The speech by the delegate of the Communist Party of
China showed that the Comrnunist Party of China stood
f irm on its correct Marxist-Leninist positions, that this was

the only right road for the achievement of unity.
Our deiegation decided not to contribute to the discr-tssion

for the second time, therefore it did not ask for the floor,
but we issued a brief written declaration which was distributed
to a1l the delegations. In this declaration we emphasized
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that we stood firm on the positions expressed in our speech
and pointed out that the insulting criticism levelled at us

was hasty and did not serve the strengthening of the urtity
in our movement. In this connection we sbressed:

-Typical in this respect was the speech of the delegate
of the United Workers' Party of Poland, Vladislav Gomulka,
i,r'ho rvent so far in his unworthy attemps to distolt the truth
about the Party of Labour of Albania as to use against it
epithets, descriptions and insinuations which are altogether
irnpermissibie in the relations among the Marxist parties and

which only the imperialists and the Yugoslav revisionists
repeatedly fling at us each passing day. From the content and

tone of the Polish delegate's speech it is clear that he is
not in the least interested in the elimination of disagreements
among parties and the strengthening of the unity of the

communist and workers' movement, but on the contrary is

striving with great zeal to deepen them, which is only to the

benefit of our enemies. His intention was to lead our nreeting

into a blind alley and to discredit the Party of Labour of
Albania in the eyes of the international cornmunist and

workers' movement. However, this attempt to isolate the
Party of Labour of Albania ended in failure and disgrace,
as it was bound to do.

We reject ail the slandels and plovocations made at this
meeting against our delegation, against our Party and people'

The Party of Labour of Albania regrets that a number

of delegates of some other fraternal parties hasteued to use

an incorrect and un-comradely language towards the Party
of Labour of Albania in their speeches ol written declarations
distributed at this meeting, without going thoroughiy into
the real facts and without being aware of the truth. However,

the Party of Labour of Albania hopes that those comrades

will reflect more deeply and will understand the truth about

the content of the speech made by the delegation oI the Party
of Labour of A1bania,.

As you sce, apart from Comulka, we did ilot nane anyone

e1se, aud did not respond to the personal attacks so that

we would not deviate from our principled position' Our

brief writtcn declaration was well received by the delegatious,

and none of the 23 second-time speakers, even including
Gornulka, said anything against it.

In this manner the first and more important part of

the Moscow Meeting came to an end, and the commission

for the final editing of the Declaration stalted its work.
The commission met 5 days in succession. The Chinese

delegation, our delegation, and othel delegations with the

same viewpoints as ours, waged a stern and determined

stluggle there. The change in the situation was clearly ap-

parent in the commission. Not only the shift in the ratio of
forces, but also the result of the resolute struggle and the

courageous and unflinching stand taken, particularly, by the

Chinese delegation and ours at the plenary session, was

even more evident there. Many delegations of parties in a

centrist position behaved wlth respect towards the proposals

made by our deiegations.
In conclusion, some amendments were made for the im-

provement of the draft-Declaration, whereas all the proposals

intended to weaken the Declaration, to give it an opportunist
charae ter, iike those of the Italians who wanted to water
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down the paragraph on Yugoslav revisionism, or the pro-
posals of the Swedes, etc., were rejected. The Cornmission
also rejected the thesis about "national communism., but,
at the end, 4 questions remained unresolved: the assessment
of the 20th and 21st Congresses, the question of the cult of
the individual, the question of factions, and the inclusion
in the Declaration of the principle of consultation for the
achievement of unity, as proposed by the Chinese dele-
gation.

A break of ole day was takcn for consultation rvith the
heads of delegations about finding a way out. However, our
delegations explessed the,ir deterrnination not to accept the
inclusion in the Declaration of the first three of the above-
-mentioned four questions. Indeed, through some delegations
that had taker a centlist position we had 1et it be undelstood
that, if the above-mentioned questions rernained in the Decla-
ration, we would not put our signature to it.

Only at n-ridday of the last day, as a result of oul struggle
anC clear-cut stand, was complete unauimity reached, after
the dclegation of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
rv.rs obliged to back down. In fact the questions under
discusslon 1,\rere resolved as follows: the question of factions
was lemoved from the text altogether; the Chinese proposal
about consultations rvas included; the assessment of the 21st
Congress was removed completely and only the characteri
zation of the 20th Congless according to the 1957 Declaration
remained, with the addition of a phrase orr the contribution
made by other parties to the enrichment of Marxism-
Leninism; the formula about the cult of the individual r-emain-
ed, but no longer as a phenomenon connected with the whole
international communist movement. After these amendments
the Declaration was unanimously approved by all the dele-
gations,

The fundarnerlta1 questions about which thele wele differ-
ent opinions are presented correctly and interpreted from
the Marxist point of view. The characterization of the epocl-r,

the problems of war and peace, the question of peaceful
coexistence, the problems of the national liberation move-
ment, of the comrnunist movement in the capitalist countries,
of the unity of the socialist camp and of the communist par-
ties, find their colrect reflection in the Declaration. The only
fundamental question about which we disagreed, but on
which, for the sake of unity, wel'e obliged to make a con-
cession. was the mentioning of the 20th Congress.

But one thing should be kept always in mind. Thele
exists the possibility that each will try to give his own inter-
pretation to the theses of t1-re Declaration. The Moscow Decla-
ration of 7957, too, was, correct, but many disagreements
arose concerning its interpretation. Distortions could be made,
not by revising the theses of the Declaration and replacing
them with new theses, but by stressing its theses in an one-
sided manner, by mentioning only one side of the question
and leaving out the other. For, example, there exists the
danger that in the characterization of our epoch only our
forces may be emphasized or overestimated; there is the
danger that, in connection with the problem of the war,
the danger of war may not be properly stressed, and impe-
rialism not exposed; there is the danger that only the policy
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of the alllancc with the social-democrats and the national
bourgeoisie may be emphasized, and the struggle against,
and criticism of, t1-reir reactionary viewpoints and actions
rnay be left aside; thele is the danger that the peaceful road
of transition to socialism will be the most stressed, and the
non-peaceful way not mentioned as it should be; there is

the danger that revisionism rnay be acknowledged as the main
danger only in words, and more stress laid on thc struggle
against dogmatisn and sectarianism. Similar distortions can

be made over the other problems taken up in the Declaration,
too.

Hence the question arises; how will this Declaratiotl
be implernented? Will it be honoured by everyone?

We can answer this question with certainty only as far
as oul Party is concerned. Not only will our Party of Laboul
fight r.vith might and main to implement the Declaration
approved, but at the same time we feel ourselves duty-
bound to fight against any one who may violate it, who may

attempt to distort its content.
,A.s far as the othel parties arc concclned, wc hope that

fol the sake of unity, of the common struggle against impe-

lialism and revisionism, f or the sake of the camp of so-

cialism and communism, they all will implement the Decla-

ration apploved The inrplementation of this Declaration to

the ,letter will rnar-k a decisive step towards the liquidation
of all disagleements in the ranks of the communist move-

r:rent, will make a valuable contribution to the tempering
of the unity of the socialist camp and the internationai
con-ulnrist mcvcnent, which is indispensable for the victol'y

over the enelry. The Declaration itself and its contcnt repre-

sent a leal basis on which this unity can be built.
But we cannot fail to infolt:t the Central Comtnittee

of the Palty abottt some reseLvations, that are even now

becorning apparent in the attitude of the Soviet leaders

towards the implementation of the Declalaticn.
The leselvations they have expressed, which in our opi-

nion ar.e unjustified, are these: In a speech he delivered in
Oclober, at a banquet in honour of the palticipants in the

editing commission of the Declaration, Nikita Klrushchev
himself ca1led the Declaration a ,compromise document".

"As you know,, he went on, .such documents are not

long-lived,,. Later, at the farervell banquet given in lonour
of the participants of the Moscow Meeting on December 2nd,

that is to say, after the Declaration was signed, speaking

aboul Yugoslavia, Nikita Khrushchev stressed that it is not

a socialist country, but that its economy is developing along

socialist lines(l), and that "we (the Russians) n'ould not
fight Yugoslav revisionism as the Albanians are doing, for
we keep in mind that, in case of war, Yugoslavia could

muster a number of divisions, and rve do not want them

lined up against us.'
On what is hidden behind these declarations, u'llat is

their pulpose, we shal1 not attempt to comment. Let us wait
and see. We only observed these facts, and now we are

infortning the Central Committee of the Party about them.

Of course, in our opinion, such statements cannot give rise

to optimism. They make you think that the Soviet leadership

will not fight as every party should to implement the pledges
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stemming frorn the uniuimous approval of thc Declaration
which was signcd.

V. - THE TA5K5 OF THE PARTY IN THE FUTURE

The activity of our delegation, its determincd anil princi-
pled stand, the courageous speech and all the tvorh carried
out at the Moscow Meeting, have been very good and, as r,r'e

said, have given good results. We must emphasize that, as

a resuit, the individuaiity of our Party has been raised,
admiration and respect for its courage, its principled stand,
its determination to defend Marxism Leniuism have increased
immeasurably. This rejoices us, but it should not go to
our heads and make us boastful. We did nothing but our
duty to Marxism-Lenitrism, proletalian internationalism, to our
Party and our people.

But, at the same time, there are a number of new problems
facing us which we must solve with the wisdorn char.acterizing
our Par[y, with coolheadedness and intelligence.

Wc should be aware that our courageous and principled
stand was not to the liking either of the Soviet leadership or
of the representatives of some parties of the socialist and ca-
pitalist countries, and this is evident fron the attacks they
directed against our Party. On the other hand, as a result of
the work done by the Soviet leaders with the various delega-
tions, especially after our speech, and the slanderous lies they
told the meeting against us, among many delegations there is
the impression that we attacked the Soviet Union and its Com-
munist Party.

Altet hauing spolten oI the attitude towards the Souiet
Union, Comrade Enuer Hoxha continued:

Qn Relstions with the Conrmunist Porty of ehino

In recent times our ties and relations lvith the Chinese
comrades have become sti1l closer. And this is explained by
the fact that our two parties are following the same course, the
same aim, because the principled struggle for the defence of
Marxism-Leninism united the two of us and linked us close1y.
Some representatives of various parties in Moscow, like Zhivkov
and others, tried to pl'esent the matter as if the party of
Labour of Albania acted and acts according to the instructions
of the Cornmunist Party of China. It is not necessary to stress
hele that our Party has its own opinion, its own view, its own
individuality. It has fought for many years resolutely in defence
'of Marxism-Leninism and it continues to do so. In this stl.uggle
we found ourselves shoulder to shoulder with the Chinese corn-
rades, who are fighting, too, with courage and determination in
defence of our triumphant ideas. And on thls basis, on the
basis of the struggle for Marxism-Leninism, our two parties
became united and firmly linked together.

It must be said that at the Br.rcharest Meeting we defended
the Chinese comrades proceeding from the positions of Marxism-
Leninism. Likewise, fi'om these same positions we defended
them also at the Moscow Meeting. But, for their part, the
Chinese comrades, too, at the Moscow Meeting resolutely de-
fended our Party and its principled positions. Allow me to put
forward here what the delegate of the Cp of China said in his
two speeches with regard to our Party.
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In the first speech he said, among other thlngs, that the

position adopted by the Central Committee of the Communist

Party of the Soviet Union in these recent times towards the

Party of Labour of Aibalria had caused them great concern.

The Soviet Union had given aid to Albania, and nobody denied

that. "But,. he stressed, {can one consider as entirely insignifi
cant the internationalist aid which the heroic and industrious
Albanian people give the Soviet Union, the whole socialist camp,

the international communist movement, the cause of peace

throughout the world and the revolution of the peoples of
various countries? In any case, the Central Committee of the

Commr.u-rist Party of the Soviet Utrion cannot, because it has

given aid to Albania, consider it permissible to use this as a

privilcge to interfere in the internal affairs of Albania, and

neither have the Albanian coml'ades have in any way lost the

right to soh,e thei:: internal questions it'rdependently for this
reason.

In these recent times the leaders of the Conmunist Party
sf the Soviet Unicr-r 1-rave tnore than once made attacks on thc

Party of Labour of Albania before the Chinese comrades, stating

that they will adopt towards the Marxist-Leninist Party of
Labour of Albania and totvards the People's Republic of Albania
the same stand they adopted towards Yugoslavia, that they want
to condemn the Party of Laboul of Aibania, cutting off any

kind of aid to it, simply because the Albanian comrades defend

their own views on a series of questions, and, especially at the

Bucharest Meeting and after this Meeting, they did not follow
the Soviet cotllades in their actions directed against the Commu-

nisb Party of China. In its letter of November 5, addressed to

the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China, the

Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union

even expressed its open support for anti-Party elements in
Albania, calling them friends of the Soviet Union. We hope that
the Soviet comrades will quietly ponder over whether, by
adopting such a stand towards the Party of Labour of Albania,
they are guided by the plinciples of proletarian internationalism
ol by patriarchal principles which are impermissible in the

ranks of the communists. If things reach the point that all
the sister parties and all the fraternal countlies interfere in
one another's internal affairs and provoke disruption of one-

another, rvithout hesitating to use any means rvhatever, then

the question arises: What will become of our gleat communist
famlly? There is no doubt that such acts are absolutely
ineompatible with the interests of the socialist camp and of
the intelnational communist movement. . .".

And in the second speech he stressed:
,The delegation of the Communist Party of China is of

thc opinion that the questions presented by comrade
Envel Hoxha in connection with the relations between the
parties and states of the Soviet Union and Albania are serious
and deserve serious attention and study on the part of the

comrades. The comrades may not agree with this or that point
of his critical remarks, but meanr.thile they must base them-
selves only on facts and they must not, without having exa-

mined the facts, describe as calurnny everything which has

been said, as though the serious disagreements tlrat have arisen
between the sister parties and fraternal countries can be solved
in this way. The Communist Party of China sincerely d,esires

that the disagreements between the parties and states of the

Soviet Union and Albania should be solved by means of friendly
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coDsultations, and that thc good fraternal relations that have

been created between them in the course of many years will
be maintained in the future, too. The interests of the socialist

camp and the international communist movement require this.

Some comrades insul[ed the delegation of the Party of Labour
of Albania, a thing which is contrary to the spirit of equality
between sister parties. We were astonished bv the fact that
even comrade Gomuika allowed himself to use offensive terms,

saying that .the speech of the Albanian comrades was a ,dirty
attack by hooligans.. Can it be said that Albania is not a

socialist country, and the Partv of Labour of Albania not an

internationalist and communist Party? Are the Albanian com-

rades not waging a determined struggle against imperialism and

Yugosiav revisionism? If we reflect calmly that Albania is a

sma1l country in our socialist camp and is surrounded by ene-

mies. it will be difficult to believe that the Albanian comrades

treat others with contempt. Offensive words addressed to the

Albanian comtades are no contribution either to the solidarity
of the international communist movement or to the impro-
vement of the relations between the Soviet Union and Alba-

nia.
Some mmradcs allowed themselves to declarc that thc

speech of the Albanian comtades is a1leged1y a resull of the

factional activity the Chinese comrades are crrrying out, indeed

they declared that this was a .distribution of roIes. between the

Albanian and Chinese cornrades. Il is very difficult for us to
understand hcw these comrades could invent such tales. If the

fact that the Albanian and Chinese comrades expressed identical
views on a series of questions is to be called factional activity
or the result of factional activity, the question arises: How can

we call the expression of identical views by the comrades of the

other sister parties? Comrades, in our ranks, in the ranks
of the sister parties, such an atmospher,e of irresponsibility
ar-rd in justice has been manif ested. This cannot fail to cause

US SerlOUS COnCeIn. . .tr.

Our Party of Labour is grateful to the sister Party of

China fol its internationalist and Marxist-Leninist sup-

poIt.
In the future our Party rvi1l streugthen its ties and friend'

ship with the Communist Party of China and the great Chinese

people, always upholding the teachings of Marxism-Leninisrn
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and tie correct line always pursned by the Central Committee

of our Party.

On the discussion of the5e questions in the Porty

ond ot the Congress

Sofar, the Central Committee of the Pal'ty has informed the

Party, through a special letter, only about the Bucharest

Meeting. We think that now, with another letter, we must in-

form the party organizations of the Moscow Meeting and the

ccntradictions which exist between our Party and the leader-

ship of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. We think
this letter of the Central Committee should be analysed and

discussed at district party conferences (or in actives), and

then iri the party branches. It would be good if all this wo::k

can be completed before the Congress, so that the delegates,
q,ho come to the Congress, will be aware of these problems

beforehand.
The party organizations must see to it that our people,

in the first place the communists, further enhance their revo-

lutionary political vigilance and devote more attention to the

problems of production, llne realization of economic p1ans, in
industry, construction, the mines, trade, agriculture, etc. In the

present conditions total mobilization is needed, indeed a

ler-r-fold increase of the enthusiasm and the determination of

the ,masscs, to cope with the difficulties and obstacles ahead

of us, so that both the Party and the people emerge successful'

As to the Party Congress, we think that it is better to post-

pone it, hold it towards the beginning of February, so that we

sha1l have time to put the questions, of which we spoke, before

the Party and also to prepare ourselves better for the Congress.

' Comrades,

Thesc rvere thc questions we wanted to report to thc

Picnum. Our Palty, as a1u'ays, will march folward towards

new victories under the banner of Marxism-Leninism. We shall

achieve ever greater successes, for we are on a correct road, we

are fighting for a noble cause, and there is and will be uo

obstacle, or difficulty that can stop our triumphant advancc'
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are tnad.e by the ed.itot ott the iull
text ol the otiginlal publishert in the 19th Volume ol the Works
of Comrade Enuer Hoxha.
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Comrode Enver Hoxho's historic speech of the Moscow
os oll the documents of the lgth volume of his Works,

FIFTEEN YEARS HAVE GONE BY SINCE COMRADE ENVER HOXHA DELIVEBED
HIS HISTORICAI, SPEECH AT THE MEETING OF 81 COMMUNIST AND WORKEBS'
PARTIES IN MOSCOW. UPHOI.DING COMMUNIST PRINCIPI.E WITH REVOLUTIONARY
DETERMINATION, COMRADE ENVER HOXHA DEMOLISTIED THE ANTI.MARXIST
THESES OF NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV AND HIS FOLI,OWERS, EXPOSED THE POLITICAf,
PLATFORM OF THE,SOYIET I.EADERSHIP, BROUGHT OUT INTO THE LIGHT OF
DAY ITS MURKY, BEHIND.THE-SCENES MANOEUVRES, ITS INTRIGUES AND PLOTS

ACAINST THE C. P. OF CHINA AND THE PARTY OF LABOUR OF ALBANIA, AGAINST
THE REYOLUTION AND SOCIALISM.

THE MATERIAT.S OF THE 19TH VOLUME OF THE WORKS OF COMEADE
ENVEB HOXHA, WHICH WAS PUI INTO CIRCULATION RECENTLY, INCI.UDE THE
SPEECHES, REPORTS, LETTERS, AND BADIOGRAMS HE WROTE DURING THE PERIOD

JUNE TO DECEMBER, 1960. THEY THROW A POWERFUL LIGHT ON THAT RESOLUTE
STBUGGLE WHICH OUR PARTY AND COMRADE ENVER HOXHA WAGED AGAINST
KHRUSHCHEVITE REVISIONISM AND ABE A GREAT ASSISTANCE TO GAINING A
THOROUGH AND ALI,.ROUND UNDERSTANDING OF THE HISTORICAL WORLD
IMPONTANCE OF THIS STRUGGLE, TO SEEING IN ALL ITS Cf,ARITY, THE CORRECT.
NESS OF TIIE LINE OF THE PARTY OF LABOUR OF Af,BANIA.

Cotnrade Enver Hoxha's writiugs in this Moscow Meeting, his reports and con-
volume reflect the direct confrontation of tributions to the discussions in the Cen-

our Party rvith the Khrushchev group tral Committee and the Political Bureau
and the beginning of the open struggle which deal with questions in connection
on a broad front against Soviet revision with the struggle and stand of our Party
ism. This volume contains mainly writings against Khrushchevite revisionism, the
and materials unpublished until now, correspondence with our delegation in
which show at length and in detail the Bucharest, at the prepalatory commission
stand and struggle of the Party and for the Moscow Meeting, at the U.N.O.,
Comrade Enver Hoxha in the complicated etc., are published in this volume.
situations in which the Bucharest Meet- Nineteen sixty was a time when, as a
ing, the preparations for, and the meet- consequence of the betrayal by the So-

ing of, the 81 parties took place. They viet leading group headed by Khrushchev,
reflect the determined. sharp, and stern a regressive revisionist trend was spread-
struggle the Party has waged ageinst ing rapidly. The international communist
the pressure, interference, and sabotage and workers' movement was faced with a

of the Soviet leaders against our country fierce counter-revolutionary attack. Against
after Bucharest. The historic speech the strategy and tactics of the movement,
Comrade Enver Hoxha delivered at the against the theory and practice of the

mosres, o legitimote pride
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revolution, a1l reaction, together with the
Khrushchevites, had drawn the sword.

The communists and revolutionaries
found themselves facing a great test and
responsibility. The problem was acute.

What side would they take at this mo-
ment so critical for the international
communist movement and socialism? With
Marxism-Leninism and the revolution, or
with revisionisrn and counter-revolution,
with the Soviet leadelship which was

betraying socialism, or agaiast it?
Today, when the Soviet Union has been

turned into an imperialist superpower,
when the revisionist parties have dege-
nerated into a counter-revolutionary force,
this choice may seem simple. But at that
time it was not so. The Soviet Union
was still considered by the majority of
the communists and bload sections of the
international u,orking class and public
opinion, who knew nothing about the
facts, as the centre of the world revo-
lution. There were many people who
identified the Soviet leadership with the
heroic past of the Soviet Union of the
time of Lenin and Stalin, On the other
hand, the problems were not as clear as

they are today. Because of the revisionist
propaganda, which made great play with
the names of Marx and Lenin, many phe-

nomena were presented in a distorted
way, while the development of many
others was in the embryonic stage,

ideological deviations, in many cases,

were confounded with errors of a prac-
tical character, and so on.

Thus, to come out openly and publicly
denounce the ideological platform and
political line of the Khrushchevites requir-
ed, first and foremost, sound Marxist-
Leninist convictions, profound knowledge
of the situation, great id'eo-theoretical
abilities to analyse the events and phe-
nomena of the time in a scientific way
and to see the perspective clear'ly. On

the other hand, great political and ideo-
logical courage and determination rvere
needed, because. to come out against the
I(hlushchevites meant to swim against the
tide, to rise against the ,authorities*
and the ,,1arv-makers, of Marxism, to ac-

cept a battle with very great dangers.
It was not just the "anathemas* of the
revisionists that would descend upon us,

but the consequences of the Khrushcher-
ite vengeance, the blockades and sabotage,
perhaps even military aggression.

The writings of the 19th volume ex-

plain and make it possible to understand
precisely why the Party of Labour of
Albania, a party of a sma11 country and
relatively new, rose against the revi-
sionist line of the Khrushchevite leader-

ship, why it was able to maintain such

a principled and revolutionary stand and

take such a great responsibility before
its own people arrd international com-
munlsm.

The Party of Labour of Albania was

born in the fury of the National Libe-

ration 1[ar and grew up in the revolution
for the liberation of the country, in the

struggle for the establishment of the

dictatorship of bhe proletaliat and the
construction of socialism. It had learned
Marxism, not from books and conferen-
ces, but in the heat of a stern class strug-
gle, in battles and clashes with enernies

of all kinds and descriptions. The Alba-
nian communists had waged a protract-
ed, consistent, and principled struggle
against Yugoslav revisionisrn, against its
anti-Marxist theori,es and practices.

The steel-like unity of the Party around
its leadership with Comrade Enver Hoxha
at the head, as well as the unbreakable
unity of the people around the Party,
had been tempered in war and revolution.
It was a Marxist-Leninist unity, based on

a correct line tested in daily revolu-
tionary practice.

In the principled and unyielding Marxist-
Leninist stand adopted by our Party
against revisionism, a special merit
belongs to its founder and leader,

Comrade Enver Hoxha. It is he who ham-
rnered out the correct line of the Party
at all the stages of the development of
the revolution, who forged the steelJike
Marxist-Leninist unity of its ranks, the
unity of thought and action, the revo-

lutionary courage and determination of
the Albanian communists.

The writings of the 19th volume are

a brilliant example of unwavering loyalty
to, and defence of, Marxism-Leninism
and the principles of proletarian interna-
tionalism. They testify to the wise, prin-
cipled, and resolute stand which Comrade

Enver Hoxha maintains at the most com-
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plicated and delicate rnoments, to the

astute and skilful tactics he adopts to
cope with the revisionist attacks, the cor-

rect road he chooses to fight the encmies

and carry the Party to victory.

The documents of the 19th volume re-

flected that spccial care which Comrade

Enver Hoxha always takes to consult the

comrades of the Political Bureau and the

Central Committee on all problems, the

sreat strength he finds in the opinion

and stands of the Party. They reflect his

faith in his comrades and fellorv fight-
ers, the great courage with which he

arms them. Addressing the comrades at

the 17th Plenum of the CC in July, 1960,

Comrade Enver Hoxha said: nYou cannot

imagine what great strength we have

gained lere, from this Plenum of the

Central Cotnmittee, what great lessons

we have learned from 'You about the

courage we must display in the future' . .

The way the CC has armed us, if we

have not r,r'avered itr ten encounters, now

we shall 11ot waver in a thousand en-

counters. l,
At the most critical momcnt for the

cause of comtnunism, the Party of Labour

of Albania chose the only correct toad,

that of direct, open struggtre with Khrush-

chevite revisionism. This choice express-

ecl the opinion, will and desire of all

the communists and all the Albanian peo-

ple. The CC of the Party did a colossal

amount of intensive work to cope with

the situations created, to work out its
attitudes and prepare the Party for the

nerv battle against Soviet revisionism. Five

Plenums of the Central Committee were

held from JulY to December 1960'

The exPosure bY the PartY of Labour

of Albania and the Communist Party of

China of the Soviet treadership at the

Moscow Meeting marks a decisive turn-

ing point in the struggle between

Marxism-Leninism and revisionism' At

the Moscow Meeting a clearcut demar-

cation line was drawn between Marxisrn-

Leninism and Khrushchevite pseudo-

Marxism. There the way of the fighters

for socialism parted from that of the

lackeys of the bourgeoisie, the way of

the Marxist-Leninists from that of the

revisionists.

Thc Moscorv Meeting u'as tulned into

an arena of fierce ideologicai struggle
bel"ween the revolutionary proletarian

line, represented by the CP of China and

the PLA, and the opportunist line, repre-

sented by the Soviet leadership that had

abandoned the priciples of Marxism-

Leninism and proletarian internationalism
and had taken the road of open betrayal.

The Soviet leadership aimed to impose

the course of the 20th Congress on the

whole conmunist movement, This course,

disguised with demagogic slogans of
ilcreative Marxism", was an expression of
the wide-ranging plot of the Khrush-

chevites to liquidate the dictatorship of
thc proletar:iat in the Soviet Union, to

side-track the communist parties from

Marxism-Leninism, to replace class strug'
gle with class conciliation and the re-

volution with bourgeois reforms, to sub-

ject a1t the palties to the dictate of
Moscow.

In ordel to achieve these aims, the

Soviet revisionist leaders clamorously

trunrpeted Khrushchevite peaceful co-

existence, a world without arms and with-
out wars, the peaceful parliamentary

road, and preached that imperialism and

its chieftains had become leasonable, and

changed their aggressive nature, and so

on. They attacked Stalin, his work and

his teachings linked up with Yugoslav

levisionism, and intensified their sabotage

and attacks against the levolutionary for-

ces that defended Marxism-Leninism.

The PartY of Labottr of Aibania and

Comrade Enver Hoxha rose resolutely and

opered fire against this line of betrayal

and very dangerous plan of thc Khrush-

chevite revisionists'

Oul Party had never been reconciled

to the essence of the theses of the 20th

Congress or the actions of N. Khrushchev.

Through party channels, our Party had

to1.d the Soviet leaders of these objections.

Nevertheless, while upholding its own
views, which were not in accord with
the Khrushchevite theses, in its propa-

ganda and concrete activity, for tactical
reasons, as well as because of the fact

that the Soviet leaders themselves, espe-

cia11y Khrushchev, wele saying one thing
today and something different tomorrow,
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until 1960 our Party had not come out itr
open public polemics"

But then came Bucharest. Khrushchev

Iaunched an open attack against the Com-

'r,unist Party of China and all those who

were defending Marxism-Leninism and

hindering the realization of the diabolical

plans of the revisionists. Our Party and

Comrade Enver Hoxha judged that now

the cup was full. A clearcut and resolute

stand had to be adopted against Khrush-

chev and his followers. Khrushchev's

arrogance and brutality, his behaviour'

as an overlord and a boss had to be

attacked. The opportunism of thc Sovict

lc.rdcls had to be unmasked.

At Bucharest, our Party, in a lofty in-

tcrnationalist spirit, came out in defence

of the cP of China. Regardless of the

consequences, it rcsolutely opposed the

I(hrushchevite plot. In the 19th volume,

especially i,r the radiograms sent to
Comrade Hysni Kapo in Bucharest, there

are very interesting materials which speak

of the great importance the Party and

Comrade Enver Hoxha attached to the

cxposure of the anti-Chinese campaign

of the Khrushchevites and the defence of

the CP of China with Comrade Mao

Tsetung at the head, as well as of the

skilful tactics and clear stand which

our Party adoPted.

Bucharest represents the first open

clash with Khrushchcvite revisionism, but

our Party decided to wage tl-re decisive

battle in Moscow, before the broad forum

of 81 parties. Its aim was to exPose

Krushchevite revisionism ideologrcally and

politically, to appeal for unity of thc

revolutionary forces, to raise high the

banner of Leninism which the revision-

ists had trampled in the mud.

Comrade Enver Hoxha stressed that

wc l\'ere not suffeling from any lack of
declarations, that "our task is not just to

add to the collection of declarations,,

that the Moscow meeting must not be

a conciliatory, pacifist meeting to gloss

over the grave mistakes. ,We cannot a1low

the Moscow Meeting to be a meeting of

revisionists and Bight pacifists,, he stress-

ed. "We shall struggle to make it a mili-
tant, conshuctive, Marxist meeting. There

is no other waY"2.
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Comrade Enver Hoxha's speech at the

Meeting of 81 parties, which will always

retain great contemporary value, reflects

the line of the struggle of our Party
against Khrushchevite revisionism. A de-

vastating criticism is made in it of the

opportunist views of the Soviet leaders

in all their essential manifestations, and

the attitude of the Party of Labour of
Albania is presented on the most iurport-
ant problems of world development, strat-
egy and tactics, and relations among the

communist parties and socialist countries.

In Moscow Comrade Enver Hoxha hit
right on the mark. He show-ed that the

origin of the evil which had appeared
in the communist movement should be

sought in the 20th Congress and its
decisions. That was the source of the
counterrevolution in Hungary and the

eveflts in Poland, of the great upheavals
in a number of parties, and the upsurgc

of anticommunist hysteria. With incon-

testable arguments, Comrade Enver Hoxha

refuted thc revisionist theses and anti-
Marxist acts of the Soviet leaders one

by one, and revealcd their reactionary
alms.

He dwelt at length on the analysis

cf imperialism and the problems of war and
peace, and, in opposition to the Khrush-
chevite view, emphasized the opinion of

our Party that, .imperialism, and in the

first place US imperialism, has changed
neither its hide, its hair, nor its na-

ture,; that "imperialism is aggressive

and will remain aggressive, as long as it
has a single tooth left in its mouth,.

Comrade Enver Hoxha exposed and

dealt a telling blow to Khnrshhev's so-

called peaceful coexistence. Khrushchev's

coexistence reflected the strategic plan
of the Soviet leadership to achieve a

rapprochement and close collaboration
with imperialism, with the aim that these

two together would liquidate the revo-

lution, stamp out the liberation wars,
and preserve and extend their spheres

of influence. This was a major diversion
to disarm the masses ideologically and
po1itica111', to leave them defenceless in
the face of the coming attacks of impc-
rialisrn and social-imperialism.

Life has tully confirmed the correct-

ness of the views of the Party of Labour

ol Albania. Even today, 15 years later,
US imperialism, along with the new

Sovret imperialisrn, constitute the greatest

danger to the peoples, to their freedom,

and to the revolution. The historic ex-

perience, the proEracted and allround
struggle of the revolutionary forces in
defence of the aoti-imperialist line and

the urobilization of the masses around

this lirre, have taught peoples not to

harbour any illusion whatever about
imperialism, old or new, and not to perrrrit

any underestimation of them.
In his speech at the Moscow Meeting,

Comrade Enver Hoxha made a powerful
exposure of the opportunist thesis of the
peaceful road as a revision of tfie funda-
mental question of Marxism, as an effort
to persuade the workers to give up t}le
revolutionary class struggle. He emphasiz-
ed that .no people, no proletariat, no

communist or workers' party, has taken
power without bloodshed and violence,.
Again time has fully confirmed the views
of our Party. The revisionists' peaceful

road to socialism brought about the trage-
dies in Indonesia and Chi1e.

In his speech to the representatives of
the 81 parties, Comrade Enver Hoxha r:e-

vealed the hostile aims of the revisionist
campaign against Stalin, and strongly
defended Stalin's name and work. The
Khrushchevites slandered and attacked
Stalin because, without the elimination of
Stalin, they could nct have opened the
gates to revisionism and the bourgeois
ideology, to the counter-revolutionary
transformations in the Soviet Union, they
could not have negated the historic ex-
perience of the dictatorship of the pro-
letariat and *dethroned" Leninism. They
invented the so-cal1ed struggle against
the "cult of the individual, and against
,Stalinism,, in order to interfere brutally
in the internal affairs of other parties,
to change their leaderships and bring to
power opportunist and revisionist ele-
ments wherever they could.

In defending Stalin, our Party defended
Leninism, defended the socialist victories
the Soviet Union had achieved, defended
the revolutionary line of the communist
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movement, in which the historic role and

great contribution of Stalin renrain im-
mortal. ,The Party of Labour of Albania,,

declared Comrade Enver Hoxha, 'thinks
that it is not right, normal, or Marxist,
for the great name and work of Stalin
to be erased from this whole epoch as is

being done. A11 of us should defend the

splendid and immortal work of Stalin.

He who does not defend it is an opporlun-
ist and a coward"3.

Concerning Yugoslav revisionism; in
sternly condemning the stand of the So-

viet leadership towards it, Ccmrade

Enver Hoxha made a profound analysis

and criticism of the opportunist ideolo-

gical content and the hostile activity of

Yugoslav revisionism. He emphasized that
thc struggle against modern revisionism
had not ended, as the Soviet leadership

claimed, that modern revisionism always

remained the rnain danger for the in-
ternational communist mov€ment. Revi-

sionism must be combatted wherever it
is practiced, in all the forms and aspects

in which it manifests itself. If revisionism

is conceived and treated as a passing ph€r-

nomenon, as something localized, then,

in practice, it will not be fought, the

l'oads through which it spreads will rrot

be closed.

The stand of the Party of Labour of
Albania in Buchalest, and Moscow deriv-
ed from its profound concern for the

fate of the revolution and socialism, for
the Marxist-Leninist unity of the inter-

national communist movement.

With the aim of establishing their he-

gemony and rule in the relations with
the communist parties and socialist coun-

tries, the Soviet revisionist leaders

brutally trampled under foot all norms

and principles. Against these anti-Marxist
methods and actions, behind which stood

great state chauvinisrn, our Party and

Comrade Enver Hoxha lose in powerful

struggle. By courageously, criticising the

Khrushchevite plot against the CP of
China in Bucharest, as well as Khrush-

chev's attempts to subjugate all the com-

munist parties and direct them according

to his desire, Comrade Enver Hoxha de-

fended the Leninist principles of ilde-
pendence and equality that should exist
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in the relations between the communist

parties and socialist states.

At the Moscow Meeting, Comrade

Enver Hoxha, expressing the r,l'ill of the

Party of Labour and the rvhole Albanian

people, denounced the chauvinist line and

actions of the Khrushchevites towards

the People's Republic of Albania, parti-

cularly their hostile actions following the

Bucharest Meeting, rejected the revision-

ist accusations and slandels, and resoltttely

defended the Party of Labour and the

PR of Albania.
Fifteen years have gone by since the

Moscow Meeting. At that time, while

denouncing the revisionist course of the

Soviet leadership, our Party, worried about

the future of the Soviet Union, called

on the Communist Party of the Soviet

Union to change its course before it was

too 1ate, to return to the Leninist road.

However, the Khrushchevite leadership

stood on its anti-Marxist positions and

went rapidly down the road of betrayal.

Today, everybody can see the conse-

quences of this catastrophic course.

Ihe Khrushchevite betrayal liquidated

the diclatorship of the proletariat that

had emerged from the October Revolution,

Its place has been taken by the dictator-

ship of the revisionist bourgeoisie, re-

presented by the strata of the bureau-

crats, the technocrats, the top-ranking

military men, and the intelligentsia.
The new economic reforms destroyed

the entire sociallst structure. The ideo-

logy, culture, morality, way of 1ife, have

assumed bourgeois content and forms and

have 1ed to the degeneration of spiritual
Iife. The Soviet Union has been transform-

ed into the extinguisher ,of the revolution

and a social-imperialist superpower.

Embracing revisionism has brought
painful consequences in the former so-

cialist countries that folloved the Khrush-

chevite road. They are now under a double

oppression - under the oppression of

the local revisionist cliques and the yoke

of Soviet social-imperialism. The political,

economie, and military integration of

these countries into the central Soviet

state system is gradually eliminating even

that formal independence they once had.

As Comrade Enver Hoxha warned in

Moscow, the Warsaw Treaty, COMECON,

and the other joint organizations, have

been transformed into instruments of So-

viet donrination.

The communist parties which followed

the Soviet leadership have degenerated

completely. Now there is nothing Leninist

about them. They have erased any class

boundary with the bourgeoisie. Their

latest orientation for the achievement of

an alliance and close collaboration with

the big bourgeois parties, as the Togliatti
revisionists are doing, also marks the

public capitulation of the revisionist par-

ties to the bourgeoisie.

The entire revisionist camp is cha-

racterized by contradictions, disintegla-

tion, and flagn'rentation into <iifferent

trends and groupings. The Soviet revi-

sionist leaders are failing to organize a

new meeting of the revisionists, that has

long been planned. They are failing to
keep control of the different detachments

of modern revisionism, which are less

and less obeying Moscow's desires'

By contrast, an excellent situation cha-

racterizes socialist Albania. When we

contemplate this situation, we can undet-

stand more clearly just how life-saving

and opportune was that principled and

resolute stand of our Party, just how

correct and revolutionary was the line

of its irreconcilable and uncompromising

struggle a€ainst Khrushchevite revision-

1Snl,

When or,rr Party began the open strug-

g1e against the Soviet revisionists, when

it exposed their anti-Marxist activity, lhe

Khrushchevites were infuriated and did

everything they could against socialist

Albania. But the Pal'ty did not waver,

nor was it intimidated. It had long

since taken its decision. ,Even if we

Albanians have to go without bread,'

declared Comrade Enver Hoxha at the

meeting of the Political Bureau on the eve

of the Moscow Meeting' "we will not

violate our principles; we will not betray

Marxism-Leninisrn. Let all our friends

and enemies be clear on this,/r.

The enemies expected Albania to capi-

tulate. But they made a bad mistake.

Albania did not capitulate, it was not

deceived and it was not subjugated, neither
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by the blockade, nor bY the savage

pressure of the revisionists. Socialist -Alba-

nia always stands loyal to Mar-xism-

Leninism and is advancing triumphantly

on the road of socialist construction. The

depressions, disorders, and crises which

prevail today in the revisionist countries

and the entire capitalist world are un-

known in Albania.
Socialist Albania is linked in a sincere

and fraternal friendship with the Great

China of Mao Tsetung. This friendship

and this fraternal cooperation is founded

on loyalty to the principles, correct and

consistent implementation of Marxism

Leninism and proietarian internationalism,

determination to defend and serve the

cause of the revolution and the liberation

of the peoples to the end. The stl'riggle

of the Communisi Party of China, with
Comrade Mao Tsetung at the head, against

Khrushchevite revisionism, its contribu-

tion to the defence of Marxism-Leninism,

its support for the revolutionary and

liberation forces, will always be valued

and respected, as an outstanding exampie

of revolutionary deterrnination and devo-

tion to the cause of communism.

A great success of Marxlsm-Leninism

over revisionism is the creation of new

Malxist-Leninist organizations and parties.

Today, these parties are co1'rectly solv-

ing a series of important ideological, po-

litical and organizational problems which

crop up in life and in the revolutionary

struggle, and more and more consolidat-

ing their Marxist-Leninist unity, extend-

ing theil tinks with the masses and tak-

ing an active part in the big class

battles against capitalism and imperialism'

The open struggle and polemics which

the Party of Labour of Albania, the Com-

munist Party of China, and the other

Marxist-Leninist forces began in 1960

against Khrushchevite revisionism, have

not finished. They must continue and

be intensified uninterruptedly. This is

vital, because the present-day Soviet

leadership, headed by Brezhnev, who is

the direct heir and successor of Khrush-

chev, has deepened the counter-revolu-

tionary anti-Marxist line of revisionism

even further, he has come out oPenlY

with the banner of hegemonisnr and
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imperialist expansionism. The other re-

visionist parties in different countries

ar.e car.rying on poisonous and disorientat-
ing activity among the working class and

the wolking masses, and together with
[l're social democrats and the bourgcoisie,

are fighting against the sound revolutio-

nary for:ces and sabotaging the revolution

and the liberation struggles ofthe peoples.

*.++

While waging a fierce struggle, in all
fields, against Khrushchevite revisionism,
the Party of Labour of Albania has known
how it should profit from this struggle
and draw useful lessons fr.om the nega-

tive experience of the revisionist dege-

neration in the Soviet Union and other
countries.

The Party of Labour of Albania, in ihe

historic struggle against Khrushchevite
revisionism, while relentlessly exposing

the revisionist line and program of
boulgeois degeneration and the re-estab-

lishment of capitalism, has simultane-

ously worked out a revolutionary Marxist-
Leninist line and progran on how to
carry forward the revolution and the con-

struction of socialism uninterruptedly, how
to block the road to the danger of re-

visionism and turning back to capitalism.
This program, which constitutes a new

contribution to the theory and practice

of scientific socialism, has found and is

finding its implementation in Albania,
day by day. It has confirmed that the

spread of revisionism in the socialist
countries is not inevitable, as the bour-
geois ideologists c1aim, because the ad'
vance of socialism is unceasing when a

revolutionary Marxist-Leninist line is

consistently implemented.

Our Party has waged the class struggle
in a correct way, it has ceaselessly

strengthened and pelfected the leading
rple of the Party in every field, has conti-
nuously strengthened the state of the
dictatorship of the proletariat, by deepen-

ing the struggle against bureaucracy and
liberalism, has implemented the line of
the masses and the direct control of
the working class and the Marxist-Leninist
prineiple of self-reliance in the construc-

tior: of socialism. Our Party and people's

state power have strengthened the de-

fence of the country through arming the

whole people and giving thcr:r military
training, they have resolutely combatted

thc foreign ideological aggression and

have successfully stood up to the irnpe-

rlalist-revisionist blockades and encircle-

ment. Expcricnce has taught our Party

and people to be always vigilant against

the external and internal enemies. It has

shown them that, in the protracted process

of socialist constructior, particularly at

the moments when the class stluggle
assumes an even greater fierceness, or

when the pressure of the imperialist-re-
visionist encirclemeut incrcases, the hidden

encmies raise their heads, and, in colla-

bolation with international revisionisn-t

and reaction, try to undelmine the dicta-

torship of the proletariat, to create prc-

mises and situations for the overthrow of

socialism and the restoration of capi-

talism. The neu,' materials which are pub-

lished in 19th volume in regard to

the enemies of the Party, Koqo Tashko,

Liri Belishova, and others as well as ail
the past and present experience of the

struggle of the Party and the masses

against hostile and traitor elements, shorv

thaL there is a direct link betweerr the

foreign and internal enemies, and espe-

cially with the revisionists, a cooldina-

tion of action to attack the Party, the

people's state power, t1-re unity and se-

curity of our Homeland.

Degenerate people such as these, at

the service of the enemies, will never find
a crack in the ranks of our Party or in
the Party-people unity, they will never

find fertile grrcund for their diabolical

undermining work. ,The class struggle,,

says Comrade Enver Hoxha, "which our

Party and people are carrying out with
so much success, detelmination and vigi-
1ance, exposes and nrercilessly crushes

these corrupted elements of our society."

Comrade Enver Hoxha's histolic speech

at the Moscow Meeting, as well as all
the docurnents of the 19th volume of his

Works, arouse in the Albanian commu-

r:ists, and in ail the working masses, a

legitimate pride towards their heroic

Party, towards its revolutionary 1ine, its
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unwavering loyalty to Marxisrn Leninism

and proletarian internationalism. They

arc enthused by its unyieldiug struggle,

are filled with new courage and strength

to stand unflinching and emerge victo-

rious in the battles in which the Party

lcads us. From the materials of the 19th

Volune of Comrade Enver Hoxha's Works,

the cotlmunists understand even better

that the only correct policy is the prin-

ciplcd policy, and that thc basis, the

foundation of all our victories is the

corl'cct line of the Party.

It is the duty of the communists and

our entire people to engage even more

persistently in the study of Marxism-

Leninistn, the documents of our Party,

ar-rd the Works of Comrade Enver Hoxha'

Particular care should be devoted to the

assimilation of all the materials contain-

ed in the 19th Volume. TheY give os an

important theoretical basis and rich expe-

rience to fight and win in the struggle

against rnodern revisionism and all the

enemies of socialism, to understand the

various situations which are created in

the wor1d, to courageously defend the

correct line of our Party, always and in
all circumstances, to defend the teachings

of Marxism-Leninism. These materials

educate and inspire us to carry forward

the cause of the Party and socialism.

The heroic struggle of our Party, fills
us with that great and unwavering faith
and conviction, that there is no force

in the world which can conquer a genuine

communist Party and a revolutionary and

patriotic people, such as the Party of

Labour and the Albanian people, there is

no force rvhich can conquer Marxism-

Leninism. On our road and in our strug-

g1e, rve are not aIone. Hundreds of

millions of people on all continents arc

fighting and thinking, just as we Alba-

nians fight and think. The revolution is

advancing everywhere. The futule belongs

to Marxism-Leninism, socialism, and the

freedom and independence of the peoples.

1. E. Hoxha, Wotks, uol. 19, P. 67,
(AIb. ed.).

2. tbid.. p. 290.

3. Ibid.. p. 457.

4. tbid., p. 338.
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Ihe Hovember I ond I Holidrys
Celebroled wilh loy

This year the Albanian people celebrated
November 7 and 8, the 58th anniversary
of the Great October Socialist Revolution
and the 34th aniversary of the Founding
of the Party of Labour of Albania with the
customary dignity. On this occasion, nu-
lnerous activities were organized through-
out the entire country. In the Capital,
tliousands of people made organized vi-
sits to the "Lenin-Sta1in" Museum and the
nuseum-house where the Albanian Com-

munist Party was created in 7947. Dr"rring

the preceding days, many talks and dis-
cussion evenings were organized in rvork
and production centres, agricultural coope-
latives and city quarters, in schools and
cultural institutions, devoted to the historic
importance of the Great October Socialist
Revolution and to the great role played
by the Albanian Communist Party, today
the Party of Labour, of Albania, founded
in 7947 by comrade Enver Hoxha.

In the main cities of the country, com-

memorative meetings were organized on

November 7 and 8, which were addressed
by r'epresentatives of the Party Committees
and leading cadres. The addresses were
followed by artistic programmes dedicated
to the two important events.

The entire press of the country, central
and local, devoted editorial articles to the
two memorable events. These articles and
other materials pointed out the historic
importance of the Creat October Socialist
Revolution, which opened a new era in
the history of mankind, the era of the
destruction of capitalism and the triumph
of socialism, as well as the decisive role
which the Party of Labour of Albania has
played in the majestic successes attained
by Albania, once the most backward coun.
try in Europe and today a beacon-light of
sociatism.

In its article dedicated to the 58th anni-
versary of the Gteat October Socialist Re-

volution, "Z€ri i Popullit', organ of
the CC of the PLA, writes among other
things:

"The Great October Socialist Revolu-
tion was the glorious deed of the Russian
proletariat, under the leadership of the
Bolsheviks of Lenin and Stalin. It triumph-
ed because the Communist Party (b), with
Lenin and Stalin at the head, faithfully,
and farsightedly, implemented the

teachings of Marx and Engels on the arm-

cd u}:rising, for the overthrow of the
oppressive and exploiting feudo-bourgeois
state power by revolutionary violence. It
triumphed because it had as a leading folce
such a tried and tested party, as the
Party of the Bolsheviks of that time, a

stl'ong party, with revolutionarv experience,
with steel-like discipiine, with extensive
and close ties with the toiling masses.

The Great October Socialist Revolutiotr
proved in practice the real possibility of
the victory ot socialism in a single coun-

try It shook the capitalist u,orld to its
very foundations and inflicted a mortal
wound on the international bourgeoisie.
Under the influence of this revolution the
liberation movement of the oppresscd
peoples assumed an unprecedented
upsurge.

The emerg;ence of modern revisionism on

the-arena of history, particularly the usur-
pation of the state por.r'er by the Khrush-
chev clique in the homeland of the Octo-

ber Revolution, malked the great regressive
turniog-point in the Soviet Union. The
revisionist counterrevolutionaty traitors
launched a furious attack on the glorious
period of the historic victories achieved
under the leadership of the genius of this
revolution, V. I. Lenin, and later of

J.V.Sta1in. They struck at Leninism and

trampled the ideals of the October Revo-

lution in the mud, they attacked and liqui-
dated the dictatorship of the proletariat,
rehabilitated the enemies alive and dead,

of the Soviet state power, and restored

capitalism.
The renegade Khrushchev ciiquc turncd

the Soviet Union, from the support of
the revoluLionary peoples of the world,
into their savage enemy.

The ideas of great October, which the

levisionist usurpers have sullied, are a

powerful force in the minds of the inter'-

national p.roletariat, of the exploited work-
ing masses and peoples, of all the genuine

revolutionaries. The Khrushchevite mo-

dern revisionists can never bury them. Th'e

ideas of the October Socialist Revolution
were born and matured in the ranks of
the Russian proletariat and became part

of the life and struggle of the international
proletariat and the revolutionary peoples.

They are immortal and call fol' courage,

sacrifice, the rebirth of the revolutionary
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spirit and traditions of the times of Lenin
and Stalin, so that the revolutionary mas-
ses come out again on the battle-field, to
smash the traitor cliques, to carry out the
prcletarian revolution once more, to
destroy the bourgeois-r.evisionist dictator-
ship and restore the dictatorship of the
proletariat.

The Party of Labour of Albania, should-
der to shoulder witJr the Communist party
of China, with all the Marxist-Leninist par-
ties and forces in the world, is carrying
the barner of Marxism-Leninism and the
October Revolution,.

In its articl,e dedicated to the 34th anni-
versary of the founding of the Albanian
Communist Party (today lhe pLA), "ZCtii
Popullit" writes:

,In those difficult times, 34 years ago,
when the fascist darkness, terror and
death hung over our country and the
.whole of Europe, the creation of the Com-
rpunist Party of Albania by the Albanian

communists witl comrade Enver Hoxha at
the head, was a briUiant ray of light for
our much-suffering people, the great hope
for the realization of their age-old aspira-
tions, the beginning of the era which
opened the road to true freedom and so-
cialism in our country. an era of heroic
stnrggles and titanic transforming work
which our people significantly call the

"Era of the Par[r..
The Party of Labour of Albania, which

consistently follows the Leninist precepts
on the Party, is a stro[g and organized
party, tested in battles, an ideologically
and politically pure party, determined and
capable of sucoessfully carrying fcirward
the cause of the working class. Precisely
trecause our Party is iuch, the dictatorship
of the proletariit in our country stands
and will remain inviircible, steellike; that
regressive phenomenon which occutred in
the Soviet Union and in sorne other coun-
tries, where the birth of revisionism and

the restoration of capiLalism began with
the degerreration of the Party, did not
and will never occur. Our Party never
forgets that the class struggle continues
both within and outside the country, rhal

the pressure of the bourgeois and revisio-
nist id,eology is strong. Therefore, the
continuous strengthening and tempering
of the Party itself, its unceasing revolu-
tionization, its fighting leading role in the
socialist societ5r, has been and always
remains at the centre of attention
of our Party.

The 30 year histoly of the PLA clearly
speaks of that great truth of which
comrade Enver Hoxha has said: "As it
was born, as it continued, so our Farty
will go on its way: as a Party of the re-
volution, as a Party of the struggle fot the
freedom, independence, territorial integri
ty and sovereignty of our people and
Homeland, for socialism and comunisrn. as
a Marxist-Leninist Party..

analyses of Lhe causes which led the So-

viet Union to catastrophe, and the harm
which this has done to the world revolu-
tion,, he said, ,but we must continually
deepen our understanding at them,"

'Among the factors that caused the
loss of the achievements of the October
Revolution in the Soviet Union and irr
many former socialist countries,, comrade
Mehmet Shehu went on, nwere the lack of
a really revolutionar5. Marxist-Leninist
education. which led to the degeneration
of the cadres, their separation from the
masses, the running after individual inter-
est and placing it above collective
intelest, the flourishing of bureaucracy
and liberalism, which led to the creation
of a stratum of privileged people of the
new bourgeoisie. with revisionist views
and ideology.

In its day to day struggle for the con-
solidation of the positions of the dictaton
ship of the proletariat and its further
strengthening, for the consistent imple-
mentation of its line our Party has ahvays
borne these teachings in mind, but it will
never cease emphasizing the necessity that
each one of us, without exception. should
strive every day to gain a deeper under-
standing in these great issues'.

Tn conclusion comrade Mehmet Shehu

said:

"We should be proud of the great victo-
ries attained by our Party. Our historic
duty as militants of the Party and the revo-
luHon, is to carry these victories forwatd,

lmpoilonl Cenlre of Edurotion

November 8 this year, saw 30 years
completed since the day of the opening in
Tirana of the nv.I.Lenin" Higher partSr

School. This is the most importaot centre
in Albania for the education of the cadres
with the Marxis-Leninist theory and the
teachings of thc Partv.

To commemorate this important event
a meeting was otganized at the school,
attended, in addition to the students and
teaching staff, by many invited guests,
including the Membeis and Alternate
Members of the Political Bureau of the
Central Committee of the PLA, Hekuran
Isai, Hysni Kapo, Manush Myftiu,
Mehmet Shehu, Ramiz Aiia, Rita Marko,
Llambi Gegprifti, Oiriako Mihali, and
Xhafer Spahiu.

TFe-6ain address was delivered by the
Vioe-directo:: Jorgji Sota, who said, among
other things, that during the 30 years 11.000

Party cadtes have sat at the desks in this
school, 65 per cent of whom during the
last five years alone.

On behalf of the Central Committee of
the PLA and comrade Enver Hoxha per-
sonally, those present at the meeting were

greeted by the Member of the political
Bureau of the CC of the PLA and Chair-
man of the Council of Ministers,
Mehmet Shehu.

"Comrade Enver Hoxha'. he said among
other things, "teaches us that communist
education is the basis of communist action,
that the education of our cadres must be
firmly based on the theory of Marxism-
Leninism, on the precepts of our great
classical teachers - Marx, Engels, Lenin and
Stalin - and on the teachings of our Par-
ty. The 34 years of the Party are a revo-
lutionary school, they are filled with vivid
lessons in the correct. revolutionary, crea-
tive application of the Marxist-Leninist
theory irl tfie concrete conditions of A1-

bania,.
Then comrade Mehmet Shehu spoke of

the lessons we must draw from the bitter
experience of what has occurred in the
Soviet Union which has been turned by
the modera revisionists, frorn the first so-

cialist country in the world, into a so-

cial-imperialist state. 'Not only must we
never forget the teachings of the Party
and comrade Enver Hoxha, their profound



consoliddte them, strengthen the dicta-

torship of the proletariat, improve and

deepen the communist education of peo-

ple, strengthen our vigilance and readi-
ness for the defence of the homeland,

work tirelessly and with lofty conscious-

ness, constantly deepen the class struggle,

always in the interest of the proletariat'
Experience has shown that the nearer the

enemy approaches his grave, the more he

strives with tooth and nail, multiplies his

efforts to restore, to regain his lost para-

f'he 3rd Sessiolt of the 8th Legislulure
of lhe People's AssemblY

The 3rd session of the 8th Legislature
of the People's AssemblY was held on

November 17, in a revolutionary atmo-

sphere, when the Albanian people, under
the leadership of the Party, are fighting
heroically to fulfill the tasks of the last

year of the 5th Five'year Plan ahead of

schedule.
At this session the Member of the Po-

iitical Bu.eao and Secretary of the Central

Committee of the Party, Hysni Kapo, de-

puty of the Vlora district, on behalf of

the CC of the PLA deiivered the repod

"On drawing up the new Draft Consti

tution of the People's Republic of Alba-
Il1ao.

The deputies unanimously approvedthe
report presented by comrade Hysni Kapo,

and the Peoptre's Assembly adopted the

decision on the drafting of the new Con-

stitution of the PBA, as well as the de-

cision on the creation of a sPecial

commission for the drawing up of the

new draft-Constitution with comrade

Enver Hoxha as c.hairman,
On l.{ovember 17, likewise, the coa-

mission for the drawing up of the new
draft-Constitution cf t}le PRA, held its

dise, as Lenin says. Therefore, we shculd

wage the class struggle consistently under

the leadership of the Party. Then the per-

petuation of the revolution in Albania is
ensurecl also for the generations that will
come 'after us".

first meeting under the chairmanship of

comrade Enver Hoxha. At this meeti[g
comrade Enver Hoxha pointed out that the

rlutv with which the commission is charg.

ed by the People's Assembly is of great

responsibility, but also a great ho-

nouf.

"We shall work tc fulfiil this to the

best of our ability, loyally, upholding

the teachings of the Party, the guidelines

laid down at the 3rd Session of the 8th

Legislature of the People's Assembly for
the drawing up of the new draft€onsti-
tution,, pointed out comrade Enver Hoxha'

The commission outlined the plan of

work of drawing up the new draftlCon-

stitution of the PRA and for the organi-

zaLiot it the future of wide-ranging dis-

cussion of it among the PeoPle. -

Republic of Albania, gave a receptioa in

the Palace of Brigades.
Participating in the reception were the

First Secretary of the Central Committee

of the Party Enver Hoxha, the President

of the Presidium of the People's Assembly

Haxhi Lleshi, the Chairman of the Council

of Ministers Mehmet Shehu and other

Part5r and State leaders, representatives

of mass organizations, distinguished

working people and €ooperativists, Heroes

of the People and of Socialist Labour,

veterans of the National Liberation war'

members of martyrs' families, service-

men, workers in culture, science, art

and the Press, as well as other invited
guests.

Present were also E.F. Hill, Chairman

of the Communist Part5r of Australia

(Marxist-Leninist), and his wife who are

on a visit in Albania.
Present were also heads and functio4-

aries of the diplomatic representations

accredited to the People's Republic of

Albania.
On behalf of the Central Committee

of the Party of Labour of Albania the

Presidium of the People's Assembly and

the Council of Ministers, those present

were greeted, bY the Alternate Mem-

ber of the Political Bureau of the

Central Committee of the Party Pilo

Peristeri.

llouembel 28 ond 29 Celebruled
wilh loy

Ihe working class, the oooperativist
peasantry, the people's intelligentsia, the

entire Albanian people and their arrned

forces celebrated with joy and revolu-
tionary enthusiasm the 63rd anniversary
of the proclarnation of national indepen-

dence and the 31st anniversary of the li
beration of the Homeland and the triumph
of the people's revolution.

On this occasioa, [umerous and all-
round political, cultural, artistic and phy-

sical culture and sports activities were

organized throughout the country.
The working people honour'ed the me-

mory of the martyrs, paying homage and

placing wreaths on their graves.

On the occasion of November 28-29,

on November 28, in the afternoon, the

Central Committee of the Party of Labour
of Albania, the Council of Ministers of the

People's Republic of Albania, the General

'Codacil of the Democratic Front of Alba-

nia and the Tirana District Party Com-

,mittee organized a solemn rneeting in
Tiran:d.

'Ttre meeting was'attended by working
,people from work and production centres,

central goverflment departments, and cul-

tural, artistic'and scientific institutions of

the capital, servicemen, members of mar-

tyrs' families, veterans of the National
Liberation Wal and other invited
gruests.

The President of the Presidium of the

People's AssemblY Haxhi Lleshi, the

Chairman of the Council of Ministers

Mehmet Shehu and other Party and State

leaders were also pxesent. The speech on

the occasion was delivered by the Alter-
nate Membet of the Political Bureau of

the Party Oirjako Mihali.
From the solemn meeting a message of

greetings was sent to the Central Com-

mitiee of the Party of I-abour of Alba-

nia.
Solemn meetings were organized aiso

in other regions of the country.
on November 29, on the occasion of the

31st anniversary of the liberation of the

Homeland and the triumph of the Feo-

p1e's Revolution, the Central Committee

of the Party of Labour of Albania, the

Presidium of the People's Assembly and

the Council of Ministers of the People's



,,THE DAWN OF FREEDOM,, this is how the painter Shaban Hysa
has, entitled his. painting (_oil) _dedicated to the uictory oI the parlisan unlt ouer the enemies
and traitots' Alter lierce battles the paftisan \orces iaise the banner oI lreed.om on alr- tii- highest peaks oI the counttt

i.l




